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The Social Fabric: Dimensions and Issues

While the 1984 Program provides ample opportunity for consideration of the full range of topics in the discipline, we will devote special attention to the social fabric. What have we to say about the nature of the social fabric, its strengths and its weaknesses? What is it that holds societies together despite conflicts of interest? How do we account for the seeming paradox of the persistence of institutional forms of modern societies in the face of extreme vulnerability (to terrorism, for example) and rapid social change? How, and with what consequences, is the balance struck between coercion and cooperation, between centralized control and local autonomy, between leaders (and would-be leaders) and constituencies, between experts (and would-be experts) and those whose lives depend on specialized knowledge? These and many other questions are considered.

The theme lends itself to inquiry at every level of explanation—individual, micro, and macro—and by every specialty. It lies at the heart of phenomena which are fundamental to the discipline: social change, demographic and ecological processes, human nature and the nature of social order. It seems especially pertinent for our attention in 1984—the year symbolic of the Orwellian vision.

James F. Short, Jr., President
American Sociological Association
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Annual Meeting activities are centered at the San Antonio Convention Center and the San Antonio Marriott Hotel—headquarters hotel for the 1984 ASA Annual Meeting, with additional sessions held at the Hilton Palacio del Rio. ASA Services are located in the Convention Center and the Marriott, as detailed in the Location of Activities listing in this program.

Meeting rooms are itemized below; refer to the map included in each registration packet for exact locations and directions.

Meeting Rooms

Convention Center
Street Level
Room 2
Room 31
Room 32
Room 33
Room A
Room B
South Banquet Hall
South Exhibit Hall

Marriott Hotel
Ballroom Level
Alamo Ballroom (Salons A, B, C, D, E, F)
Bonham
Bowie
Crockett
Milam
Travis
Valero

Hilton Palacio del Rio
22nd Floor Conference Center
Corte Real
El Mirador (East and West)
La Condesa (East and West)
El Mirador (East and West)

Location of Activities

ASA Executive Office—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall
ASA Information—Convention Center, Gallery
Child Care—Marriott, Milam and Valero
Didactic Seminar/Short Course Information—Convention Center, Gallery
Employment Service—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall
Exhibits—Convention Center, South Exhibit Hall

Luncheon Roundtable Information—Convention Center, Gallery
Messages—Convention Center, Gallery
Paper Sales—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall
Press Registration—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall
Registration—Convention Center, Gallery
Roster of Pre-Registrants—Convention Center, Gallery
Table Space—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall
Tour Information—Convention Center, Gallery

ASA Executive Office—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall

The Headquarters Office will be staffed from Monday through Friday by Executive Office personnel. The demands on staff time and equipment are limited to official ASA functions; secretarial services are not available. Individuals or groups requiring office equipment must arrange for the rental of this equipment directly with suppliers.

ASA Information Desk—Convention Center, Gallery

The Information Desk is staffed with ASA Executive Office personnel who will be able to provide information on membership, subscriptions, and publications. Copies of the 1984 Guide to Graduate Departments, the 1984 Directory of Members and the 1984 Directory of Departments of Sociology are available for purchase, as are other ASA publications. Sample copies of ASA journals are also available for inspection. In addition, Teaching Resources Center materials are on display, free copies of catalogues are available, and new TRC materials are for sale.

Child Care—Marriott, Milan/Valera

Child care is being provided by personnel from TeacherWorks of San Antonio. Care will be available during daytime program sessions (8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.) for infants and older children. Evening care can be arranged on an individual basis; check with child care personnel or the Executive Office for details.

Charges for those who did not pre-register their children for the Child Care Service will be $7.50 per child for a half-day (8:00 a.m. — 1:30 p.m.) and $15 per child for the entire day. [For children using the Child Care Service for shorter periods, the half-day fee will apply in order to encourage more stable use, discourage frequent dropping in and out, and simplify payment.] Children who have not been pre-registered with the Service will be accepted on a space-available, first-come first-served, basis only.

NOTE: All parents using this service must also be paid registrants for the Annual Meeting.

Employment Service—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall

The ASA Employment Service will again this year be under the very capable direction of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Clement and will be open Sunday, August 26, from 1:00-5:00 p.m. and Monday through Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Facilities will be available for reviewing employment listings, exchanging messages, and interviewing. If you have pre-registered for the Employment Service, report to the South Banquet Hall as soon as possible to activate your file. If you have not registered, you should do so as early as possible.

All persons using the Service must register for the Annual Meeting as well as for the use of the Employment Service. Once registered, you will be issued a pass permitting your entrance to the Service any time it is open. No one will be admitted without a pass. Fees for the use of the Employment Service are: ASA member applicants—$5; non-ASA member applicants—$25; Employers—$30.

Exhibits—Convention Center, South Exhibit Hall

All Annual Meeting attendees are encouraged to browse through the Exhibits located in the South Exhibit Hall. Exhibits open on Monday, August 27 and will close on Thursday, August 30. Exhibit hours are: 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., Monday through Wednesday; 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Thursday. See the "Directory of Exhibitors" listed elsewhere in this Program for names and booth numbers for all exhibitors.

A self-service "sidewalk cafe" will be located inside the South Exhibit Hall for light breakfasts, lunches and snacks. Hours for this service are 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Paper Sales—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall

Papers will go on sale at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday at the price of $1.25 each. All session papers which were submitted to the Executive Office for duplication and/or distribution at the Annual Meeting appear on the list of "Available Papers" (free copies available in the Paper Sales Room). Papers may be purchased as long as supplies last; orders for future delivery cannot be accepted. Requests for papers which have sold out or were not supplied must be sent directly to the author(s) and, in order to facilitate this procedure, a "Roster of Authors" which includes names and addresses of authors (in the case of multiple authors, the first named author is listed) may be purchased for $1.50. The Executive Office is not able to return unsold copies of papers to individual authors after the Annual Meeting. However, authors may pick up remaining copies of their own papers (including those that the ASA duplicated) on Sunday, between 3:30 and 6:30 p.m.

NOTE: Persons wishing access to the Paper Sales Room must also be paid registrants for the Annual Meeting; badges will be required for entrance into this area.

Press—Convention Center, South Banquet Hall

Media representatives are invited to stop by for press registration packets.

Roster of Pre-registrants—Convention Center, Gallery

A roster containing the convention addresses of pre-registrants is posted on a bulletin board in the Registration Area. A Locator File will be maintained at the ASA Information Desk as the meeting progresses.

Tours—Convention Center, Gallery

Those already enrolled for tours should have received their tickets from Local Arrangements, Inc. Please check at the Information Desk in the ASA Registration Area for any cancellations or changes in tour schedules. All tours will depart from Convention Way Drive on Market Street across from the San Antonio Marriott Hotel. Present tickets to the "ladies in green" when boarding buses.

Some tickets may still be available for tours; check at the Information Desk. Cancellations will not be accepted; you may, however, sell your ticket to someone else if you are unable to attend. Refunds for tours that are cancelled by the organizers will be made after the Annual Meeting.
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PROGRAM NOTES

Plenary Sessions

At the first Plenary Session (Session 54), scheduled for Monday evening at 8:30 p.m., Gary Marx (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Karl T. Erikson (Yale University), Morris Janowitz (University of Chicago), and Seymour M. Lipset (Stanford University) will discuss "The Orwellian Vision: Sociological Assessments. Wilbert E. Moore (University of Denver) will preside.

On Tuesday afternoon at 4:30 p.m., James F. Short, Jr. (Washington State University) will present his Presidential Address (Session 103) following an introduction by Jack Gibbs (Vanderbilt University). Edgar F. Borgatta, ASA Vice President (University of Washington) will preside at this session, and welcoming remarks will be given by Congressman Henry B. Gonzalez.

The Wednesday evening Plenary (Session 171) will feature a discussion of "Utopian Views of the Social Fabric". Robert Boggsaow (Washington University, St. Louis) will preside and participants will include Edgar F. Borgatta (University of Washington), Immanuel Wallerstein (State University of New York, Stony Brook), Michael Novak (American Enterprise Institute), and Norman Birnbaum (Georgetown University).

The last Plenary Session (Session 224) will be held at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Neil J. Smelser (University of California, Berkeley) will preside as Mary Douglas (Northwestern University), William J. Goode (Stanford University), Peter H. Rossi (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), and Morris Zeldich, Jr. (Stanford University) discuss "How is Social Order Possible?"

Thematic Sessions

It is customary for the President to select a theme for the Annual Meeting; for 1984, President James F. Short, Jr., has chosen "The Social Fabric: Dimensions and Issues". The fourteen Thematic Sessions organized by the Program Committee are devoted to investigating this theme and reflect the inventive thought, exploratory character, and broad scope of the Committee's deliberations. Organizers chosen for the Thematic Sessions were given considerable latitude regarding how they wished to present these topics and this is evident in the variety of exciting sessions outlined. For details on the topics and participants, refer to the following Sessions:

Monday, Sessions 9, 25, 41
Tuesday, Sessions 55, 69, 104
Wednesday, Sessions 104, 119, 142, 156
Thursday, Sessions 172, 188, 209
Friday, Session 236

Didactic Seminars

Designed to keep teaching sociologists abreast of recent scholarly trends and developments, Didactic Seminars are conducted by experts who are invited by the Program Committee and who are considered to be at the forefront of a given field. Speakers will present pedagogical materials to explain specialized developments within their topic areas. Seminars are scheduled from two to three hours.

Attendance at the Didactic Seminars is by paid reservation only and is limited to 50 at each seminar. Those already enrolled should have received their tickets with their name badges, but should check at the Luncheons/Seminars Desk in the Registration Area for any materials presenters might have provided for distribution. Those who did not reserve in advance but who wish to attend should check at the Luncheons/Seminars Desk for possible openings.
All persons registering for Didactic Seminars must also be paid registrants for the Annual Meeting. No one will be admitted without a paid reservation; tickets will be collected at the door.

Didactic Seminars are scheduled throughout the meeting, as follows:

Session 2, Monday, 8:30-11:30 a.m.—Techniques of Elite Analysis (Edward O. Laumann and David Mark Premuzic)
Session 28, Monday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Tracking Respondents in Longitudinal Studies (Luther B. Otto and Vaughn R.A. Call)
Session 43, Monday, 4:30-6:30 p.m.—Life History Interviewing (Vivan V. Gordon)
Session 58, Tuesday, 8:30-11:30 a.m.—Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CAI) Systems (J. Merrill Shank and Betty T. Morton)
Session 94, Tuesday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Multivariate Contingency Analysis: Introduction (Clifford C. Clogg and James W. Stockey)
Session 107, Wednesday, 8:30-11:30 a.m.—Multivariate Contingency Analysis: Advanced (Robert W. Hodge and John von Briesen Raz)
Session 144, Wednesday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Question Form, wording, and context: Effects on survey responses (Howard Schuman)
Session 158, Wednesday, 4:30-6:30 p.m.—Writing for professional journals (Norval D. Glenn)
Session 187, Thursday, 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—An introduction to futuristics: theories and methods of futures research (Wendell Bell)
Session 211, Thursday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Fieldwork (Lyn Lofland)
Session 237, Friday, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Replication of surveys: problems and solutions (Howard M. Bahr and Bruce A. Chadwick)

Short Courses

For the 1984 Annual Meeting, the Program Committee has expanded the “mini-course” component of the Program. Three refresher courses in theory and methodology are scheduled during this year’s program in addition to a repeat of the popular LISREL mini-course.

All short courses are scheduled in two half-day sessions, as follows:

Session 27, Monday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.; Tuesday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.—Mini-course on LISREL models (J. Scott Long)
Session 57, Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Refresher course in quantitative methodology (David Nazziore)
Session 84, Tuesday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.; Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Refresher course in qualitative methodology (Michael Quin Patton)
Session 105, Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:00 noon; Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-12:00 noon—Refresher course in recent sociological theory (David G. Wagner)

Attendance at each Short Course is by paid reservation only and is limited to 50. Those already enrolled should have received their tickets with their names badges, but should check at the Luncheon/Seminar/Tickets Desk in the ASA Registration Area for any materials the instructors might have provided for distribution. Those who did not reserve in advance but who wish to attend should check at the Luncheon/Seminar/Tickets Desk for possible openings.

All persons attending Short Courses must also be paid registrants for the Annual Meeting. No one will be admitted without a paid reservation; tickets will be collected at the door.

Professional Workshops

To explore issues of importance to the professional rather than substantive concerns of sociology as a discipline, the 1984 Program Committee has designed ten Professional Workshops to be held during this year’s Annual Meeting. Topics to be covered by these workshops include:

- Job Clinic (Session 1, Saturday and Sunday)
- Talent transfer opportunities in the corporate marketplace (Session 10, Monday, 10:30 a.m.)
- Maintaining professional identity in non-academic settings (Session 29, Monday, 2:30 a.m.)
- Orientation to the job market (Session 59, Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Competition between sociologists and other social and behavioral scientists for applied positions (Session 108, Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Department chairing (Session 121, Wednesday, 10:30 a.m.)
- Managing the impact of budgeting restrictions within the university (Session 145, Wednesday, 2:30 p.m.)
- Representing social science in the research-supporting community (Session 173, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Authors and publishers: contracts and other issues (Session 212, Thursday, 2:30 p.m.)
- Employment opportunity for sociologists in applied settings (Session 225, Friday, 8:30 a.m.)

Teaching Workshops

Six Teaching Workshops on a variety of topics have been organized for the 1984 Annual Meeting. Attendance is open to all. Details may be found under the following sessions:

- Library user skills (Session 44, Monday, 4:30 p.m.)
- Teaching deviance and criminology (Session 71, Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.)
- Integrating a social change focus into sociology courses (Session 109, Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Teaching sociology in the high school (Session 159, Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.)
- Teaching race and ethnic relations (Session 174, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Teaching social stratification (Session 213, Thursday, 2:30 p.m.)

Special Sessions

Included in the 1984 Program are twelve Special Sessions which emphasize topics of special interest and timeliness. Special Sessions vary in format from panel discussions to paper presentations and attendance is open to all. Details may be found under the following sessions:

- Teaching deviance and criminology (Session 71, Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.)
- Teaching race and ethnic relations (Session 174, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.)
- Teaching social stratification (Session 213, Thursday, 2:30 p.m.)

Luncheon Roundtable Discussions

A complete listing of luncheon topics and presenters is printed in the body of this Program under Session 21, Monday, Session 63 on Tuesday, Session 134 on Wednesday, and Session 203 on Thursday.

Tickets are still available for some of the luncheons; the numbers are listed at the Luncheons/Seminar Desk in the Registration Area. Also listed are the luncheons numbers for which the presenters have left materials for distribution to the participants prior to the roundtable discussion. Persons who have confirmed reservations should have received their tickets along with their name badges. If, however, your check and reservation request were received in the Executive Office too late
for processing, a refund will be made at a later date. Please check at the Lunchrooms/Seminars Desk. Ticket sales will be closed one hour before luncheons begin each day.

Cancellations will not be accepted later than 48 hours prior to the scheduled luncheon. You may, however, sell your ticket to someone else if you are unable to attend.

No one will be admitted into the luncheon room without a valid ticket. Observers are not permitted. In fairness to members who have paid for their reservations, your cooperation with the personnel in charge is essential.

Topical Review Panels

Topical Review Panels are a new feature in annual meeting programs. These sessions are entirely devoted to the discussion of a group of related papers by their authors; no formal paper presentations are to be made. Details on the panels appear in the Program under the following sessions:

Zen Buddhism in America (Session 73, Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.)
The Problem of Commitment in the Classroom (Session 191, Thursday, 10:30 a.m.)

ASA Section Activities

Section activities, frequently innovative and ranging in format from formal paper presentations to topical seminars to mini-conferences, are interspersed throughout the five-day schedule of the Annual Meeting and are open to all meeting attendees. As determined by the ASA Council, the number of sessions allocated to each Section is based on the size of the section. For the 22 active sections (plus one in formation), there are a total of 97 separate program activities scheduled. The Section Council/ASA Section Activities and the Section-sponsored Program Sessions are summarized below for quick reference; for more complete information, refer to the Program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>COUNCIL</th>
<th>BUSINESS</th>
<th>SESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging, Sociology of</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>221, 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia &amp; Asian America</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Behavior &amp; Social Movements</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>123, 147, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>111, 126, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Historical Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>176, 192, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminology</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>122, 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Sociology of</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>116, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Sociology</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>177, 191, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family, Sociology of</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>77, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>61, 74, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Sociology</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>112, 170, 194, 204, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>195, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations &amp; Occupations</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>4, 12, 22, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy of the World-System</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>226, 239, 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Sociology</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>113, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>13, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race &amp; Ethnic Minorities</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>198, 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex &amp; Gender, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>5:30 p.m.</td>
<td>14, 25, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>75, 83, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Practice</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>76, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Sociology</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>223, 247, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Education</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>238, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conflict, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>34, 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASA Business Meeting

The annual Business Meeting of the Association is scheduled for Thursday, August 30, at 8:30 p.m.

All members of the ASA are encouraged to attend to hear Association officers present their reports to the membership, see ASA Awards presented, and consider resolutions from ASA members offered for discussion and action.

Resolutions for the Business Meeting must be delivered to the ASA Headquarters Office in the Convention Center before 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, August 29. Each resolution must indicate the name and affiliation of the submitter and identify the person who will actually present the resolution at the Business Meeting. Those received before the deadline will be posted in the ASA Registration Area so that members may become familiar with upcoming business. Resolutions submitted to the Executive Office by the Wednesday deadline will be given preference on the Business Meeting agenda; unposted resolutions will be permitted, up to the limit of time available before the 10:30 p.m. adjournment.

Reminder...Only current voting members of the ASA may submit, present, discuss or vote on Business Meeting resolutions.

DAN!

The Twelfth Annual Departmental Alumni Night (DAN) Party will be held on Monday evening at 10:00 p.m. (Convention Center, River Court). Just find the banner from the institution you attended, served, are serving, or hope to serve. A special table for international guests and another for sociologists in business and industry will provide additional "home bases." Centrally located cash bars will be set up to aid in the fun.

Student Reception

On Monday, August 27, from 5:00-6:30 p.m. (Marriott, Bowie), ASA will sponsor a Student Reception to provide opportunities for students to acquaint themselves with sociologists of diverse sociological specialties and backgrounds. Members of several ASA Committees and Sections and Honors Program participants will be present to encourage and facilitate the informal exchange which makes this event so distinctive. All students and practicing sociologists are cordially invited to attend this open reception.

Orientation Party

The Committee on Membership Incentives welcomes new members and first-time convention attendees, and all other members interested in finding ways to greater involvement in the Association, to an Orientation Party on the first night of the Annual Meeting. ASA officers and representatives from Committees and Sections will be present to provide information about Association activities and answer questions on an informal basis. Free beer and soft drinks will be provided to meet registrants. Refer to the announcement in your registration packet for details on the Orientation Party on Monday, 5:30-7:00 p.m., in the Marriott (Alamo Salon C).

Presidential Reception

All convention attendees are cordially invited to the Presidential Reception on Tuesday, 6:00 p.m., following the Presidential Address (Session 163) by James F. Short, Jr. (Washington State University). This year's reception is jointly sponsored by the ASA, the Southwestern Sociological Association, and Washington State University. A small jazz group (Rohrmatz, Becker, Faunce, Roehrborg-Halton, Scott, Schuessler) will set the mood for this year's gala event. Check the Convention Bulletin in your registration packet for the latest details!
Student Hospitality Room

The ASA Council has made provisions for a hospitality room for students attending the Annual Meeting. The La Espada West Room in the Hilton will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday, to provide a place for students to meet, caucus, make dinner arrangements, etc. Some refreshments will be provided at intervals during each day. All students registered for the Annual Meeting are welcome to make use of this hospitality room.

Other Groups Displays

Several organizations will have membership information and publications on display in the Table Area (Convention Center, South Banquet Hall entry area).

Activities of Other Groups

Meetings, times and locations of activities of various groups meeting in conjunction with the ASA are listed elsewhere in this Program. Except for a few cases, these meetings are open to the membership. All groups are encouraged to have announcements available in the ASA Registration Area and Other Groups Displays Area for members’ information.

FUTURE ASA ANNUAL MEETINGS

1985—August 26-30
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D.C.

1986—September 1-5
San Francisco Hilton Hotel
San Francisco, California

1987—August 17-21
Palmer House
Chicago, Illinois

ACTIVITIES OF OTHER GROUPS

Alpha Kappa Delta—Tuesday, 12:30-2:20 p.m.—Hilton, El Mirador West
American Journal of Sociology Editorial Board—Tuesday, 12:30-2:20 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie
Association for Humanist Sociology—Thursday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
Caucus of Unemployed and Underemployed Sociologists—Wednesday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Census Bureau/SSRC Workshop: Introduction to the Survey of Income and Program Participation—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
Christian Sociological Society—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 33
Clinical Sociology Association Membership Meeting—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
Clinical Sociology Association of Texas—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
Committee on Sociology and Christianity—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B
Community Section Reception—Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie
"Data Products from the 1980 Census" (Patricia Kelly)—Wednesday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
Departmental Chairs (Frank Bean)—Wednesday, 2:30-4:20 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
Environmental Sociology Section Reception—Thursday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie
Honors Program—Sunday, 8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.—Marriott, Valero; Monday, 8:30-10:20 a.m.—Hilton, La Condesa West; Monday, 10:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon B; Monday, 6:30-8:20 p.m. (Session 11)—Marriott, Bonham; Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.—Hilton, El Mirador West; Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A; Wednesday, 8:30-10:20 a.m.—Hilton, El Mirador West; Wednesday, 2:30-4:20 p.m. (Session 143)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6; Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A; Thursday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Hilton, El Mirador West; Friday, 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie
"How to Become Certified as a Clinical Sociologist" (Elizabeth J. Clark)—Monday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
Indiana University Alumni—Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
Institute for Scientific Information—Monday, 2:30-4:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 33
International Network for Social Network Analysis—Wednesday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
Marxist Sociology Section Reception—Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett
Medical Sociology Dissertations in Progress (Jane S. Lowenberg and Janet Gans)—Wednesday, 7:00-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
Medical Sociology Section—Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m., Hospitality—Hilton, La Espada East; Wednesday, 6:30 p.m., Reception—Hilton, Corte Real
"Microcomputer Users: Applications for Teaching Sociology" (Carla Howery)—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
National Council of State Sociological Associations—Wednesday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
North American Chinese Sociology Association—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 33
Organizations & Occupations Section Reception—Monday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
Political Sociology Section Reception—Wednesday, 3:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
Population Section Demography Dissertations in Progress—Monday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Quaker Sociologists Group (Kenneth Ives)—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
Radical Sociology Caucus—Monday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 33
Regional and State Sociological Association Officers—Thursday, 2:30-4:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A
Research Committee on the Sociology of Disasters—Tuesday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
Sex & Gender Section Reception—Monday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
Social Psychology Section Reception—Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie
Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction—Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m., 8:30-10:30 p.m.; Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.—Hilton, La Condesa West
Sociological Practice Section Reception—Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
Sociological Research Association—Tuesday, 7:30-11:00 p.m.—Hilton, Corte Real
Sociologists for Women in Society—Monday, 8:30-10:15 a.m.; Tuesday, 7:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.; Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.; Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m., 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Hilton, La Condesa East
Sociology of Aging Section Reception—Thursday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Travis
Sociology of Education Section Reception—Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bonham
Teaching Medical Sociology Workshop (Kathy Charmaz)—Thursday, 6:30-8:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
Teaching Sociology Editorial Board—Thursday, 2:30-4:20 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B
Theoretical Sociology Section Reception—Friday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett
University of Chicago Alumni—Thursday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
University of Texas Alumni—Monday, 8:00 p.m.—Hilton, Corte Real
University of Wisconsin Alumni—Thursday, 6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett

COMMITTEE, COUNCIL AND EDITORIAL BOARD MEETINGS

(NOTE: Attendance at these meetings is limited to the members of each committee, except where designated as "OPEN".)

Applied Sociology, Committee on Monday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
ASA/AAAS Relations, Committee on Wednesday, 4:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Austin
Awards Policy, Committee on Wednesday, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B
ASA Business Meeting—OPEN Thursday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.—Marriott, Alamo Salons D-E-F
Career of Distinguished Contributions to the Application of Sociological Knowledge Award Committee Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Hilton, La Espada East
Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award Selection Committee Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
Certification, Committee on Friday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B
Committees, Committee on Thursday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
Friday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
1984 Council Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Travis
1984 Council Members-at-Large Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A
1985 Council Saturday, September 1, 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.—Marriott, Travis
Sunday, September 2, 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.—Marriott, Travis
Dissertation Awards, Committee on Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Room 3003
Distinguished Contribution to Scholarship Award Selection Committee Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B
Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award Selection Committee Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
DuBois-Johnson-Frazier Award Selection Committee Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
Executive Office and Budget, Committee on the Sunday, 10:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.—Marriott, Travis
Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Austin
Expanding Professional Opportunities in Sociology, Committee on Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston
Freedom of Research and Teaching, Committee on
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A

Jessie Bernard Award Selection Committee
Tuesday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A

Membership Incentives, Committee on
Monday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston

Membership Insurance, Committee to Review
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Hilton, La Espada East

Minority Fellowship Program, Committee on the
Monday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A

National Statistics, Committee on
Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Austin

Nominations, Committee on
Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.—Marriott, Austin
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Austin

Problems of the Discipline, Council Subcommittee on
Tuesday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2

Professional Ethics, Committee on
Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett

1984 Program Committee
Wednesday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Room 3004

1985 Program Committee
Thursday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett

1986 Program Committee
Friday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett

Publications, Committee on
Tuesday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.—Marriott, Travis

Regulation of Research, Committee on
Tuesday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B

Section Board
Friday, 2:30-4:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

Sections, Committee on
Friday, 2:30-3:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2
Friday, 3:30-4:30 p.m. (with Section Board)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
Friday, 4:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2

Society and Persons with Disabilities, Committee on
Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room 2

Sociology & Society, Commission on
Friday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room A

Status of Homosexuals in Sociology, Committee on
Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston

Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in Sociology, Committee on
Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B

Status of Women in Sociology, Committee on
Monday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B

Task Force on Sociology and the Media
Wednesday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Hilton, La Espada East

Teaching, Committee on
Tuesday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston
Thursday, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—Marriott, Houston

World Sociology, Committee on
Monday, 2:30-6:30 p.m.—Convention Center, Room B

EDITORIAL BOARD MEETINGS

American Sociological Review Editorial Board
Monday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Crockett

Contemporary Sociology Editorial Board
Wednesday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Travis

Journal of Health and Social Behavior Editorial Board
Wednesday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bowie

Rose Monograph Series Editorial Board
Wednesday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Room 3003

Social Psychology Quarterly Editorial Board
Monday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bonham

Sociological Methodology Editorial Board
Thursday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Room 3003

Sociology of Education Editorial Board
Wednesday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bonham

Teaching Newsletter Editorial Board
Thursday, 12:30-2:30 p.m.—Marriott, Bonham
1984 REGULAR & SECTION SESSION ORGANIZERS

Abrahamson, Mark, Urban Sociology (20)
Abu-Lughod, Janet L., Comparative Urbanization Patterns (39)
Aiken, Linda H., Section on Medical Sociology. Awards Ceremony (162); Section on Medical Sociology. The Corporate Challenge to Non-Profit and Public Medicine (194)
Albert, Ronald L., Ordinary Crime I (35); Ordinary Crime II (78)
Alba, Richard D., Social Networks (202)
Alexander, Jeffrey C., Section on Theoretical Sociology. Roundtables (235); Section on Theoretical Sociology. Neofunctionalism Miniconference I: Interpretations and Theoretical Boundaries (247); Section on Theoretical Sociology. Neofunctionalism Miniconference II: Explanation, Social Systems, and Social Change (235)
Allen, Walter R., (with Bruce R. Hare) Family—Contemporary Issues in Development and Change (87)
Archer, Dane, Collective Violence (242)
Armer, J. Michael, Social Change/Technology (260)
Bach, Robert, Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Session (226)
Baker, Wayne E., Sociology of Markets (82)
Ballentine, Jeanne, (with Michael E. Delaney) Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Applied Sociology: A Panel Presentation (228); (with Michael E. Delaney) Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Sociology Through Television: A Panel Presentation (241)
Banerjee, Asoka, Development/Developing Societies (129)
Barber, Bernard, Institutional and Interpersonal Trust (236)
Barber, Henry, International Relations and World Conflicts (64)
Bean, Lee L., Section on Sociology of Population. Comparative and Historical Approaches to Population (13)
Beeghley, Leonard, Poverty (68)
Ben-David, Joseph, Sociology of Science and Knowledge I (789); Sociology of Science and Knowledge II (221)
Bergin, Patricia, Supplementary Session. Student Roundtables: Popnouri (111)
Beveridge, Andrew A., Economy and Society: Macro-social Studies (220); Economy and Society: Empirical Studies of Process (230)
Black, J. Stanley, Section on Environmental Sociology. Attitudes and Environmental Action in the 80's (177)
Bone, Christine E., Radical Sociology (132)
Bourque, Linda B., Medical Sociology (131)
Bulmer, Martin, History of Sociology (15); History of Sociology: Schools of Sociology (49)
Cantor, Muriel G., The Sociology of Popular Culture (153); The Production of Popular Culture (255)
Cardenas, Gilberto, Hispanic Community (138)
Caro, Francis G., Sociological Practice/ Applied Sociology (245)
Chinchilla, Norma, Section on Marxist Sociology. Political Economy of the Southwest (61)
Cleaveland, Aaron V., Sociolinguistics (134)
Clark, John P., (with Shirley M. Clark) Children and Youth (254)
Clark, Shirley M., (with John P. Clark) Children and Youth (254)
Chenery, Paul D., Section on Medical Sociology. Applications of Sociology to Clinical Medicine and Health Policy (178)
Cliff, Francis T., Correctives: Penal Life, Ideology, and History (62)
Darling, Jon, Humanist Sociology (40)
Davis, F. James, Sociology of Disability and the Handicapped (101)
Davis, Robert Suicide (24)
Delaney, Michael E., (with Jeanne Ballantine) Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Applied Sociology: A Panel Presentation (228); (with Jeanne Ballantine) Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Sociology Through Television: A Panel Presentation (241); Section on Undergraduate Education. Awards Ceremony (248)
Dennis, Rutledge M., Racial and Ethnic Minorities I (52); Racial and Ethnic Minorities II (80)
Dillman, Don A., Rural Sociology (36)
DiMaggio, Paul, (with Mary Fennell, Walter W. Powell, Lynne Zucker) Section on Organizations & Occupations. Organizations and Occupations: An Institutional Perspective (12)
Dubash, R. Emerson, (with Russell P. Dobash) Violence Among Intimates and its Relationship to the Social Fabric (170)
Dubash, Russell P., (with R. Emerson Dobash) Violence Among Intimates and its Relationship to the Social Fabric (170)
Donahue, John M., (with Harvey Williams) Special Session. Religion and Revolution: Central America and United States Policy (93)
Durante, John, Special Session. The Social Fabric: Students' Perspectives (143)
Ekwutse, Duris R., Differing Routes to Educational Attainment (182)
Easter, Carroll L., Section on Medical Sociology and Section on Sociology of Aging. Current Issues in Health and Aging (112)
Feagin, Joe R., Special Session. Sunbelt/Snowbelt: Contrasts and Connections (157)
Fennell, Mary, (with Paul DiMaggio, Walter W. Powell, Lynne Zucker) Section on Organizations & Occupations. Organizations and Occupations: An Institutional Perspective (12)
Foner, Anne, Section on Sociology of Aging. Socio-Economics of Aging (240)
Form, William H., Sociology of Work: Problems of Negotiated Skill and Authority (91); Sociology of Work: Occupational Change and Occupational Power (133)
Freedman, Jonathan A., Clinical Sociology (8)
Freesman, John H., Human Ecology (135)
Freidman, Judith, Section on Environmental Sociology. Water in the Southwest (192)
Frey, James H., Leisure and Sports (222)
Frick, Peter H., Qualitative Methodology (65)
Galaskiewicz, Joseph, Community: Patterns (179)
Gels, Gilbert, White Collar Violators (7)
Glennon, Ronald M., Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. Roundtables (176); Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. Comparing Civilizations (192); Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. The Resurgence of Comparative Historical Sociology (215)
Goldfrank, Walter L., Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Conflicting Theoretical Interpretations of the World-System (239); Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Roundtables (245)
Gordon, Leonard, Ethnic & Race Relations in Cross-Cultural Perspective I (151); Ethnic & Race Relations in Cross-Cultural Perspective II (208)
Greenwald, Mathew, Special Session. Alternative Career Pathways (42); Section on Sociological Practice. Roundtables on Sociological Practice (76); (with Everett Wilson) Section on Sociological Practice and the Committee on Expanding Professional Opportunities. The Sociological Perspective and Applied Work: Benefits and Contributions (99)
Hall, Richard H., Occupations/Professions I (102); Occupations/Professions II (167)
Hallinan, Maureen, Mathematical Models (125)
Hannan, Michael T., Section on Methodology Sessions (105, 218)
Hare, Bruce R., (with Walter R. Allen) Family—Contemporary Issues in Development and Change (87)
Heberlein, Thomas A., Energy/Environment (243)
Higginbotham, Elizabeth, Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender, Race, and Class (33)
Hill, Richard J., Section on Social Psychology. The 1984 Cooley-Mead Award Presentation (98)
Hirsch, Travis, Section on Criminology. Issues in Crime Measurement (125); Section on Criminology. Correlates of Crime (149)
Horowitz, Irving Louis, Social Aspects of Corporate Life: Multinational and International (181)
Horowitz, Ruth, Delinquency (229)
Horwitz, Allan V., Section on Medical Sociology. Stress, Coping, and Social Support (217)
Hove, Carolyn, Section on Marxist Sociology: Theory and Practice (74)
Hudson, James R., Section on Community. Roundtables (111)
Humphrey, Craig R., Section on Environmental Sociology. Roundtable Presentations (216)
# 1984 FINAL TOPIC INDEX

(Topics are listed by session number, not page number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Sociology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Sociology</td>
<td>1, 8, 9, 11, 21, 29, 40, 42, 59, 65, 74, 76, 86, 99, 108, 148, 156, 225, 228, 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Practice/Appplied</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careers—Options/Planning</td>
<td>1, 11, 21, 29, 42, 59, 76, 99, 108, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers/Data Banks</td>
<td>11, 58, 83, 164, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic Seminars</td>
<td>2, 28, 43, 58, 94, 107, 144, 158, 187, 211, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch Roundtable Discussions</td>
<td>21, 83, 134, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Workshops</td>
<td>1, 10, 29, 59, 108, 121, 145, 173, 212, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Courses</td>
<td>27, 57, 84, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging/Youth/Generations</td>
<td>112, 128, 134, 137, 150, 172, 214, 227, 229, 240, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Societies/Development</td>
<td>3, 13, 17, 25, 83, 90, 129, 172, 180, 206, 226, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population/Demography</td>
<td>3, 5, 6, 13, 32, 66, 79, 104, 168, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnic/Minority Relations</td>
<td>5, 33, 52, 66, 80, 83, 85, 96, 101, 111, 134, 138, 151, 174, 196, 208, 219, 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Sociology</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology/Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>20, 36, 47, 111, 124, 138, 147, 148, 179, 196, 207, 216, 236, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology/Human</td>
<td>6, 11, 20, 47, 135, 168, 177, 193, 216, 238, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment/Energy</td>
<td>25, 177, 182, 193, 216, 240, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>20, 39, 47, 52, 80, 148, 157, 179, 207, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonialization/Imperialism</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporations: Multi-/International</td>
<td>181, 220, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Societies/Development</td>
<td>3, 13, 17, 25, 83, 90, 129, 172, 180, 206, 226, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy/Economics/Poverty</td>
<td>19, 30, 37, 52, 60, 68, 80, 82, 83, 92, 122, 130, 157, 184, 207, 209, 220, 230, 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial/Work</td>
<td>4, 12, 14, 19, 21, 22, 23, 31, 61, 81, 83, 91, 95, 97, 117, 126, 128, 133, 134, 146, 165, 167, 185, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Market/Employment</td>
<td>1, 5, 19, 23, 35, 59, 60, 61, 82, 89, 91, 97, 108, 133, 146, 165, 182, 225, 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratification/Status/Mobility</td>
<td>2, 11, 21, 33, 47, 50, 60, 63, 68, 72, 87, 89, 127, 128, 129, 136, 140, 182, 203, 213, 234, 242, 244, 251, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>83, 178, 206, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Sociology of</td>
<td>63, 83, 86, 114, 127, 182, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>6, 21, 23, 32, 40, 41, 77, 81, 82, 87, 88, 100, 117, 137, 150, 168, 183, 190, 203, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Sexuality</td>
<td>11, 14, 21, 23, 33, 81, 83, 87, 88, 117, 118, 132, 134, 150, 155, 170, 185, 203, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex and Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure/Recreation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts/Culture/Literature</td>
<td>119, 124, 134, 139, 153, 163, 197, 221, 222, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure/Recreation</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Culture/Mass Society</td>
<td>26, 51, 139, 153, 163, 197, 210, 221, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology of Sport</td>
<td>134, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Sociology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabilities/Health</td>
<td>101, 112, 178, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Sociology</td>
<td>18, 21, 23, 83, 101, 112, 118, 131, 134, 155, 162, 178, 194, 203, 204, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers/Data Banks</td>
<td>11, 58, 83, 143, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation/Research</td>
<td>2, 11, 21, 23, 28, 30, 45, 56, 58, 76, 83, 86, 97, 105, 111, 134, 146, 173, 189, 203, 211, 227, 237, 245, 249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology/Mathematics/Models</td>
<td>2, 21, 27, 30, 43, 57, 65, 84, 94, 107, 152, 195, 202, 218, 232, 237, 249, 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonialization/Imperialism</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Relations/World Conflicts</td>
<td>9, 25, 34, 46, 69, 115, 125, 180, 226, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Sociology</td>
<td>16, 21, 40, 48, 67, 72, 93, 113, 115, 126, 136, 157, 166, 181, 184, 203, 205, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power/Elites</td>
<td>16, 48, 67, 97, 113, 126, 136, 151, 184, 202, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion/Belief Systems</td>
<td>16, 55, 73, 93, 161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NO SMOKING!

ASA Council has ruled that smoking will not be permitted in meeting rooms during ASA Annual Meeting Program sessions.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

(The length of each session is 110 minutes. Presiders should see that sessions begin promptly and end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room. Sessions below are listed by number, title and organizer. Committee meetings are scheduled for 2 hours unless otherwise noted.)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25

1:00 p.m. Sessions
1. Professional Workshop. Job Clinic (1:00-3:30 p.m.; 6:00-8:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Bowie

SUNDAY, AUGUST 26

9:30 a.m. Sessions
1. Professional Workshop. Job Clinic (continued; 9:30 a.m.-12:00 noon; 2:00-4:30 p.m.; 7:00-9:00 p.m.)—Marriott, Bowie

MONDAY, AUGUST 27

8:30 a.m. Meetings
Applied Sociology, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
Membership Incentives, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
Status of Women in Sociology, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B
Section on World Conflicts Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

8:30 a.m. Sessions
2. Didactic Seminar. Techniques of Elite Analysis (to 11:30 a.m.)—Convention Center, Room 32
3. Supplementary Session. Migration and Development (Edward Murguia and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
4. Section on Organizations & Occupations. Complex Organizations: Alternative Perspectives (Mary Zey-Ferrell)—Convention Center, Room 31
5. Demography of Race and Ethnicity (Marta Tienda)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
6. Household Structure and Family Formation (Teresa A. Sullivan)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
7. White Collar Violators (Gilbert Gels)—Convention Center, Room 33
8. Clinical Sociology (Jonathan A. Freedman)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

9:30 a.m. Meetings
Section on World Conflicts Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
Monday (continued)

10:30 a.m. Sessions

9. Thematic Session. The Role of Sociologists in the Nuclear Debate (Theodore Caplow)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
10. Professional Workshop. Talent Transfer Opportunities in the Corporate Marketplace—Convention Center, Room 33
11. Supplementary Session. Student Roundtables: Potpourri (Pat Bergin)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
12. Section on Organizations & Occupations, Organizations and Occupations: An Institutional Perspective (Paul DiMaggio, Mary Fennell, Walter W. Powell, and Lynne Zucker)—Convention Center, Room 25
13. Section on Sociology of Population. Comparative and Historical Approaches to Population (Lyle L. Bean)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
14. Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Feminist Recentering of Knowledge (Barrie Thorne)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
15. History of Sociology (Martin Balmer)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
16. Religion in Society (Kenneth Westheister)—Merger Hotel, Colonial Room
17. Stateless Nations I (Vazo Murguia)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
18. Symbolic Interaction (Anselm Strauss)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
19. Unemployment: Current Research on Private Costs and Social Response (Paula M. Rayman)—Convention Center, Room 31
20. Urban Sociology (Mark Abrahamson)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

12:30 p.m. Meetings

American Sociological Review Editorial Board—Marriott, Crockett Social Psychology Quarterly Editorial Board—Marriott, Bonham Minority Fellowship Program, Committee on (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A

12:30 p.m. Sessions

21. Luncheon Roundtable Discussions (Nos. 1-18) (Anne M. McMahon)—Marriott, Alamo Salon C
22. Section on Organizations & Occupations. Referred Topical Seminars on Occupations I (12:30-1:25 p.m.)(Teresa A. Sullivan)—Referred Topical Seminars on Organizations I (1:30-2:25 p.m.) (Marshall W. Meyer)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
23. Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Referred Roundtables (Barrie Thorne and Virginia Powell)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
24. Suicide (Robert Davis)—Convention Center, Room 25

2:30 p.m. Meetings

Career of Distinguished Contributions to the Application of Sociological Knowledge Award Committee (to 6:30 p.m.)—Hilton, La Esponda East
Dissertation Awards, Committee on (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Room 2003
Executive Office and Budget, Committee on the (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin
Expanding Professional Opportunities in Sociology (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
Society and Persons with Disabilities, Committee on (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
World Sociology, Committee on (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B

2:30 p.m. Sessions

25. Thematic Session. To What Degree is a Social System Dependent on Its Resource Base? (William R. Cutson, Jr.)—Convention Center, Room 31

Monday (continued)

26. Special Session. The General Public as an Audience for Sociological Ideas (Pepper Schwartz)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
27a. Short Course. Mini-Course on LISREL Type Models (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 32
28. Didactic Seminar. Tracking Respondents in Longitudinal Studies—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
29. Professional Workshop. Maintaining Professional Identity in Non-Academic Settings—Convention Center, Room 33
30. Supplementary Session. Issues in Social Measurement (John Lindquist and Edward Marguia)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
31. Section on Organizations & Occupations. Referred Topical Seminars on Organizations I (2:30-3:25 p.m.) (Marshall W. Meyer); Referred Topical Seminars on Occupations II (3:30-4:25 p.m.) (Teresa A. Sullivan)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
32. Section on Sociology of Population. Sociology of Population (Linda J. Waite)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
33. Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender, Race, and Class (Elizabeth Higginbotham)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
34. Section on Sociology of World Conflicts. Coping With the Nuclear Threat (Kurt Lang)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
35. Ordinary Crime I (Ronald L. Akers)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
36. Rural Sociology (Don A. Dillman)—Convention Center, Room 25
37. Inequality I (Stanley Lieberson)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
38. Small Groups/Primary II (Murray Webster, Jr.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
39. Comparative Urbanization Patterns (Janet L. Abu-Lughod)—Hilton, El Mirador East
40. Humanist Sociology (Jon Darling)—Hilton, El Mirador West

4:30 p.m. Meetings

Section on Organizations & Occupations Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
Section on Sociology of Population Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Section of Sociology of Sex and Gender Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

4:30 p.m. Sessions

41. Thematic Session. The Family: A Socio-Historical Perspective (Irv Tailman)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
42. Special Session. Alternative Career Pathways (Mathew Greenwald)—Convention Center, Room 41
43. Didactic Seminar. Life History Interviewing—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
44. Teaching Workshop. Library User Skills—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
45. Supplementary Session. Theory I (Edward Marguia and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Room 33
46. Section on Sociology of World Conflicts. Beyond George Orwell: Sociological Foundations of Deterrent Policies (Kurt Lang)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
47. Community: Comparative Studies (James R. Lincoln)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
48. Elites and Power I (Green Moore)—Hilton, El Mirador East
49. History of Sociology: "Schools" of Sociology (Martin Balmer)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
50. Law and Society I (Joyce S. Sterling)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
51. Mass Media (Eleanor Singer)—Convention Center, Room 25
52. Racial and Ethnic Minorities I (Ruledge M. Dennis)—Hilton, El Mirador West
53. Social Psychology I (Howard P. Taylor)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
Monday (Continued)

5:00 p.m.  ASA Student Reception—Marriott, Bowie

5:30 p.m.  Meetings and Receptions  
ASA Orientation Party—Marriott, Alamo Salon C  
Section on Organizations & Occupations Business Meeting (followed by a reception)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A  
Section on Sociology of Population Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6  
Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender Business Meeting (followed by a reception)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

8:30 p.m.  Session

10:00 p.m.  Departmental Alumni Night (DAN) Party—Convention Center, River Court

TUESDAY, AUGUST 28

8:30 a.m.  Meetings
Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award Selection Committee (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2  
1984 Council Members-at-Large (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A  
Distinguished Contribution to Scholarship Award Selection Committee (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B  
Nominations, Committee on (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin  
Publications, Committee on (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Travis  
Section on Social Psychology Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B  
Section on Sociological Practice Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6  
Section on Sociology of the Family Council Meeting—Hilton, El Mirador East

8:30 a.m.  Sessions
55. Thematic Session. Religion and the Social Fabric (Robert Wuthnow)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D  
56. Special Session. Hot Topics for Federal Funding Support (Kathrina W. Johnson)—Convention Center, Room 25  
57a. Short Course. Refresher Course in Qualitative Methodology (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 2  
58. Didactic Seminar. Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) Systems (to 11:30 a.m.)—Convention Center, Room 32  
59. Professional Workshop. Orientation to the Job Market. (to 11:30 a.m.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1  
60. Supplementary Session. Social Mobility and Labor Market Structure (John Lindquist and Edward Marquiss)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7  
61. Section on Marxist Sociology. Political Economy of the Southwest (Norma Chinchilla)—Convention Center, Room 33  
62. Corrections: Penal Life, Ideology, and History (Francis T. Cullen)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

Tuesday (continued)

63. Education as an Organizing Force in Society (Gary James Nariello)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4  
64. International Relations and World Conflicts (Henry Barbera)—Convention Center, Room 31  
65. Qualitative Methodology (Peter H. Fricke)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E  
66. Immigration (Alejandro Portes)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F  
67. Issues and Debates in Political Sociology (Anthony M. Orum)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3  
68. Poverty (Leonard Beeghley)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

9:30 a.m.  Meetings
Section on Social Psychology Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B  
Section on Sociological Practice Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6  
Section on Sociology of the Family Business Meeting—Hilton, El Mirador East

10:30 a.m.  Sessions
69. Thematic Session. The Military and the Social Fabric (Charles C. Moskos)—Convention Center, Room 31  
70. Special Session. What’s Going on in European Sociology? (Richard F. Tomassini)—Convention Center, Room 25  
72. Supplementary Session. Political Sociology (John Lindquist and Edward Marquiss)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D  
73. Topical Review Panel. Zen Buddhism in America. (Leonard Pinto)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E  
74. Section on Marxist Sociology. Crisis in U.S. Marxist Sociology: Theory and Practice (Carolyn Howe)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6  
75. Section on Social Psychology. Do The Media Matter? New Contributions from Social Psychology (Charles R. Wright)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A  
76. Section on Sociological Practice. Roundtables on Sociological Practice—Marriott, Alamo Salon B  
77. Section on Sociology of the Family. The Sociologist as an Agent in Family Change (Rodman B. Spanier)—Hilton, El Mirador East  
78. Ordinary Crime II (Ronald L. Akers)—Convention Center, Room 33  
79. Demographic Behavior. Joint Decision-Making and Role Transitions (Marta Tienda)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3  
80. Racial and Ethnic Minorities II (Rudegold M. Dennis)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4  
81. Gender Ideology and Social Control: Stereotypes. (Pamela J. Riley)—Marriott, Alamo Salon C  
82. Sociology of Markets (Wayne E. Baker)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

12:30 p.m.  Meetings
Teaching, Committee on (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston  
Section on Asia and Asian America Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

12:30 p.m.  Sessions
83. Luncheon Roundtable Discussions (Nos. 19-34) (Anne M. McMahon)—Marriott, Alamo Salon C  
84a. Short Course. Refresher Course in Qualitative Methodology (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 32
Tuesday (Continued)

27b. Short Course. Mini-Course on LISREL Type Models, continued (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
85. Section on Social Psychology. Refereed Roundtables: Discussions of Work-in-Progress (Mary Glenn Wiley)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
86. Evaluation Research and Organizational Decision Making (Carol H. Weiss)—Convention Center, Room 33
87. Family: Contemporary Issues in Development and Change (Walter R. Allen and Bruce R. Hare)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
88. Human Sexuality (Patricia Y. Miller)—Convention Center, Room 31
89. Labor Markets/Employment: Social Relations and Inequality (Arne L. Kalleberg)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
90. Stateless Nations II (Yaro Murvar)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
91. Sociology of Work: Problems of Negotiated Skill and Authority (William H. Form)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
91a. Special Session. Sociology in Contemporary People’s Republic of China (Alice S. Rossi)—Convention Center, Room 25

2:30 p.m. Meetings
Jessie Bernard Award Selection Committee—Convention Center, Room A
Problems of the Discipline, Council Subcommittee on—Convention Center, Room 2
Regulation of Research, Committee on—Convention Center, Room B

2:30 p.m. Sessions
92. Thematic Session. Mediating Structures in the Social Fabric (Gerald Suttles)—Convention Center, Room 31
93. Special Session: Religion and Revolution: Central America and United States Policy (John M. Donahue and Harvey Williams)—Convention Center, Room 25
95. Supplementary Session. Theory II (Edward Margulis and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
96. Section on Asia and Asian America. Asia and Asian America: Comparative Perspectives (Ashkan Nidabak)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
97. Section on Marxist Sociology. Roundtables (Rhonda F. Levine)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
98. Section on Social Psychology. The 1984 Cooley-Mead Award Presentation (Richard J. Hill)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
100. Section on Sociology of the Family. Family Scholarship: Achievements and Future Directions (Graham B. Spanier)—Hilton, El Mirador East
101. Sociology of Disability and the Handicapped (P. James Davis)—Convention Center, Room 33
102. Occupations/Professions 1 (Richard H. Hall)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

3:30 p.m. Meetings
Section on Marxist Sociology Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

4:30 p.m. Sessions
103. Plenary Session. Presidential Address: Toward a Sociology of Risk—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

Tuesday (Continued)

6:00 p.m. Presidential Reception—Alamo Salons A-B

6:30 p.m. Receptions
Section on Marxist Sociology Reception—Marriott, Crockett
Section on Social Psychology Reception—Marriott, Bowie

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29

8:30 a.m. Meetings
Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award Selection Committee (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
Freedom of Research and Teaching, Committee on (8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; 2:30-6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A
Membership Incentives, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
Membership Insurance, Committee to Review (to 12:30 p.m.)—Hilton, La Esposa East
Nominations, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin

8:30 a.m. Sessions
104. Thematic Session. Demographic Impacts on the Social Fabric (Valerie K. Oppenheimer)—Convention Center, Room 31
105. Special Session. Competing for the Federal Dollar: Tips for Successful Proposal Writing (Wendy Waldman)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
106. Short Course. Refresher Course in Recent Sociological Theory (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 32
107. Short Course. Refresher Course in Quantitative Methodology, continued (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
106a. Special Session. Multivariate Contingency Analysis: Advanced—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
109. Teaching Workshop. Integrating a Social Change Focus into Sociology Courses—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
110. Teaching Workshop. Integrating a Social Change Focus into Sociology Courses—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
111. Supplementary Session. Theory and Philosophy of Social Science (John Lindquist and Edward Margulis)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
112. Section on Community. Roundtables (James R. Hudson)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
113. Sections on Medical Sociology and Sociology of Aging. Current Issues in Health and Aging (Carroll L. East)—Convention Center, Room 25
114. Section on Political Sociology. Continental Drift in American Politics (David H. Knake)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
115. Section on Sociology of Education. Educational Processes and Consequences (Caroline Hodges Persell)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
116. Comparative Sociology: The State (Francisco O. Ramirez)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
117. Organizational Analysis: Organizations and Environments. (Cora Bagley Marrett)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
118. Gender Integration and Social Control: The Workplace (Pamela J. Riley)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
119. Socialization (Jane Allyn Piliavin)—Convention Center, Room 33
Wednesday (Continued)

10:30 a.m. Meetings
Awards Policy, Committee on—Convention Center, Room B

10:30 a.m. Sessions
119. Thematic Session. The Arts and the Social Fabric (Howard S. Becker)—Convention Center, Room 31
120. Special Session, A Reassessment of Social Indicators and Social Change (Albert J. Reiss, Jr.)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
121. Professional Workshop. Department Chairing—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
122. Supplementary Session. New Approaches in Economics and Society (Edward Marguia and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
123. Section on Collective Behavior & Social Movements. Social Movements: The Sociocultural Context (Ralph H. Turner)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
125. Section on Criminology. Issues in Crime Measurement. (Travis Hirschi)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
126. Section on Political Sociology. Refereed Roundtable Discussions (Paul Luebke)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
127. Section on Sociology of Education. Changing Educational Concepts and Social Inequality (Caroline Hedges Pessell)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
128. Age Stratification I: Social Structure and Aging (Matilda White Riley)—Convention Center, Room 25
129. Development/Developing Societies (Asoka Bandarage)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
130. Inequality II (Stanley Lieberson)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
131. Medical Sociology (Linda B. Bourque)—Convention Center, Room 33
132. Radical Sociology (Christine E. Rice)—Hilton, El Mirador East
133. Sociology of Work: Occupational Change and Occupational Power (William H. Form)—Hilton, El Mirador West

12:30 p.m. Meetings
Contemporary Sociology Editorial Board—Marriott, Travis
Journal of Health and Social Behavior Editorial Board—Marriott, Bowie
Rose Monograph Series Editorial Board—Marriott, Room 3003
Sociology of Education Editorial Board—Marriott, Bonham
1984 Program Committee—Marriott, Room 3004

12:30 p.m. Sessions
134. Luncheon Roundtable Discussions (Nos. 35-51)—Marriott, Alamo Salon C
135. Human Ecology (John H. Freyman)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
136. Elite and Power II (Gwen Moore)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
137. Issues in Gerontology (Rhonda J. V. Montgomery)—Convention Center, Room 33
138. Hispanic Community (Gilberto Cardenas)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
139. Sociology of Science and Knowledge I (Joseph Ben-David)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
140. Small Groups/Primary I (Murray Webster, Jr.)—Convention Center, Room 25
141. Social Control (Pat Lauderdale)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

2:30 p.m. Meetings and Receptions
Dallol-Johnson-Frazier Award Selection Committee (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2

Wednesday (Continued)

2:30 p.m. Meetings
Professional Ethics, Committee on (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Crockett
Status of Homosexuals in Sociology, Committee on the (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in Sociology, Committee on the (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B
Task Force on Sociology and the Media (to 6:30 p.m.)—Hilton, La Espada East
Section on Political Sociology Business Meeting (followed by a reception)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
Section on Sociology of Education Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

2:30 p.m. Sessions
142. Thematic Session. The Uses and Control of Knowledge: Implications for the Social Fabric (Harriet Zuckerman)—Convention Center, Room 31
143. Special Session, The Social Fabric: Students' Perspective (John Durante)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
144. Short Course. Refresher Course in Qualitative Methodology, continued (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
145. Didactic Seminar. Question Form, Wording, and Context: Effects on Survey Responses—Convention Center, Room 32
146. Professional Workshop. Managing the Impact of Budgeting Restrictions within the University—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
147. Supplementary Session, Recent Trends in Organizations (Edward Marguia and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
148. Section on Collective Behavior/Social Movements. Refereed Roundtables (Gerald Marwell)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
149. Section on Community. The Urban Villagers, Twenty Years Later—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
150. Section on Criminology. Correlates of Crime (Travis Hirschi)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
151. Age Stratification II: Cohort Flow and Age Stratification (Matilda White Riley)—Convention Center, Room 33
152. Ethnic and Race Relations in Cross-Cultural Perspective I (Leonard Gordon)—Hilton, El Mirador East
153. Mathematical Models (Maureen Hallinan)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
154. Sociology of Popular Culture (Muriel G. Caster)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
155. Sociolinguistics (Aaron V. Cicourel)—Hilton, El Mirador West
156. Mental Health and Stress (Leonard I. Pearlman)—Convention Center, Room 25

3:30 p.m. Meetings
Section of Community Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
Section on Sociology of Education Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

4:30 p.m. Meetings and Receptions
ASA/AAS Relations, Committee on—Marriott, Austin
Section of Community Reception—Marriott, Bowie
Section on Criminology Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
Section on Medical Sociology Business Meeting/Award Ceremony (followed by a reception)—Hilton, Corte Real
Section on Sociology of Education Reception—Marriott, Bonham

4:30 p.m. Sessions
157. Thematic Session. The Diffusion of Social Science Knowledge into the Social Fabric (Neil J. Smelser)—Convention Center, Room 31
Wednesday (continued)

157. Special Session. Sunbelt/Snowbelt: Contrasts and Connections (Joe R. Feagin) — Convention Center, Fiesta 3
158. Didactic Seminar. Writing for Professional Journals — Convention Center, Room 32
159. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Sociology in the High School — Convention Center, Fiesta 2
160. Supplementary Session. Theory III (Edward Murphy and John Lindquist) — Convention Center, Fiesta 6

161. Section on Social Movements/Collective Behavior. Interrelations of Religious with Social and Political Movements (Ralph H. Turner) — Marriott, Alamo Salon A
162. Section on Medical Sociology. Awards Ceremony (Linda H. Aiken) — Hilton, Cortez Real
163. Sociology of Art I (Barbara Rosenblum) — Marriott, Alamo Salon A
164. Historical Sociology. Social Change in the Early Modern Period (Mark Traugott) — Convention Center, Room 33
165. Labor Markets/Employment: Jobs, Workers and Skills (Arne L. Kalleberg) — Marriott, Alamo Salon E
166. Military Sociology (Mady Wechsler Segal) — Convention Center, Fiesta 7
167. Occupations/Professions II (Richard H. Hall) — Hilton, El Mirador West
168. Household Structure and Family Formation II (Teresa A. Sullivan) — Hilton, El Mirador East
169. Social Psychology II (Howard F. Taylor) — Convention Center, Room 25
170. Violence Among Intimates and its Relationship to the Social Fabric (R. Emerson Dohabch and Russell P. Dobash) — Convention Center, Fiesta 5

5:30 p.m. Meetings
Section on Collective Behavior & Social Movements Business Meeting — Marriott, Alamo Salon P
Section on Criminology Business Meeting — Convention Center, Fiesta 4

6:30 p.m. Receptions
Section on Sociological Practice Reception — Marriott, Alamo Salon B

8:30 p.m. Sessions
171. Plenary Session. Utopian Views of the Social Fabric — Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30

8:30 a.m. Meetings
1984 Council (to 12:30 p.m.) — Marriott, Travis
National Statistics, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.) — Marriott, Aztec
Teaching, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.) — Marriott, Houston
Section on Methodology Council Meeting — Convention Center, Fiesta 7

8:30 a.m. Sessions
172. Thematic Session. The Measurement of Social Well-Being (James A. Davis) — Convention Center, Room 31
106. Short Course, Refresher Course in Recent Sociological Theory, continued (to 12:30 p.m.) — Convention Center, Room 32
173. Cancelled.
174. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Race and Ethnic Relations — Convention Center, Fiesta 2

Thursday (Continued)

175. Supplementary Session. Social Welfare and Social Change (John Lindquist and Edward Murphy) — Hilton, El Mirador East
176. Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. Roundtables (Ronald Glassman) — Marriott, Alamo Salon B
177. Section on Environmental Sociology. Attitudes and Environmental Action in the 80's (J. Stanley Black) — Convention Center, Fiesta 3
178. Section on Medical Sociology. Applications of Sociology to Clinical Medicine and Health Policy (Paul D. Cleary) — Convention Center, Room 25
179. Community: Patterns (Joseph Galaskiewicz) — Marriott, Alamo Salon D
180. Comparative Sociology: Dependency Studies (Francisco D. Ramirez) — Hilton, El Mirador West
181. Social Aspects of Corporate Life: Multinational and International (Irving Louis Horowitz) — Convention Center, Room 33
182. Differing Routes to Educational Attainment (Doria R. Entwistle) — Convention Center, Fiesta 6
183. Emotions (Peggy A. Thiots) — Marriott, Alamo Salon E
184. Political Economy of the State: Contemporary Issues (Anthony M. Oram) — Marriott, Alamo Salon F
185. Gender Intimacy and Social Control: The Family (Pamela J. Riley) — Marriott, Alamo Salon A
186. Theory (Jonathan H. Turner) — Convention Center, Fiesta 4

9:30 a.m. Meetings
Section on Methodology Business Meeting — Convention Center, Fiesta 7

9:30 a.m. Sessions
187. Didactic Seminar. An Introduction to Futuristics: Theories and Methods of Futures Research (to 12:30 p.m.) — Convention Center, Fiesta 1

10:30 a.m. Sessions.
188. Thematic Session. Media Linkages of the Social Fabric (Sandra Ball-Rokeach) — Marriott, Alamo Salon D
189. Special Session. Federal Funding of Sociological Research: Types of Grants and Contracts (Kathleen Bond) — Convention Center, Fiesta 2
190. Supplementary Session. Family (Edward Murphy and John Lindquist) — Hilton, El Mirador East
191. Topical Review Panel. The Problem of Commitment in the Classroom (Kenneth Wagner) — Hilton, El Mirador West
192. Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. Comparing Civilizations (Ronald M. Glassman) — Marriott, Alamo Salon A
193. Section on Environmental Sociology. Water in the Southwest (Judith Friedman) — Convention Center, Fiesta 3
194. Section on Medical Sociology. The Corporate Challenge to Non-Profit and Public Medicine (Linda H. Aiken) — Convention Center, Room 31
195. Section on Methodology. First Session (Michael T. Hannan) — Convention Center, Fiesta 7
196. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities. Empirical Research on Minority Communities: Methodological Issues and Role Dilemmas (Wilhelmina E. Perry) — Convention Center, Fiesta 6
197. Sociology of Art II (Barbara Rosenblum) — Convention Center, Room 33
198. Societal Response to Hazards I (William A. Anderson) — Convention Center, Fiesta 5
199. Law and Society II (Joyce S. Sterling) — Marriott, Alamo Salon E
Thursday (continued)

200. Organizational Analysis II: Alternative Organizations (Cora Bagley Marrett)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
201. Social Movements/Collective Behavior (Anthony Oberschall)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
202. Social Networks (Richard D. Alba)—Convention Center, Room 25

12:30 p.m. Meetings
Sociological Methodology Editorial Board—Marriott, Room 3003
Teaching Newsletter Editorial Board—Marriott, Bonham
Committee, Committee on (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
1985 Program Committee—Marriott, Crockett
Section on Comparative Historical Sociology Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

12:30 p.m. Sessions
203. Luncheon Roundtable Discussions (Nos. 52-68)—Marriott, Alamo Salon C
204. Section on Medical Sociology. Roundtable Discussions (Catherine McCauley)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
205. Public Opinion (James Wright)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
206. Social Change/Technology (J. Michael Armer)—Convention Center, Room 33
207. Cities and Governmental Programs (John D. Kasarda)—Convention Center, Room 25
208. Ethnic and Race Relations in Cross-Cultural Perspective II (Leonard Gordon)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

1:30 p.m. Meetings
Section on Comparative Historical Sociology Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

2:30 p.m. Meetings
Regional and State Association Officers—Convention Center, Room A

2:30 p.m. Sessions
209. Thematic Session. The Limits and Possibilities of Government (Paul E. Starr)—Convention Center, Room 31
210. Special Session. Texas and Popular Culture (David A. Snow)—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
211. Didactic Seminar. Fieldwork—Convention Center, Room 32
212. Professional Workshop. Authors and Publishers: Contracts and Other Issues—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
213. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Social Stratification—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
214. Supplementary Session. Elderly Deviance (Edward Marguia and John Lindquist)—Hilton, El Mirador East
215. Section on Comparative Historical Sociology. The Resurgence of Comparative Historical Sociology (Ronald Glassman)—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
216. Section on Environmental Sociology. Roundtable Presentations (Craig R. Humphrey)—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
217. Section on Medical Sociology. Stress, Coping, and Social Support (Allan V. Horowitz)—Convention Center, Room 25
218. Section on Methodology. Second Session (Michael T. Hanson)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
219. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities. Prospects for Ethnic Studies Programs and Implications for Sociology Departments (Wilhelmina E. Perry)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
220. Economy and Society: Macro-social Studies (Andrew A. Beveridge)—Convention Center, Room 31
221. Sociology of Science and Knowledge II (Joseph Ben-David)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

7:30 p.m. Meetings
222. Leisure and Sports (James H. Frey)—Hilton, El Mirador West
223. Voluntary Associations (David H. Knake)—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

Friday, August 31

8:30 a.m. Meetings
Committee, Committee on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
Sociology and Society, Commission on (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A
Section on Theoretical Sociology Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

9:30 a.m. Sessions
226. Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Session (Robert Bach)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
227. Section on Sociology of Aging. Comparative Studies of Aging: Cross-National and Cross-Ethnic Aspects (Gordon F. Streib)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
228. Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Applied Sociology: A Panel Presentation (Juanita Ballantine and Michael E. Delany)—Convention Center, Room 31
229. Delinquency (Ruth Horowitz)—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
230. Economy and Society: Empirical Studies of Process (Andrew A. Beveridge)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
231. Societal Response to Hazards II (William A. Anderson)—Convention Center, Room 33
232. Statistical Methods in Latent Variables Models (Ronald Schoenberg)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
233. The Production of Popular Culture (Martin G. Cantor)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
234. Social Stratification (Mary R. Jackson)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

10:30 a.m. Sessions
235. Section on Theoretical Sociology. Roundtables (Jeffrey C. Alexander)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
236. Thematic Session. Institutional and Interpersonal Trust (Bernard Barber)—Convention Center, Room 31
237. Didactic Seminar. Replication of Surveys: Problems and Solutions—Convention Center, Room 32
Friday (Continued)

238. Supplementary Session. Community (Edward Murguia and John Lindquist)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

239. Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Conflicting Theoretical Interpretations of the World-System (Walter L. Goldfrank)—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

240. Section on Sociology of Aging. Socio-Economics of Aging (Anne Foner)—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

241. Section on Undergraduate Education. Teaching Sociology Through Television: A Panel Presentation (Jeanne Ballantine and Michael E. Delaney)—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

242. Collective Violence (Dane Archer)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

243. Energy/Environment (Thomas A. Heberlein)—Convention Center, Room 33

244. Historical Sociology: Race and Ethnicity (Mark Traugot)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

245. Sociological Practice/Applied Sociology (Francis G. Caro)—Convention Center, Room 25

12:30 p.m. Meetings

1986 Program Committee—Marriott, Crockett
Section on Sociology of Aging Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
Section on Undergraduate Education Business Meeting/Award Ceremony—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

12:30 p.m. Sessions

246. Section on Political Economy of the World-System. Roundtables—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

247. Section on Theoretical Sociology. Neofunctionalist Miniconference (1): Interpretation and Theoretical Boundaries (Jeffrey C. Alexander)—Convention Center, Room 31

248. Section on Undergraduate Education. Award Ceremony—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

249. Survey Methodology (Tom W. Smith)—Convention Center, Room 33

1:30 p.m. Meetings

Section on Political Economy of the World-System Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
Section on Sociology of Aging Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
Section on Undergraduate Education Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

2:30 p.m. Meetings

Certification, Committee on—Convention Center, Room B
Section Board—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

2:30 p.m. Sessions

250. Deviance (Nancy C. Jurik)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

251. Mobility (Gary D. Sondorf)—Convention Center, Room 33

252. Social Structure and Personality (Joanne Miller)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

253. Theory: Micro and Macro Strategies (Jonathan H. Turner)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

254. Children and Youth (Shirley M. Clark and John P. Clark)—Convention Center, Room 25

4:30 p.m. Meetings

Sections, Committee on—Convention Center, Room 2

4:30 p.m. Sessions

255. Section on Theoretical Sociology. Neofunctionalist Miniconference (2): Explanation, Social Systems, and Social Change (Jeffrey C. Alexander)—Convention Center, Room 31

6:30 p.m. Receptions

Section on Theoretical Sociology Reception—Convention Center, Room 32
MONDAY, 8:30 A.M.

COMMITTEE ON APPLIED SOCIOLOGY (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP INCENTIVES (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN SOCIOLOGY (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 3
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF WORLD CONFLICTS—Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SESSION 2—Convention Center, Room 32
DIDACTIC SEMINAR. TECHNIQUES OF ELITE ANALYSIS
Edward O. Laumann, University of Chicago
David M. Prensky, University of Chicago

SESSION 3—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZERS: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Linaquis, Trinity University
PRESIDENT: David Alvarez, Pan American University
On Ethnic Sport of Turkish Migrants in the Federal Republic of Germany
Eli Frogner, University of Hamburg
Alcohol Use Among Migrant Workers
James M. Watson, State University of New York, Geneseo
Community Development Issues in East Africa Today
Mary Jo Hahl, University of Dayton
The New International Development Perspective: Problems of Adoption and Implementation of Human Welfare Oriented Programs of Development in Developing Countries: Bangladesh Reference
Muhammad Shahidullah, University of Pittsburgh

8:30 a.m. (Continued)

SESSION 4—Convention Center, Room 31
COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS: ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES
Section on Organizations & Occupations
ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Mary Zey-Ferre, Texas A&M University
Mainstream and Critical Perspectives on Organizations: Shared and Conflicting Domains
Paul Goldman, University of Oregon
The Capitalism of Organizations: Toward an Organizational Theory of Capitalistic Society
Kenneth Benne, University of Missouri
Economists' Challenges to Radical Perspectives
Charles Perrow, Yale University
DISCUSSION: Meyer N. Zald, University of Michigan

SESSION 5—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
DEMOGRAPHY OF RACE AND ETHNICITY
ORGANIZER: Marta Tienda, University of Wisconsin
PRESIDENT: Lisa Neidert, University of Michigan
Patterns of Ethnic Intermarriage in the United States
Richard D. Alba and Reid M. Golden, State University of New York, Albany
Kathy Beth Kramer, University of Texas, Austin
Structural and Cultural Effects on the Fertility Expectations of Mexican-American and Anglo Adolescents
Ann Marie Sorenson, University of Arizona
Hispanicity and the 1980 Census
Vilma Ortiz, University of Wisconsin, Madison
DISCUSSION: Jack Marcum, University of Mississippi
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 6—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE AND FAMILY FORMATION I

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Teresa A. Sullivan, University of Texas, Austin

Structural and Normative Factors in Single Parenthood among Black Adolescents
Dennis P. Hogan, University of Chicago

Adjustment Differences in the Once-Divorced and Redivorced
Len Cargen, Wright State University; R.N. Whitehurst and G.R. Frisch, University of Windsor

Female Income, Fertility, and the First Home Purchase
Thomas K. Rudel, Rutgers University

The Effect of Family Structure on Family Violence: The Case of Remarriage
Debra Kalmuss, Catholic University; Judith A. Seltzer, Indiana University and Johns Hopkins University

DISCUSSION: Lauren J. Kivo, University of Utah

Session 7—Convention Center, Room 33

WHITE COLLAR VIOLATORS

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Gilbert Geis, University of California, Irvine

The Nature and Redefinition of Corporate Offenses
Brent Fisse, University of Adelaide

White Collar Crime and Organized Crime: Questions of Definition and Policy
John Dombrink and James Meeker, University of California, Irvine

Accounts of Corporate Deviance
Richard J. Lundman, Ohio State University

Toward an Integrated Theory of White-Collar Crime
James W. Coleman, California Polytechnic State University

Blue Cross and Blue Shield: Private Policing in Health Care
Paul Jesilow and John Espar, Indiana University; Henry Ponsell, University of California, Irvine

DISCUSSION: Robert Meier, Washington State University

8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 8—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

CLINICAL SOCIOLOGY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Jonathan A. Freedman, Hutchinson Psychiatric Center and Syracuse University

Abuse and Psychiatric Disorders: Sociological and Therapeutic Issues
Patricia Perri Rieker, Harvard Medical School and Dana-Farber Cancer Institute; Trudy Mills, University of Arizona; Elaine (Hilberman) Carmen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Clinical Sociology and the Acculturation Specialty
Fred Huffman, Blackburn Care Home

Using Student Alcohol Surveys: Notes on Clinical and Educational Program Applications
H. Wesley Perkins and Alan D. Berkowitz, Hobart and William Smith Colleges

The Logic of Clinical Sociological Intervention
Roger A. Straus, Alfred University

DISCUSSION: Joseph W. Eaton, University of Pittsburgh

MONDAY, 9:30 A.M.

SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF WORLD CONFLICTS—Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

***

MONDAY, 10:30 A.M.

Session 9—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

THEMATIC SESSION. THE ROLE OF SOCIOLOGISTS IN THE NUCLEAR DEBATE

ORGANIZER: Theodore Caplow, University of Virginia

PRESIDENT: Amitai Etzioni, George Washington University

(Continued)
Session 9 (Continued)

The History of Sociologists' Participation in Nuclear Issues
Elise Boulding, Dartmouth College

The Nuclear Debate in Sociological Literature
Kurt Finsterbusch, University of Maryland

Where Are We and Where Could We Go in Peace Research
Louis Kriesberg, Syracuse University

The Feasibility of World Government: A Research Assignment for the Social Sciences
Theodore Caplow, University of Virginia

Discussion: William Gamson, Boston College

*****

Session 10—Convention Center, Room 33

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. TALENT TRANSFER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE CORPORATE MARKETPLACE

Roberta S. Cohen, AT&T Information Systems Laboratories
Elizabeth S. Thune, Xerox International Center

*****

Session 11—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. STUDENT ROUNDTABLES: POTPOURRI

Organizer: Pat Bergin, University of Central Florida

1. Research Methods for Graduate Students: Computer Techniques
   Juliette Brown

2. Opportunities for Applied Sociologists with MAs
   Douglas Ferguson

3. Stratification
   Lisa Holgerson

   Margaret Parker

(Continued)

Session 11 (Continued)

5. Ecology: How Sociology Can Help?
   Niles Willitz-Spen

6. Teaching with an Emphasis on Community College Instruction
   Martha Bergin

7. Women in Sociology
   Lonnie Brown

8. Graduate Writing Skills
   Presenter to be announced

*****

Session 12—Convention Center, Room 25

ORGANIZATIONS AND OCCUPATIONS: AN INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Section on Organizations & Occupations

Organizers: Paul DiMaggio, Yale University
            Mary Fennell, University of Illinois, Chicago
            Walter W. Powell, Yale University
            Lynne Zucker, University of California, Los Angeles

President: W. Richard Scott, Stanford University

Institutional Sources of Organizational Structure
Walter W. Powell, Yale University

New Occupations and Organizational Change
Lynne Zucker, University of California, Los Angeles

Resource Dependence and Signalling Behavior: Sources of Formal Organizational Structure
Pam Tolbert, Cornell University

Institutional Pressures and Structural Conformity
Paul DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, Yale University

Professional Privilege: A Cross-National Comparison
Elaine Backman, Stanford University

Discussion: John Meyer, Stanford University

*****
Session 13—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL APPROACHES TO POPULATION

Section on Sociology of Population

ORGANIZER AND PRESEDER: Lee L. Bean, University of Utah

Intermarriage of Frontier Immigrant, Religious and Residential Groups: An Examination of Macro-Structural Assimilation
Douglas L. Anderton, University of Chicago

Comparative Approaches to Assessing Determinants of Fertility Change in Developing Countries
Donald L. Hernandez, Georgetown University

The Fertility of Maya and Ladino Women
John Holian, Cuyahoga Community College, Western Campus

Modernization, Childlessness and Fertility in Egypt
Dudley L. Penson and Samia El-Badry, University of Texas, Austin

DISCUSSION: Robert Schoen, University of Illinois, Urbana

Session 14—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

FEMINIST RECENTERING OF KNOWLEDGE

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender

ORGANIZER AND PRESEDER: Barrie Thorne, Michigan State University

Exchange Theory: Critique from a Feminist Standpoint
Nancy Hertsock, University of Washington

World Systems Theory and Feminist Scholarship
Joan Smith, State University of New York, Binghamton

Unpaid World for Capital: Women's Domesticity Re-examined
Nona Y. Glazer, University of California, San Francisco, and Portland State University

Where Are the Women? The Tradition of G.H. Mead
Nandy Mandell, York University

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 16 (Continued)
Affiliation and Disaffiliation: A Role Theory Interpretation of Joining and Leaving Religious Movements
David G. Bromley, Virginia Commonwealth University; Anson Shupe, University of Texas, Arlington

Religion and Party Preference in Canada: Toward an Overdue Demystification
Reginald W. Bibby and Peter McCormick, University of Lethbridge

DISCUSSION: Edward A. Tiryakian, Duke University

----

Session 17—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
STATELESS NATIONS I

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Vatro Murvar, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

On Croatia as a Submerged Nation from a Sociological Perspective
Sipan Mecrowc, Lander College

Punjab Today: A Submerged Nation?
Swarnjit Arora, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

A New Approach to Macedonian Nationalism
Nikolai Altankov, University of California, Santa Barbara

----

Session 18—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
SYMBOLIC INTERACTION

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Anselm Strauss, University of California, San Francisco

Negotiated Orders and Organizational Cultures
Gary A. Fine, University of Minnesota

DISCUSSION: Peter M. Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia

Work Arounds and Organizational Flexibility
Edward B. Davis, Dominican College

DISCUSSION: Chandra Mukerji, University of California, San Diego

(Continued)

10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 18 (Continued)
Struggling For a Self: Identity Levels of the Chronically Ill
Kathy Charmaz, Sonoma State University

DISCUSSION: Joseph W. Schneider, Drake University

Breast-Identities: A Topical Life History Investigation of Stone’s Version of Appearance and the Self
Raymond L. Schmidt, Illinois State University

DISCUSSION: Harvey A. Farberman, State University of New York, Stony Brook

----

Session 19—Convention Center, Room 31
UNEMPLOYMENT: CURRENT RESEARCH ON PRIVATE COSTS AND SOCIAL RESPONSE

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Paula M. Rayman, Brandeis University

Plant Closing: A Comparison of the Effects on Female and Male Workers
Carolyn Perrucci, Dena B. Targ, Robert Perrucci, and Harry R. Targ, Purdue University

Unemployment and the Social Structure of Downward Mobility
Paul G. Schervish and Barry Bluestone, Boston College

Unemployed Protest and Organizing in the 1980s
Cynthia Deitch, University of Pittsburgh

Labor Market Response to Unemployment Policy: The Case of Shared Work Unemployment Insurance
John Lammers, Stanford University; Tim Lockwood, University of California, Davis

----

Session 20—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
URBAN SOCIOLOGY

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Mark Abrahamson, University of Connecticut

Identification and Sense of Community in an Urban Downtown
Donald C. Reitzes, Georgia State University

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 20 (Continued)
Revitalization and Racial Change: The Case of Washington, D.C.
Barrett A. Lee, Vanderbilt University; Daphne Spain, University of Virginia; Debra Umberger, Vanderbilt University

Problem-Solving Strategies of Local Areas in the Metropolis
Avery M. Guest, University of Washington

Satisfaction with Neighborhood Characteristics
Eugene S. Uyeki, Case Western Reserve University

DISCUSSION: William P. Norris, Oberlin College

* * *

MONDAY, 12:30 P.M.

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW Editorial Board—Marriott, Crockett
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY QUARTERLY Editorial Board—Marriott, Bonham
COMMITTEE ON THE MINORITY FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A

*****

Session 21—Marriott, Alamo Salon C

LUNCHEON ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

ORGANIZER: Anne M. McMahon, Youngstown State University

1. Gender Identities, Peer Relations, and Cognitive Styles: Some Theoretical Connections
Viktor Gecas, Washington State University

2. Raising Children with Paid Help: The Dynamics of Shared Child-Rearing
Lucille Howell Sansing, Center for Policy Research, Inc.

3. Conducting Alcohol and Drug Surveys in Student Populations: Potential Uses and Methodological Concerns
H. Wesley Perkins, Hobart & William Smith Colleges

4. Sources of Strain for Women in Different Occupations
Helena Z. Lopata, Loyola University of Chicago

(Continued)
Session 22—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

REFEREED TOPICAL SEMINARS ON OCCUPATIONS I

12:30-1:25 p.m.

ORGANIZER: Teresa A. Sullivan, University of Texas, Austin

PRESIDENT: Jan E. Mutchler, University of Texas, Austin

1. Clients as (Hidden) Workers
   Gale Miller, Marquette University

2. Sequences of Professionalization
   Andrew Abbott, Rutgers University

3. The Formation and Transformation of Bar Associations in the United States, 1870-1970
   Michael Powell, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Terence Halliday, American Bar Foundation

4. Working for “High Tech”
   Randy D. Hodson, University of Texas, Austin

5. Physicians as an Organizational Interest Group
   Marcia K. Steinberg, Rider College

6. Bankruptcy Judges and Bankruptcy Lawyers
   Elizabeth Warren, Jay Lawrence Westbrook, and Barbara A. Zsembik, University of Texas, Austin

REFEREED TOPICAL SEMINARS ON ORGANIZATIONS I

1:30-2:25 p.m.

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Marshall W. Meyer, University of California, Riverside

1. Control and Coordination in Financial Markets
   Michel Y. Aihol, Cornell University

2. The Social Process of Justifying in Organizational Decision Making
   Robert W. Avery, University of Pittsburgh

3. The Business of Talk: An Examination of Conversation in Organizational Settings
   Deirdre Boden, University of California, Santa Barbara

   Daniel B. Cornfield, Vanderbilt University

(Continued)

Session 22 (Continued)

5. Decision Making Configurations, Resource Contributions, and Organizational Budgets: A Contingency Perspective
   John B. Cullen and Nancy Dodd, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

6. Bounding the Interorganizational Domain: A New Method for Studying Local Mental Health Delivery Systems
   Oscar Grusky, James Holstein and Stephen Webster, University of California, Los Angeles

7. Technocratic Administration: Beyond Weber’s Bureaucracy
   Wolf V. Heydebrand, New York University

8. External Ties and Program Performance: A Study of Programs for Displaced Homemakers
   James G. Hougland, Jr., University of Kentucky

9. Context, Structure and Performance in Human Service Organizations: Towards a Reconciliation of the Culture Free vs Culture Specific Debate
   Charles A. Glisson, University of Hawaii; Patricia Y. Martin, Florida State University

10. Medicine, Social Control and Social Change: A Case Study of Michael Reese Hospital and The Chicago Jewish Community
    Stephen J. Morewitz, Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center

Session 23—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND GENDER. REFEREED ROUNDTABLES

ORGANIZERS: Barrie Thorne, Michigan State University
              Virginia Powell, Michigan State University

Table 1. Gender and the Sociology of Sociology

Gender in Social Science of the 1950s
   Wini Breines, Northeastern University

"70s Questions for '30s Women: "Gender Consciousness" and "Gender Blindness" Among Early Women Psychoanalysts and in One "Feminist Sociologist"
   Nancy Chodorow, University of California, Santa Cruz

The Feminist Critique and a Decade of Research in Sociology Journals
   Kathryn B. Ward and Linda Grant, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

(Continued)
Session 23 (Continued)

Table 2. Institutional Practices and Women's Health

Women Centered Alcohol Recovery: A Preliminary Research Report
Theresa G. Turk, California State University, Long Beach; Ruth McConnell, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA

Feminist Perspectives on Breast Self-Examination: Paradoxes and Dilemmas
Mary Lou Finley, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and Antioch University

Toxic Chemicals and Women Workers: Exclusionary Policies in Industry
Elaine Draper, University of California, Berkeley

Table 3. Women and Work

German Feminist Approaches to Working Class Women and Work
Myra Marx Ferree, University of Connecticut

Competitiveness, Struggle and Strive: The Domestic Worker and the Housewife
Elaine Bell Kaplan, University of California, Berkeley

Family Wage and Married Women's Employment
Aliza Keddem, University of Oregon

Understanding Women's Job Satisfaction: Theoretical Models and Empirical Implications
Jennifer Glass, University of Southern California

Table 4. Gender and Ideology

"Sexism" as Boundary Maintenance of a Sense of Group Position
Marie Withers Osmond, Florida State University

Gender Difference: What Difference Does It Make?
Roslyn Wallace Bologh, St. John’s University

The No-Win Situation of Gender Research in Liberal Sociology
Diane L. Barthel, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Table 5. Social Psychological Perspectives on Gender

Towards a Structural Theory of Group Sex Composition: Implications for Women in Work Organizations
Patricia Y. Martin, Florida State University

Male Intimacy in Same-Sex Friendships: The Impact of Gender-Validating Activities
Scott Swain, University of California, Irvine

The Structure of Men's Beliefs About the Male Role
Edward H. Thompson, Holy Cross College; Joseph H. Pleck, Wellesley College

Session 24 (Continued)

Sex Roles and Aging: Do the Stereotypes Converge
Kenneth Wilson, James Mitchell and Leslie Parker, East Carolina University

Social Determinants of Depression: Similarities and Differences Among Women and Men
Patricia Ulbrich, University of Miami

Table 6. Gender and Family Relations

Financial Aspects of Divorce
R. Emerson Dobash, Frances Wosoff and Margaret Momeath, University of Stirling

Marital Rape—Cause and Impact: A Preliminary Report
Nancy M. Shields and Christine R. Hanneke, Policy Research and Planning Group, St. Louis

Explaining Husbands' Participation in Domestic Labor
Shelley Coverman, Tulane University

Employment Status of Women: Effect on a Series of Family-Related Values
Florence R. Rosenberg and Joseph Shields, CARA

A Theoretical Model for Gender: Integrating Individualist and Structural Perspectives
Barbara J. Risman, North Carolina State University

Table 2. Institutional Practices and Women's Health

Sex Roles and Aging: Do the Stereotypes Converge
Kenneth Wilson, James Mitchell and Leslie Parker, East Carolina University

Session 24 (Continued)

Sex Roles and Aging: Do the Stereotypes Converge
Kenneth Wilson, James Mitchell and Leslie Parker, East Carolina University

Social Determinants of Depression: Similarities and Differences Among Women and Men
Patricia Ulbrich, University of Miami

Table 6. Gender and Family Relations

Financial Aspects of Divorce
R. Emerson Dobash, Frances Wosoff and Margaret Momeath, University of Stirling

Marital Rape—Cause and Impact: A Preliminary Report
Nancy M. Shields and Christine R. Hanneke, Policy Research and Planning Group, St. Louis

Explaining Husbands' Participation in Domestic Labor
Shelley Coverman, Tulane University

Employment Status of Women: Effect on a Series of Family-Related Values
Florence R. Rosenberg and Joseph Shields, CARA

A Theoretical Model for Gender: Integrating Individualist and Structural Perspectives
Barbara J. Risman, North Carolina State University

Session 24—Convention Center, Room 25

SUICIDE

Organizer: Robert Davis, North Carolina A&T State University

The Influence of Divorce, Unemployment and Its Interaction on the United States Suicide Rate
Ira M. Wassermann, Eastern Michigan University

Public Approval of Suicide: A Situational Analysis
B. Krishnan Singh, Richmond Public Schools; J. Sherwood Williams and Brenda Ryther, Virginia Commonwealth University

Status Change, Acute Anomie and Suicide
Mark D. Reed, State University of New York, Albany

The Peso Devaluation and Mexico City Suicides: A Box-Jenkins Impact Analysis
Marjorie J. Robertson, University of California, Los Angeles

(Continued)
Session 24 (Continued)
The Effect of Suggestion on Suicide: A Reassessment
Steven Stack, Pennsylvania State University

Discussion: Ronald Maris, University of South Carolina

---

MONDAY, 2:30 P.M.

COMMITTEE ON A CAREER OF DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE APPLICATION OF SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AWARD (to 6:30 p.m.)—Hilton, La Espada East
COMMITTEE ON DISSERTATION AWARDS (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Room 3003
COMMITTEE ON THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE AND BUDGET (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin
COMMITTEE ON EXPANDING PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN SOCIOLOGY (to 6:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
COMMITTEE ON SOCIETY AND PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
COMMITTEE ON WORLD SOCIETY (to 6:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B

---

Session 25—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. TO WHAT DEGREE IS A SOCIAL SYSTEM DEPENDENT ON ITS RESOURCE BASE?

Organizer: William R. Catton, Jr., Washington State University

President: Kingsley Davis, Hoover Institution

Resource Dependence in Ecological and Evolutionary Perspective
Gerhard E. Lenski, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Dependence on Former Dependents
Frederick R. Buttel, Cornell University

Problems of Diachronic Competition on a Finite Planet
William R. Catton, Jr., Washington State University

---

2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 26—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

SPECIAL SESSION. THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS AN AUDIENCE FOR SOCIOLOGICAL IDEAS

Organizer: Pepper Schwartz, University of Washington

Participants: Philip Blumstein, University of Washington
Andrew Greeley, NORC and University of Arizona
Janet Lever, University of California, San Diego
Harvey Molotch, University of California, Santa Barbara
Marcha Millman, University of California, Santa Cruz
Richard Ofshe, University of California, Berkeley

---

Session 27—Convention Center, Room 32

SHORT COURSE. MINI-COURSE ON LISREL TYPE MODELS
(to 6:30 p.m.)

J. Scott Long, Washington State University

---

Session 28—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. TRACKING RESPONDENTS IN LONGITUDINAL STUDIES

Luther B. Otto, Boys Town Center
Vaughn R.A. Call, Boys Town Center

---

Session 29—Convention Center, Room 33

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. MAINTAINING PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY IN NON-ACADEMIC SETTINGS

Henry J. Steadman, New York State Office of Mental Health
Cynthia Bullock Flynn, Social Impact Research, Inc.
SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. ISSUES IN SOCIAL MEASUREMENT

ORGANIZERS: John Lindquist, Trinity University
Edward Murgia, Trinity University

PRESIDENT: Richard J. Harris, University of Texas, San Antonio

Prominence in Social Networks: Conceptualization and Measurement
Peter Marilidi, Spelman College

Indirect Measurement of Mobility Trends: The Case of Male Intragenerational Mobility
Marshall I. Pomer, University of California, Santa Cruz

Estimating the Effects of National and Metropolitan Economic Change on Local Areas
David Elesh, Temple University

DISCUSSION: John Hedderson, University of Texas, El Paso

Session 31-Marriott, Alamo Salon A

Section on Organizations & Occupations

REFEREED TOPICAL SEMINARS ON ORGANIZATIONS II

2:30-3:25 p.m.

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Marshall W. Meyer, University of California, Riverside

1. Interganizational Applications of Social Network Analysis Techniques
   Joseph P. Morrissey, New York State Office of Mental Health; Mark Taussig, University of Akron; Michael L. Lindsey, New York State Office of Mental Health

2. Organization and Administration of Nuclear Power Plants: An Initial Empirical Analysis of Plant Safety Performance
   Jon Olson, Richard N. Osborn and Steven D. McLaughlin, Battelle Human Affairs Research Center

3. A Contingency Approach to Managerial Planning and Problem Solving
   Bruce Phillips and Michael Harrison, Bar-Ilan University

4. Trade Association Viability and the Characteristics of Organized Industries
   Jane E. Salk, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

5. The Concept of Hierarchy in Organizational Theories
   Muhammad Shahidullah, University of Pittsburgh

(Continued)
SOCIETY OF POPULATION

Session 32—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

Section on Sociology of Population

Organizer and President: Linda J. Waite, The Rand Corporation

Early Influences on Migration During the Young Adult Years
Margaret Mooney Marini, Vanderbilt University; Peter H. Hudsdon, University of Washington

The Corporate Allocation of Human Capital
Ralph Sell, University of Rochester; Anne M. McMahon, Youngstown State University

The Initiation of Childbearing Among Whites and Blacks: Divergent Trends in the 1970s
S. Philip Morgan, University of Georgia; C. Gray Swicrsgood and Ronald R. Rindfuss, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Paper selected for the Graduate Student Paper Award of the Section on Sociology of Population will be presented. Title and author to be announced.

Discussion: Reynolds Farley, University of Michigan

GENDER, RACE, AND CLASS

Session 33—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender

Organizer and President: Elizabeth Higginbotham, Memphis State University

Regionalism and Nonwhite Labor: What has Happened to Minority Women?
Rose M. Brewer, University of Texas, Austin

Labor Markets and Careers: Occupations and Activism of Older Middle Class Black Women
Taki Mottl, University of Chicago

The Development of Female and Feminist Consciousness Among Asian American Women
Esther Ngan-Ling Chou, American University

Employing a Domestic: A Case of Female Parasitism
Judith Rollins, Northeastern University

Discussion: Maxine Baca Zinn, University of Michigan, Flint
Sherry Gorelick, Rutgers University

ORDINARY CRIME I

Session 35—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

Section on Sociology of World Conflicts

Organizer: Kurt Lang, National Humanities Center

Presider: James Skelly, University of California, San Diego

The Nuclear Arms Control Process: Problems and Prospects
G. Allen Greb, University of California, San Diego

Political Symbolism and Nuclear Arms Policy
William A. Gamson, Boston College

Nuclear Pacifism as Collective Behavior
University of Colorado

Discussion: Gordon Waldo, Florida State University
2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 36—Convention Center, Room 25

RURAL SOCIOLOGY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Don A. Dillman, Washington State University

Neighboring Patterns, Social Support and Rapid Growth: A Comparative Analysis From Three Western Communities
Thomas Greider and Richard S. Krautnick, Utah State University

The Perceived Benefits of Local Industrial Development: A Replication and Extension
Roger B. Trent and Nancy Stout-Wiegand, West Virginia University

The Influence of Rurality and Other Social Factors on Diffusion of Information About A Dramatic Event, The Mount St. Helens Eruption
Peter L. Hirschburg, Southeast Missouri State University

Personal Food Security: An American Achilles Heel?
James A. Christenson, Paul D. Warner and Sally J. Lawrence, University of Kentucky

DISCUSSION: William R. Freudenburg, Washington State University

*****

Session 37—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

INEQUALITY I

ORGANIZER: Stanley Lieberson, University of California, Berkeley

PRESIDENT: Glenn V. Fuguir, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Household and Family in Theory on Inequality
Richard F. Curtis, University of Arizona

Are Affirmative Action and Economic Growth Alternative Paths to Racial Equality
William E. Feinberg, University of Cincinnati

Earnings Regressions for Male Workers in the Southwest: Wage Disadvantages Among Mexicans and Blacks
Philip Garcia, University of Southern California; Vered Kraus, Haifa University

Enclave Opportunities: A Question of Group Size?
Susanne Model, Dix Hills, NY

DISCUSSION: Guillermina Jasso, University of Minnesota

*****

Session 38—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

SMALL GROUPS/PRIMARY I

ORGANIZER: Murray Webster, Jr., University of South Carolina

PRESIDENT: Charles W. Tucker, University of South Carolina

The Formation of Justice Principles
John F. Slocer, Northern Illinois University

Anchoring Justice Judgments
Barry Markovsky, University of Iowa

The Rationality of the Free Ride
Ulrich Mueller, Freie Universitat Berlin

Sex Differences in Intimate Friendships: Some Selected Dimensions
Michael Supancic, University of Texas, Austin

Satisfaction in Intimate Relationships as a Function of Inequality, Inequity, and Outcomes
James W. Michaels, John N. Edwards and Alan C. Acock, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

*****

Session 39—Hilton, El Mirador East

COMPARATIVE URBANIZATION PATTERNS

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Janet L. Abu-Lughod, Northwestern University

National Urban Primacy in the Core and the Periphery
Christopher K. Chase-Dunn, Johns Hopkins University

Economic Dependence and Peripheral Urbanization: The Case of Urban Primacy
R. Scott Frey, Fairfax, VA

Roger D. Clark, Rhode Island College

System of Cities Dynamics in Newly Industrializing Nations
David R. Meyer, Brown University

Singapore's Solution to the Housing Problem
J. John Palen, National University of Singapore

Street Traders in Taiwan: Conflicting Perspectives
Kristen Williams, Chengchih University

*****
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

SEXUALITY AND THE SOCIAL FABRIC

Ira Reiss, University of Minnesota

Discussion: Tamara K. Hareven, Clark University and Harvard University

Session 42—Convention Center, Room 31

SPECIAL SESSION. ALTERNATE CAREER PATHWAYS

Organizer: Mathew Greenwald, American Council of Life Insurance

Preparing Students for Work in Business, Government and Industry
Joseph R. DeMartini, Washington State University

Marketing Sociologists
Paul Reynolds, University of Minnesota

Training Sociologists: Needs for Applied Work in Industry
Roberta Cohen, AT&T Information Systems Laboratories

Training Sociologists: Needs for Applied Work in Government
Betty Havens, Manitoba Department of Health

Training Sociologists: Needs for Basic Research in an Applied Setting
Steven D. McLaughlin, Battelle Human Affairs Research Center

Session 43—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. LIFE HISTORY INTERVIEWING

Vivian V. Gordon, University of Virginia
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 44—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

TEACHING WORKSHOP. LIBRARY USER SKILLS

Vaughn L. Grisham, University of Mississippi
Mark S. Sandler, University of Michigan
Richard Hume Werking, Trinity University

*****

Session 45—Convention Center, Room 33

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. THEORY I

Organizers: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

Marxism and Sociobiology: Substantive Contrasts and Theoretical Implications
Linda Reif, North Carolina State University

Max Weber as a Conflict Theorist
Jere Cohen, University of Maryland

Mixed and Superimposed Attributes
Robert McAskey, Vassar College

Social Reality of Text: An Analysis of Interactions, Institutions, and Polities as Language
Richard H. Brown, University of Maryland

The Irony School’s Dual Vision of the Unanticipated Consequences of Social Action
Douglas Lee Eckberg, University of Tulsa

Discussion: Steve Lyng, Union College, Schenectady

*****

Session 46—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

BEYOND GEORGE ORWELL: SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF DETERRENT POLICIES

Section on Sociology of World Conflicts

Organizer and President: Kurt Lang, National Humanities Center

The Conditions of Peace
Henry Barbera, San Marino, CA

(Continued)
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 48 (Continued)

Elites and the Distribution of Infrastructural Resources in Thailand
Bruce London and Kristine L. Anderson, Florida Atlantic University

The Political Ideology of the "Inner Group" of Canadian Capital
Michael D. Ornstein, York University

Party Preference among Large American Corporations: An Examination of Political Action Committees
Mark S. Mizruchi, Albert Einstein College of Medicine; Thomas Koenig, Northeastern University

Core Economic Elites at a Local Level
J. Allen Whitt, University of Louisville

DISCUSSION: G. William Domhoff, University of California, Santa Cruz

HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY: "SCHOOLS" OF SOCIOLOGY

Organizer: Martin Bulmer, London School of Economics and Political Science

Precedent: Sally B. Kilgore, Emory University

W. I. Thomas and the Helen Culver Fund for Race Psychology: The Beginnings of Scientific Sociology at the University of Chicago, 1910-13
Rudolf K. Haurie, Jr., Middlebury College

The Chicago School of Sociology: What Made It a "School?"
Martin Bulmer, London School of Economics and Political Science

Talcott Parsons and the Institutionalization of the Consensus Perspective on Social Inequality, 1930-1950
Michael D. Grimes, Louisiana State University

The Inception, Evolution, and Current State of the Moral Development School of Lawrence Kohlberg
Anthony B. Coteese, Colorado State University; dolio R. Basilia, University of Notre Dame

DISCUSSION: Edward A. Tiryakian, Duke University

LAW AND SOCIETY I

Organizer and President: Joyce S. Sterling, University of Denver College of Law

Impact of Legislation Raising the Legal Drinking Age in Massachusetts from 18 to 20 on 16 and 17 Year Olds
Robert A. Smith, Ralph W. Hingson, Suzanne Morelock, Timothy Heeren, Marc Mucatel, Thomas Magone, and Norman Scotch, Boston University School of Medicine

Rape Case Processing in California: The Impact of a Rape Shield Law
Mary Beard Deming and Pierre H. Landry, Jr., University of Southern California; David D. McFarland, University of California, Los Angeles

Minorities, Intergroup Politics, and Organizational Change: The Implementation of Court Decrees
William R. F. Phillips and Janet Rosenberg, Widener University

Official Reactions to Hispanic Defendants in the Southwest
Gary D. LaFree, University of New Mexico

Mediator Settlement Strategies: Authority and Manipulation in Alternative Dispute Resolution
Susan S. Silbey and Sally E. Merry, Wellesley College

DISCUSSION: Candace Kruttschnitt, University of Minnesota

MASS MEDIA

Organizer and President: Eleanor Singer, Columbia University

Press Coverage of Social Science and Science at the American Association for the Advancement of Science Meetings, 1982 and 1983
Carol H. Weiss, Harvard University

Karen A. Cerulo, Princeton University

The Flow of Communications Into the Home
W. Russell Neuman and Ithiel de Sola Pool, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Continued)
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 51 (Continued)
Television Violence and Violent Crime: An Aggregate Analysis
Steven F. Messner, State University of New York, Albany

Discussion: James R. Beniger, Princeton University

****

Session 52—Hilton, El Mirador West

RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES I

Organizer: Rutledge M. Dennis, Virginia Commonwealth University

President: James P. Pitts, Northwestern University

The Organizational Bases for Ethnic Relations in Industrial Societies
Eugene Litwak and John Dono, Columbia University

Assimilation or Exclusion? Attainment Processes of Japanese, Mexican Americans, and Anglos in California
Patricia A. Roos and Joyce F. Hennessy, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Korean Immigrants’ Success in Small Business: Some Cultural Explanations
Pyong Gap Min and Charles Jarot, Georgia State University

Managerial Conflict and Informal Behavior: Implications for the Study of Minority Life-Chances in Primary Sector Enterprises
Bruce B. Williams, Vanderbilt University

Entrepreneurial Diversity and Economic Changes in the Black Community
James E. Blackwell, University of Massachusetts, Boston

Discussion: Howard Garrison, National Academy of Sciences

****

Session 53—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY I

Organizer and President: Howard F. Taylor, Princeton University

Self-Presentational Norms and Sex Differences in Attribution
Kathleen S. Crittenden and Mary Glenn Wiley, University of Illinois, Chicago

(Continued)
MONDAY, 6:30 P.M.

Activities of Other Groups

How to Become Certified as a Clinical Sociologist (Elizabeth J. Clark)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
Population Section Demography Dissertations in Progress (Richard G. Rogers, Elizabeth H. Stephen, Jeffrey A. Burr, George C. Hough, Jr., Jan Mutchler)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Radical Sociology Caucus—Convention Center, Room 33

MONDAY, 8:30 P.M.

Session 54—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

PLENARY: THE ORWELLIAN VISION: SOCIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS

PRESENTER: Wilbert E. Moore, University of Denver
The Iron Fist in the Velvet Glove: Totalitarian Potentials with Democratic Structures
Gary Marx, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
War and Peace in Oceania
Kai T. Erikson, Yale University
Orwell as Macro-Sociologist
Morris Janowitz, University of Chicago

DISCUSSION: Seymour M. Lipset, Stanford University

MONDAY, 10:00 P.M.

Departmental Alumni Night (DAN) Party—Convention Center, River Court

TUESDAY, 8:30 A.M.

CAREER OF DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARSHIP AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
1984 COUNCIL MEMBERS-AT-LARGE (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A
DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTION TO SCHOLARSHIP AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room B
COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Travis

Session 55—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

THEMATIC SESSION. RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL FABRIC

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Robert Wuthnow, Princeton University
Society, Meaning, and Religion
Niklas Luhmann, University of Bielefeld

DISCUSSION: Robert Cox, Princeton University
James Schmidt, Boston University
Ruth Wallace, George Washington University

Session 56—Convention Center, Room 25

SPECIAL SESSION. FEDERAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Katrina W. Johnson, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

8:30-9:25 a.m.: “Hot Topics for Federal Support of Research”
9:30-10:25 a.m.: “Panel of Funding Success Stories: Obtaining Grant Support from Nontraditional Sources”

PRESENTERS: Robert Parke, National Cancer Institute
Marcia Ory, National Institute on Aging
Joyce Lazar, National Institute of Mental Health
Jeffrey Schneider, Office of Naval Research
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 57—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

SHORT COURSE. REFRESHER COURSE IN QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY
(to 12:30 p.m.)

David Nasatir, California State University, Dominguez Hills

*****

Session 58—Convention Center, Room 32

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. COMPUTER ASSISTED TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING (CATI) SYSTEMS
(to 11:30 a.m.)

J. Merrill Shanks and Betsy T. Morton, University of California, Berkeley

*****

Session 59—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. ORIENTATION TO THE JOB MARKET
(to 11:30 a.m.)

Charles S. Green III, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater
Robert G. Wegmann, University of Houston, Clear Lake

*****

Session 60—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. SOCIAL MOBILITY AND LABOR MARKET STRUCTURE

ORGANIZER: John Lindquist, Trinity University
Edward Margolis, Trinity University

PRESIDENT: Omer R. Gallo, University of Texas, Austin

Metropolitan Employment Trends and Gender Inequality of Earnings

Hilary Silver and Eun Mee Kim, Brown University

(Continued)
Session 62—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

CORRECTIONS: PENAL LIFE, IDEOLOGY, AND HISTORY

ORGANIZER: Francis T. Cullen, University of Cincinnati
PRESIDENT: Leo Carroll, University of Rhode Island

CORRELATES OF PRISONER MISCONDUCT
Ann Goetting and Roy Michael Howsen, Western Kentucky University

THE USE OF PHYSICAL FORCE BY PRISON GUARDS: INDIVIDUALS, SITUATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS
James W. Marquart and Julian B. Roebuck, Mississippi State University

PRISON STAFF AND SOURCES OF STRESS AND JOB SATISFACTION
Judith R. Blau, Stephen Light and Mitchell Chamin, State University of New York, Albany

QUO VADIS PENALOGY? SOME RECENT TRENDS IN PUNISHMENT POLICIES
David Shichor, California State College, San Bernardino

THE ORIGINS OF THE CALIFORNIA PENAL SYSTEM
Tony Platt, Institute for the Study of Labor and Economic Crisis

DISCUSSION: June Kress, Institute for the Study of Labor and Economic Crisis

Session 63—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

EDUCATION AS AN ORGANIZING FORCE IN SOCIETY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Gary J. Natriello, Washington University, St. Louis

FAMILY STRUCTURE AND THE SCHOOLS: SINGLE PARENTS AND TEACHER PRACTICES OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT
Joyce L. Epstein, Johns Hopkins University

A COHORT-HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EDUCATIONAL HISTORIES OF URBAN AMERICAN WOMEN
Cheryl Allyn Miller, Johns Hopkins University; Helena Znaniecki Lopata, Loyola University of Chicago

THE ORIGINS OF HIERARCHY IN LEGAL EDUCATION: THE CASE OF BOSTON’S LAW SCHOOLS
Thomas Koenig, Northeastern University

(Continued)

Session 64—Convention Center, Room 31

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND WORLD CONFLICTS

ORGANIZER: Henry Barbera, San Marino, CA
PRESIDENT: Russell R. Dynes, University of Delaware

THE FORM AND OPERATION OF THE WORLD SYSTEM
Edward Kick, University of Utah

DEMOGRAPHIC IMBALANCES AND INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT
Kingsley Davis, Hoover Institution

THE USE OF THREATS IN US/USSR RELATIONS
Robin M. Williams, Jr., Cornell University

THE U.S./JAPAN/CHINA AXIS
Franz Schmaann, University of California, Berkeley

DISCUSSION: Burkart Holmer, University of Pittsburgh

Session 65—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Peter H. Fricke, National Marine Fisheries Service

A GUIDELINE TO OBSERVATIONAL FIELDWORK IN INTERNAL JUDICIAL SETTINGS: A RESEARCH NOTE
Susan L. McCoin, Hermosa Beach, CA

(Continued)
Session 65 (Continued)

Using Qualitative Research in Environmental Design: The Case of the New York City Housing Partnership
Hy Mariampolski, New York City Housing Partnership

To Be Announced
Carol A.B. Warren, University of Southern California

The Sociological Analysis of "Oral History"
Tahi Mottl, University of Chicago

Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies in Social Research: A Critical Nexus
Jay R. Williams, Research Triangle Institute; Janet D. Griffith, Research Triangle Institute; George W. Noblit, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

DISCUSSION: Marty Zusman, Indiana University-Northwest

---

Session 66—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

IMMIGRATION

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Alejandro Portes, Johns Hopkins University

Immigration and Native Working Class Discipline: Comparisons of Documented and Undocumented Dominican Immigrants
Sherri Grasmuck, Temple University

Socioeconomic Mobility Among Dominican and Colombian Immigrants in New York City
Douglas T. Gurrak, Fordham University; Mary M. Kriz, The Rockefeller Foundation

The Modernity of Tradition: East Central European Immigrants in Industrial America
Ewa Morawska, University of Pittsburgh

Political Disaffection: The Change in Attitudes of Cuba's Refugees from Mariel
Silvia Pedraza-Bailey, Washington University, St. Louis

Immigration and Social Program Participation: New Evidence for an Old Question
Marina Tienda and Leif Jensen, University of Wisconsin, Madison

West Indian H-2 Workers in Florida Agriculture
Charles H. Wood, University of Florida, Gainesville

DISCUSSION: Anthony P. Maingot, Florida International University
Alejandro Portes, Johns Hopkins University

---

Session 67—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

ISSUES AND DEBATES IN POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Anthony M. Orum, University of Texas, Austin

The Breakup of the Democratic Order, 1968-1972
David Plotke, University of California, Berkeley

State Expansion and Forms of Political Participation: A Theoretical Analysis of the Decline of the Civic Culture
David H. Kamens, Northern Illinois University

The Triumph of Populism in the Antipodes and Its Failure in the United States
Scott McNall, University of Kansas

Marxism and Elite Theory
G. Lowell Field, Storrs, CT; John Higley, University of Texas, Austin

DISCUSSION: John F. Zipp, Washington University, St. Louis

---

Session 68—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

POVERTY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Leonard Beeghley, University of Florida

The Impact of the Reagan Budget Cuts on Working Welfare Mothers in Wisconsin
Sandra K. Danziger, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Family Experiences of Welfare Recipients
Leonard Goodwin, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Inflation, Unemployment, and Attitudes Toward the Poor and Welfare: Effects of Economic Insecurity on the American Public
James R. Kluegel, University of Illinois, Urbana

Intergenerational Consequences of the Female Headed Family: Marital Instability, Poverty, and Welfare Dependence
Sara McLanahan, University of Wisconsin, Madison

DISCUSSION: Murray Milner, Jr., University of Virginia
TUESDAY, 9:30 A.M.

SECTION ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY Business Meeting—Hilton, El Mirador East

***

TUESDAY, 10:30 A.M.

Session 69—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. THE MILITARY AND THE SOCIAL FABRIC

ORGANIZER: Charles C. Moskos, Northwestern University
PRESIDENT: Julius Debro, Atlanta University
Citizen Soldier vs. Economic Man
Charles C. Moskos, Northwestern University
The Citizen Soldier: A Lacuna in Sociological Research
John S. Butler, University of Texas, Austin
What’s in Reserve: The Citizen Commitment
Thomas C. Wyatt, George Mason University

DISCUSSION: Nora Scott Kinzer, Veterans Administration

*****

Session 70—Convention Center, Room 25

WHAT’S GOING ON IN EUROPEAN SOCIOLOGY?

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Richard F. Tomasson, University of New Mexico
France
Laurence Ratter-Courtois, Research Center for National Scientific Research
West Germany
Jurgen Friedichs, University of Hamburg; Richard Munch, University of Dusseldorf
Italy
To be announced

(Continued)

10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 70 (Continued)

Netherlands
Frans L. Leuw, University of Leyden; Mark van de Vail, Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social Sciences

Poland
Kazimierz M. Slomczynski, National Institutes of Health

Scandinavia
Rita Liljestrom, University of Gothenburg

DISCUSSION: Jerald T. Hage, University of Maryland
Gerhard E. Lenzki, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

*****

Session 71—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

TEACHING WORKSHOP. TEACHING DEVIANCE AND CRIMINOLOGY

R.J.M. Lavizzo-Mourey, Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science
Richard Vandiver, University of Montana
Lyle A. Hallowell, State University of New York, Stony Brook

*****

Session 72—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY

ORGANIZERS: John Lindquist, Trinity University
Edward Murguia, Trinity University
PRESIDENT: Donna Barnes, Southern Mississippi University

Machine Politics in U.S. Cities, 1870-1945
M. Craig Brown, State University of New York, Albany; Charles N. Halaby, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Jonathan Kelley, Australian National University

Radicals in the Establishment
Eva Etzioni-Halevy, Australian National University

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 72 (Continued)

Official Deviance: Political Corruption in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Michael W. Smith, University of Maryland
Campaign Organization, Social Technology and Apolitical Participation
Louis Corazio, Los Angeles, CA

DISCUSSION: Donna Barnes, Southern Mississippi University

*****

Session 73—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

TOPICAL PANEL REVIEW. ZEN BUDDHISM IN AMERICA

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Len Pinto, University of Colorado, Boulder

Ritual in Ch'an and Zen Buddhism in America
Joseph Tamney, Ball State University

The Career of American Zen Students
David Preston, San Diego State University

Ethnographic Research of Zen Student Careers
Jack Curtis, University of San Francisco; Len Pinto, University of Colorado, Boulder

Zen and Transpersonal Psychology
Len Pinto, University of Colorado, Boulder

Neurology, Attention and "Meditation" Research
Dick Boyle, Albuquerque, NM

What Do We Study When We Study Zen?
John Maraldo, University of North Florida

A Dialogue with D.T. Suzuki on Love and Justice
Richard DeMarino, Temple University

*****

Session 74—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

CRISIS IN U.S. MARXIST SOCIOLOGY: THEORY AND PRACTICE

Section on Marxist Sociology

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Carolyn Howe, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The Role of the "Organic-Intellectuals"
A.N. Azim, Maureen G. Wilson and Mike Gardiner, University of Calgary

The Pre-Revolutionary Nicaraguan Literacy Campaign and the Raising of Consciousness in a Repressive Society
John McFadden, California State University, Sacramento

Intellectuals and the Working Class: The United States and the German Democratic Republic
Beatrice Edwards, Colby College; Heidrun Schorcht, Friedrich Schiller Universitat

Which Side Are You On?: Sociological Research for Labor and Community Organizations
Philip Hyden, Loyola University of Chicago

Marxism, Sociology, and Neo-Marxist Theories of the State
Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University

Marxist Sociology in the Real World: No Room for Doctrinal Purity
Lynda Ann Ewen, West Virginia Institute of Technology

DISCUSSION: Walda Katz Fishman, Howard University

*****

Session 75—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

DO THE MEDIA MATTER? NEW CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Section on Social Psychology

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Charles R. Wright, University of Pennsylvania

The Mass Media in Earthquake Warnings: Research in Southern California
Ralph H. Turner, University of California, Los Angeles; Denise Heller Paz, Veterans Administration

The Great American Values Test: Influencing Beliefs and Behavior Through Television
Sandra J. Ball-Rokeach and Milton Rokeach, Washington State University; J. Grube, Economic and Social Research Institute, Ireland

(Continued)
Session 75 (Continued)

TV Coverage of Political Events: Reflections on Long-term Effects
Gladys Engel Long and Kurt Long, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Session 76—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE: ROUNDTABLES

ORGANIZER: Section on Sociological Practice

1. Marketing the B.A. Sociologist: Implications from Research on Sociology Graduates
   Louise Weston, Environmental Strategies; Josephine Ruggiero, Providence College

2. Social Research in an Applied Setting
   Florence R. Rosenberg, CARA

3. The Sociological Practitioner: An Adjunctive Role Model
   Albert N. Cousins, Cleveland State University

4. Teaching Applied Sociology Through Internship
   Robert F. Kelly, Wayne State University

5. Analysis of a Clinical Sociological Case
   Janet Mancine Billson, Rhode Island College

6. Sociological Practitioners as Scapegoats in Business and Industry
   David Pratto, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

7. Applied Sociology of Religion
   Bill Swanson, St. Mark's Episcopal Church

8. Use of Evaluation in Health Agencies, Academic and Other Organizational Settings
   Frank Tim, National Institute on Drug Abuse; William Hanson, Mary Washington College

9. Organization Development: Challenges and Opportunities for Sociological Practice
   John F. Glass, Studio City, CA

10. Filling the Gap Between Problem Assessment and Program Innovation
    Thomas A. Leitko, Alfred University

11. The Internship as an Integral Part of a Sociology Program
    Rocco Caporale, St. John's University

12. Employed as a Non-Academic Sociologist in an Academic Institution: Promises and Pitfalls
    Gregg Thomson, University of California, Berkeley

Session 77—Hilton, El Mirador East

THE SOCIOLOGIST AS AN AGENT IN FAMILY CHANGE

Section on Sociology of the Family

ORGANIZER: Graham B. Spanier, State University of New York, Stony Brook

PRESIDENT: Stanley S. Clawar, Walden Counseling and Therapy Center

A Report of 1,000 Men and the Impact of Abortion on Their Family Life
Arthur Shostak, Drexel University

Family Disorganization and Reorganization: the Sociologist's Contribution to Clinical Intervention
Stanley N. Cohen, Oregon Health Sciences University

Clinical Sociology and Family Practice
Jan M. Fritz, Georgetown University

The Sociologist as Therapist, Court Evaluator, Expert Witness, Consultant in Domestic Relations Cases
Stanley S. Clawar, Walden Counseling and Therapy Center

Session 78—Convention Center, Room 33

ORDINARY CRIME II

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Ronald L. Akers, University of Florida

The Neutrilization of Guilt for Tax Evasion and the Driving While Under the Influence: A Comparative Analysis
Quint Thurman and Craig St. John, University of Oklahoma

Chain Letter Participants: Notes on the Underground Economy
Jacqueline Boles, Georgia State University

Heroin and Crime: The Difference that Gender Makes
Jeanette Covington, University of Chicago

High Schools and Crime: A Replication
Denis W. Ronci, Kansas State University; Donald Faggiani, University of Illinois, Chicago

DISCUSSION: Charles R. Tittle, Florida Atlantic University
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 79—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
DEMOGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR: JOINT DECISION-MAKING AND ROLE TRANSITIONS

ORGANIZER: Marta Tienda, University of Wisconsin, Madison

PRESIDENT: Ronald Angel, Rutgers University

Determinants of the Timing of Adult Role Entry
Margaret Mooney Marini, Vanderbilt University

The Consequences of Parenthood for the Marital Stability of Young Adult Males and Females
Linda J. Waite and David Kanouse, Rand Corporation

Career Paths and the Timing of the First Birth: A Longitudinal Approach to Delayed Childbearing
Ronald R. Rindfuss and C. Gray Swicegood, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; S. Philip Morgan, University of Georgia

Wives' and Husbands' Demand for Children
Elizabeth Thomson, University of Wisconsin, Madison; John L. Cojka, Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.; Richard Williams, University of Wisconsin, Madison

J. Dennis Willigan, University of Utah

Session 80—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES II

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Rutledge M. Dennis, Virginia Commonwealth University

Employment of Black and Ethnic Women in 1900
Christine Bose, State University of New York, Albany

Who's Who Among Black Doctorates in Sociology
James E. Conyers, Indiana State University

Regulating Fortune-Telling Territory Among Gypsies
Marlene Sway, California State University, Chico

Residential Segregation of Asian Americans in Five Central Cities, 1980
Stephen H. Kan, University of Illinois, Chicago

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 82—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

SOCIOMETRY OF MARKETS


PRESIDENT: Thomas Dietz, George Mason University

Markets and Agency
Harrison C. White and Robert G. Eccles, Harvard University

Short-Term Contracting and Careers: Evidence from a Culture Industry System
Robert R. Faulkner and Andy B. Anderson, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Formal and Substantive Views of the Economy: A Sociological Study of Stock Market Speculation During the 1920s
Maureen Jung, University of California, Santa Barbara

The Economy as a Network of Interlocking Markets
Wayne E. Baker, The Synectics Group, Inc.

Size, Opportunism, and Market Regulation
James Burk, Texas A&M University

DISCUSSION: Arthur L. Stinchcombe, Northwestern University

***

TUESDAY, 12:30 P.M.

COMMITTEE ON TEACHING (to 4:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston

SECTION ON ASIA AND ASIAN AMERICA Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

LUNCHEON ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

ORGANIZER: Anne M. McMahon, Youngstown State University

19. Using Computers and Large Online Data Sets To Teach Sociology
Benjamin Zablocki, Rutgers University

(Continued)

12:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 83 (Continued)

Patricia R. Burchas, Stanford University

Randall G. Stokes, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

22. Persistent Issues in Decision-Making Research
S. Frank Camilleri, Michigan State University

23. Minority Group Threat, Crime, and Policing Activity
Pamela Irving Jackson, Rhode Island College


25. Still the Second Sex: The Persistence of Gender Differences in Work and Wages
Kay Richards Broschart, Hollins College

Aaron Lipman and Hannah Wartenberg, University of Miami

27. Ethical Issues in Criminological Research
Joseph F. Sheley, Tulane University; Kenneth D. Bailey, University of California, Los Angeles

28. Non-Coercive Persuasion: How to Get Others to See Things Your Way and Maybe Even Die For it
Roger A. Straus, Alfred University

29. Parents and Children in Public
Anita Sue Kolman, Augsburg College and Wilder Foundation

30. Content Analysis of Mass Media Messages: Uses and Adaptations in Studying Gender Role Options
Josephine A. Ruggiero, Providence College; Louise C. Weston, Environmental Strategies

31. Recent Developments in Mental Health Law
Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University; Carol A.B. Warren, University of Southern California

32. Technological Innovation: Toward a New Framework
Ino Rossi, St. John’s University

33. Welfare Expenditures: Are They Too Much?
Pill Jay Cho, Livingston College

34. The Daily Lives of Pregnant Teenagers
Nancy Moss, Stanford University School of Medicine

****
Session 84a—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

SHORT COURSE. REFRESHER COURSE IN QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY
(to 4:30 p.m.)

Michael Quinn Patton, University of Minnesota

****

Session 27b—Convention Center, Room 32

SHORT COURSE. MINI-COURSE ON LISREL TYPE MODELS (continued; to 4:30 p.m.)

J. Scott Long, Washington State University

****

Session 85—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. REFEREED ROUNDTABLES: DISCUSSIONS OF WORK-IN-PROGRESS

ORGANIZER: Mary Glenn Wiley, University of Illinois, Chicago

1. Status, Attribution and Situated Identities
   C. Norman Alexander, University of Illinois, Chicago

2. Group Conflict, Prejudice and Ambivalence: Conceptions of American Racial Attitudes
   Larry Bobo, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

3. What is the Basis of Small Group Status: Dominance, Competence, or Both?
   Cecilia L. Ridgeway, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

4. Aspects of Self Reflection: Self-Awareness, Self-Monitoring, and Taking the Role of the Other
   Marie Crane, University of Texas, Austin

5. The Self Over Time
   David Demo, Mississippi State University

6. A Sociological Introductory Social Psychology Course: What Should It Be?
   Judith Little, Humboldt State University

(Continued)

Session 86—Convention Center, Room 33

EVALUATION RESEARCH AND ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION MAKING

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Carol H. Weiss, Harvard University

Evaluation of the NIH Consensus Development Program and its Ramifications
   Itzhak Jacoby, National Institute of Health

Evaluation Research and AFDC Policy 1960-70
   Joseph A. Pereira, Social and Demographic Research Institute

Commissions and Evaluation Use: The Case of Safe Schools
   Karen Seashore Louis, University of Massachusetts, Boston; Robert Perlman, Brandeis University

Organizational Antecedents to Public Policy: The Case of Shared Work Unemployment Insurance
   John Lammers, Stanford University

DISCUSSION: Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University

****
Session 87—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

FAMILY: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE

Organizers: Walter R. Allen, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Bruce R. Hare, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Presider: Bruce R. Hare, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Early Parenthood Among Low Income Adolescent Girls
Lorraine P. Mayfield, Old Dominion University

Family Life and School Achievement: Why Some Students Succeed and Others Don’t
Reginald M. Clark, Claremont Graduate School

Marital Satisfaction Among Returning Women Students and Their Husbands
J. Jill Suitor, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Three Careers: His, Hers and Theirs Work and Marriage
Rosanna Herro, Wellesley College

The Social Construction of Reality in Marriage: An Empirical Investigation
John Mirowsky, University of Illinois, Urbana

Discussion: Edgar G. Epps, University of Chicago

Session 88—Convention Center, Room 31

HUMAN SEXUALITIES

Organizer and Presider: Patricia Y. Miller, Smith College

Adolescents and Sex: A Structural Theory of Premarital Sexual Intercourse
Christine Sellers and Leonard Bergsley, University of Florida

Sex Differences in Adolescent Sexuality: The Ideas of Gagnon and Simon
Joseph Harvy, Northern Illinois University

Correlates Between Specific Feminine Behaviors in Boyhood and Later Homosexuality
Carl W. Roberts, Richard Green, Katherine Williams and Marilyn Goodman, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Homophobic Views as Related to Interaction With Gay Persons: An Item Analysis of the Hudson and Ricketts Attitudinal Scale
Larry M. Lance, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

(Continued)

Session 88 (Continued)

Sex as Violence: The Body Against Intimacy
Barbara Rennickovsky Ashley, Southern Illinois University; David Ashley, University of Louisville

Discussion: Martha R. Fowlkes, Smith College

Session 89—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

LABOR MARKETS/EMPLOYMENT: SOCIAL RELATIONS AND INEQUALITY

Organizer and Presider: Arne L. Kalleberg, Indiana University

Labor Market Segmentation and Career Mobility in Three Advanced Societies: A Comparison of Men in Austria, France and the United States
Max Haller, Zentrum fur Umfragen, Methoden and Analysen (ZUMA) and University of Mannheim

Understanding the Employment Relationship: Determinants of Internal Labor Markets in Organizations
Jeffrey Pfeffer and Yinon Cohen, Stanford University

Worker Power and Organization Structure as Determinants of Labor Market Organization
Ronald D’Amico, Ohio State University

Organizational and Individual Control of Career Development
Carol A. Heimer, Northwestern University

Trade Union Organization, Labor Militancy and Labor’s Share of National Income in the United States, 1949-76
Beth A. Rubin, Cornell University

Discussion: Aage B. Sorensen, Harvard University

(Continued)
12:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 90—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

STATELESS NATIONS II

ORGANIZER: Vatro Murvar, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Quebec in the 1980s: Submerged Nation or Canadian Fringe
Carol Schmid, Guilford Technical College

Western European Nationalism: An Alternate Hypothesis
William A. Douglass, University of Nevada, Reno

Puerto Rico: Submerged or Emerging Nation?
William Velez, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Session 91—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

SOCIOLOGY OF WORK: PROBLEMS OF NEGOTIATED SKILL AND AUTHORITY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: William H. Form, Ohio State University

Corporate Authority and Artisan Technology in the Steel Industry
Mary Freifeld, University of California, San Diego

Braverman and Deskilling: The Question of NC Operators
Gilbert Zicklin, Montclair State College

Contested Terrain: The Changing Division of Labor Among Salaried Attorneys
Eva Spangler, Boston College

Workplace Relations in the Economic Crisis: A Comparison of a British and French Automobile Plant
Leon Granberg, University of Puget Sound

DISCUSSION: Charles F. Sabel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Session 91a—Convention Center, Room 25

SPECIAL SESSION. SOCIOLOGY IN CONTEMPORARY PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Alice S. Rossi, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

FEATURE PRESENTATION: Wang Hui, President, Tianjin Sociological Association, and Director, Tianjin Municipal Government

PANEL: Craig Calhoun, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Nan Lin, State University of New York, Albany
Alice S. Rossi, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Activities of Other Groups

Alpha Kappa Delta—Hilton, El Mirador West
American Journal of Sociology Editorial Board—Marriott, Bowie

Tuesday, 2:30 P.M.

JESSIE BERNARD AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE—Convention Center, Room 4
COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROBLEMS OF THE DISCIPLINE—Convention Center, Room 2
COMMITTEE ON REGULATION OF RESEARCH—Convention Center, Room B

Session 92—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. MEDIATING STRUCTURES IN THE SOCIAL FABRIC

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Gerald Santel, University of Chicago

Social versus Reproductive Success: The Central Problem of Human Sociobiology
Daniel R. Vining, Jr., University of Pennsylvania

(Continued)
Session 92 (Continued)
In the Shadow of the State: A New Presence in the Gold Coast and the Slum
Albert Hunter, Northwestern University
Wheeling and Dealing in the Old Federalism
Harrison C. White, Harvard University; Eric Leiter, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Deindustrialization, Economic Policy and the Minority Community
William Julius Wilson, University of Chicago
Discussion: Gerald Suttles, University of Chicago

Session 93—Convention Center, Room 25
SPECIAL SESSION. RELIGION AND REVOLUTION: CENTRAL AMERICA AND UNITED STATES POLICY
Organizers: John M. Donahue, Trinity University
          Harvey Williams, University of the Pacific
Panel: Richard Adams, University of Texas, Austin
          Philip Berryman, Philadelphia, PA
          Michael Dodson, Texas Christian University
Discussion: Henry Cisneros, Mayor of San Antonio
          Vilma Nunez Ruiz de Escorcia, Vice President of the Supreme Court of Nicaragua

Session 94—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
DIDACTIC SEMINAR. MULTIVARIATE CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTION
Clifford C. Clogg and James W. Shockey, Pennsylvania State University

Session 95—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. THEORY II
Organizer: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
          John Lindquist, Trinity University
President: Rudy Fenwick, University of Akron
Theories of Forces and Relations of Production
Robert A. Maropo, University of California, Santa Cruz
The Role of Agency in History: A Defense of E.P. Thompson
Douglas V. Porpora, Drexel University
Agricultural Labor, Rural Social Organization and Change
Linda C. Majka and Theo J. Majka, University of Dayton
The Rise of Social Anarchism in America
David Bouchard, University of Connecticut

Session 96—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
ASIA AND ASIAN AMERICA: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
Section on Asia and Asian America
Organizer and President: Ashokant Nimbar, Dowling College
Sociological Paradigms in Asian American Studies: A Critical Assessment
Stafford M. Lyman, New School for Social Research
Defense or Development? An Asian Dilemma for the 1980’s
Prathap K. Horti, Sangamon State University
Bureaucratization of Japanese Americans: The Alien Experiences During the Second World War
Tetsuden Kusima, University of Washington
The Wives of Korean Small Businessmen in the U.S.: Business Involvement and Family Roles
Kwang Chung Kim and Won Moo Hurk, Western Illinois University
An Assessment of the Socio-Economic Development in Communist China After Mao
Henry Hwa-bao Chang, Tsinghua University, China

(Continued)
Session 96 (Continued)

Critique of Gandhi, the Film, As a Social History of South Asia
Ashakant Nimbad, Dowling College

Discussion: Susan R. Takata, University of Wisconsin, Parkside, and University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Section 97—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON MARXIST SOCIOLOGY. ROUNDTABLES

Table 1. Issues in Theory and Marxist Applications

The Synthesis of Functionalism and Conflict Theory: A Study of the Metaphysics of Sociological Dialectics
Jerry Carr, Old Dominion University

The Place of Law Reform In Praxis
Martin D. Schwartz and Robert Goldman, University of Kentucky

Recent Developments in Marxist Theories of Ideology
Terry Boswell, Edgar Kiser and Kathryn Baker, University of Arizona

Reconceptualizing Marxist Class Categories: Case Studies in the Importance of Finance Capital in Class Formation
Davita Silfen Glasberg, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Table 2. Union Organizing and Survey Research

Diane Binson, University of Illinois
Doug Richardson, AFL-CIO Houston Organizing Project

Table 3. Racial and Class Oppression

Mode of Production, Social Dislocation and the Persistence of Structural Inequalities for Blacks in the U.S.
Earl Smith, Washington State University

The Interplay Between Race and Class Oppression in South Africa Today
Martin Murray, State University of New York, Binghamton

Table 4. Strategies of Labor and Capital

Intra-Class Struggle and Organizational Strategies in CIO Unions
Jerry Lembke, Lawrence University; Carolyn Howe, University of Wisconsin (Continued)
2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 99—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE AND APPLIED WORK: BENEFITS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Section on Sociological Practice

ORGANIZER: Section on Sociological Practice and the Committee on Expanding Employment Opportunities

SESSION 99—CQnl'eiiflon Center, Fista 6

THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE AND APPLIED WORK: BENEFITS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Section on Sociological Practice

ORGANIZER: Section on Sociological Practice and the Committee on Expanding Employment Opportunities

PRESIDENT: Mathew Greenwald, American Council of Life Insurance
Everett Wilson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Contributions to the Sociological Perspective from Outside the Academy
Melvin Kohn, National Institute of Mental Health

How the Sociological Perspective Aids Work in Academic Administrations
Joan Haber, Ohio State University

How the Sociological Perspective Aids Work in a Professional Association
David L. Sills, Social Science Research Council

How the Sociological Perspective Aids Work in Business
Harris Schrank, Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.

Session 100—Hilton, El Mirodor East

FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP: ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Section on Sociology of the Family

ORGANIZER: Graham B. Spanier, State University of New York, Stony Brook

PRESIDENT: David Klein, University of Notre Dame

PANEL: Kingsley Davis, Stanford University
Paul C. Glick, Arizona State University

2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 101—Convention Center, Room 33

SOCIOLOGY OF DISABILITY AND THE HANDICAPPED

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: F. James Davis, Illinois State University

Social Support, Socioeconomic Status, and Response to Chronic Physical Disability
Nancy Kerner, Emory University

The Effects of Acknowledgement on Interactions between Handicapped and Non-Handicapped
Inger J. Sagatun, University of California, Riverside

The Socioeconomic Status of Deaf People: A Minority Perspective
Sharon N. Barnett and John R. Christiansen, Gallaudet College

Stigma and Negotiated Outcomes: The Management of Appearance by Persons with Physical Disabilities
Susan B. Kaiser, Carla Freeman and Stacy Burdick, University of California, Davis

Community Adjustment Among the Physically Disabled: The Psychological Dimension
R. Jay Turner, D. William Wood and Deborah Levin, University of Western Ontario

DISCUSSION: Barbara M. Altman, University of Maryland

Session 102—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

OCCUPATIONS AND PROFESSIONS

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Richard H. Hall, State University of New York, Albany

Indigenous Experience versus Professional Domination: Implications of Recovered Alcoholics’ Performance in an Alcoholism Related Occupation
Terry C. Blunt and Paul M. Romao, Tulane University

Change in Occupational Differentiation Over Time
Toby L. Parcel, Ohio State University; Reti Benefits, University of Iowa

The Organizational Imperative in Science
Albert I. Goldberg and Alan B. Kirschenbaum, Israel Institute of Technology

Theoretical Trends in the Sociological Literature on Deprofessionalization and a Proposed Alternative
Richard S. Ball, University of Maryland

DISCUSSION: Richard H. Hall, State University of New York, Albany

***
TUESDAY, 3:30 P.M.
SECTION ON MARXIST SOCIOLOGY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

***

TUESDAY, 4:30 P.M.
Session 103—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom
PLENARY SESSION. PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Presider: Edgar F. Borgatta, University of Washington

Welcoming Remarks
Henry B. Gonzales, Member of Congress, U.S. House of Representatives, 20th District of Texas

Introduction
Jack Gibbs, Vanderbilt University

Presidential Address: Toward a Sociology of Risk
James F. Short, Jr., Washington State University

***

TUESDAY, 6:00 P.M.
ASA Presidential Reception—Alamo Salons A-B

***

TUESDAY, 6:30 P.M.
SECTION ON MARXIST SOCIOLOGY Reception—Marriott, Crockett
SECTION ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Reception—Marriott, Bowie

***

TUESDAY, 8:30 P.M.
Activities of Other Groups
Census Bureau/SSRC Workshop: Introduction to the Survey of Income and Program Participation (Richard Rockwell)—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
Christian Sociological Society—Convention Center, Room 33
Clinical Sociology Association Membership Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
Clinical Sociology Association of Texas—Convention Center, Fiesta 7
Committee on Sociology and Christianity—Convention Center, Room B
Institute for Scientific Information—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Microcomputer Users: Applications for Teaching Sociology (Carla Howery)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
North American Chinese Sociology Association—Convention Center, Room 32
Quaker Sociologists Group (Kenneth Ives)—Convention Center, Room 2
Research Committee on the Sociology of Disasters—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
Sociologists Gay Caucus—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTIONS TO TEACHING AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
COMMITTEE ON FREEDOM OF RESEARCH AND TEACHING (to 12:30 p.m.; 2:30-4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A
COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP INCENTIVES (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston
COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS, continued (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW MEMBERSHIP INSURANCE (to 12:30 p.m.)—Hilton, La Espe

Session 104—Convention Center, Room 31
THEMATIC SESSION. DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACTS ON THE SOCIAL FABRIC
ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Valerie K. Oppenheimer, University of California, Los Angeles
Occupation, Hours of Work and Earnings of U.S. Hispanic Workers: The News Is Not All Bad
Ross M. Stolzenberg, Graduate Management Admission Council
Social and Economic Impacts of Mexican Immigration to Southern California
Thomas Expendishade, Thomas Muller, and Donald Manson, The Urban Institute
The Political Evolution of an Immigration Policy: The Case of the Simpson-Mazzoli Bill
Jorge A. Buanantane, Center for U.S.-Mexican Border Studies, Tijuana
DISCUSSION: Teresa A. Sullivan, University of Texas, Austin

Session 105—Convention Center, Fiesta 5
SPECIAL SESSION. COMPETING FOR THE FEDERAL DOLLAR: TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL PROPOSAL WRITING
ORGANIZER AND PREDIDENT: Wendy Baldwin, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
PRESENTERS: Wendy Baldwin, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Zahava D. Doering, Department of Defense
Joanne Miller, National Science Foundation

Session 106a—Convention Center, Room 32
SHORT COURSE. REFRESHER COURSE IN RECENT SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
(to 12:30 p.m.)
David G. Wagner, University of Iowa

Session 57b—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
SHORT COURSE. REFRESHER COURSE IN QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY (continued; to 12:30 p.m.)
David Nasatir, California State University, Dominguez Hills

Session 107—Convention Center, Fiesta 1
DIDACTIC SEMINAR. MULTIVARIATE CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS: ADVANCED
Robert W. Hodge and John von Briesen Rex, University of Chicago

Session 108—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. COMPETITION BETWEEN SOCIOLOGISTS AND OTHER SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENTISTS FOR APPLIED POSITIONS
Ronald Maderscheid, National Institute of Mental Health

Session 109—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
TEACHING WORKSHOP. INTEGRATING A SOCIAL CHANGE FOCUS INTO SOCIOLOGY COURSES
Rosalie A. Cohen, Temple University; Thomas D. Hall, University of Oklahoma
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 110—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Organizers: John Lindequist, Trinity University
Edward Murguia, Trinity University

Presider: Harry W. Martin, University of Texas, San Antonio

Discretion within the County Parole Bureaucracy: A Theoretical Synthesis of the Interactionist and Phenomenological Perspectives
Susan R. Takata, University of Wisconsin, Parkside, and University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

The Intellectual in a Time of Crisis: The Case of Bernhard J. Stern, 1897-1956
Samuel W. Bloom, Mount Sinai School of Medicine and the Graduate School, City University of New York

Professional Dominance vs. Social Medicine: The German Experience
Donald W. Light, University Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey and Rutgers University

Discussion: Harry W. Martin, University of Texas, San Antonio

*****

Session 111—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON COMMUNITY. ROUNDTABLES

Organizer: James R. Hudson, Pennsylvania State University, Capitol Campus

Table 1. Effects of the New Federalism on Communities

Presider and Discussion: Carl Milofsky, Bucknell University

Not-For-Profit Service Organizations and the New Federalism
Kirsten Gronbjerg, Loyola University, Chicago

Household Needs and Community Responses: The Impact of Changes in Social Services
Wim Wiebel, University of Illinois, Chicago

Table 2. Directions in Community Research

Presider and Discussion: Larry Lyon, Baylor University

Community Development
James Christenson, University of Kentucky

(Continued)
Session 111 (Continued)

Table 7. Graduate Student Research

PRESIDEN AND DISCUSSION: Dennis Ray Wheaton, University of Chicago

****

Session 112—Convention Center, Room 25

CURRENT ISSUES IN HEALTH AND AGING

Section on Medical Sociology and Section on Sociology of Aging

ORGANIZER: Carroll L. Estes, University of California, San Francisco

PRESIDENT: Jane Sprague Zones, University of California, San Francisco

A Measurement Model of Self-Reported Health Among the Aged
Jersey Liang, Wayne State University

Aging and Mental Health: Challenging a Scientific Myth
Marjorie Chary Feinson, Rutgers University

Health Limitations, Disability Benefits, and Economic Status Among Mature Men
Thomas N. Deymont, Temple University

Marital Status, Household Structure and the Elderly’s Use of Ambulatory Physician Services
Gail Lee Caffran, National Center for Health Services Research

****

Session 113—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

CONTINENTAL DRIFT IN AMERICAN POLITICS

Section on Political Sociology

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: David H. Knoke, Indiana University

Historical Perspectives on Electoral Politics, Collective Action, and the Possibilities for Change
Larry J. Griffin, Indiana University

America’s Incomplete Welfare State: The Limits of New Deal Reforms and the Origins of the Present Crisis
Theoda Stacpol, University of Chicago

(Continued)
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 115—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY: THE STATE

ORGANIZER: Francisco O. Ramirez, San Francisco State University

PRESENTER: George M. Thomas, Arizona State University

State Socialism, The Highest Stage of World Capitalism: Socialist Societies According to World System Theory
Zeev Gorin, Bradley University

An Analysis of the Growth of the Modern State
Jerald T. Hage, University of Maryland; Robert Hanneman, University of California, Riverside

The Mexican State and the World Crisis: 1929-1934
Richard Tardanico, Tulane University

Democracy, Political Struggle, State Policy, and Income Distribution: A Comparative Analysis
Stanley DeVinney, Duke University; Robert Nash Parker, Rutgers University

DISCUSSION: Richard Rubinson, Johns Hopkins University

*****

Session 116—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS: I. ORGANIZATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Cora Bagley Marrett, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Organizational Variation and Environmental Uncertainty
Gary Albrecht, Judith Falconer, Wallace Wilson, Richard Ferguson and Robert Zagar, University of Illinois, Chicago

Collective Bargaining in Hospitals: An Organizational and Environmental Analysis
Jeffrey A. Alexander, American Hospital Association; Joan R. Bloom, University of California, Berkeley; Heidi Hunter, American Hospital Association

A Comparison of the Effects of Competitive and Institutional Isomorphism on Hospital Differentiation
Mary L. Fennell, University of Illinois, Chicago; Elaine V. Buckman, Stanford University

(Continued)
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 118 (Continued)

Migration, Medical Care Preferences, and the Lay Referral System: A Network Theory of Adult Socialization
Bernice A. Pescosolido, Indiana University

Socialization and Social Conflict
Phil C. Waisurn, Purdue University

Parents’ Unarticulated World View in Their Explanations to Children
John Kaziolzi, Princeton University

Discussion: David L. Featherman, University of Wisconsin, Madison

***

WEDNESDAY, 10:30 A.M.

COMMITTEE ON AWARDS POLICY—Convention Center, Room B

*****

Session 119—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. THE ARTS AND THE SOCIAL FABRIC

Organizer and Presider: Howard S. Becker, Northwestern University

Status Cultures and Artistic Genres
Paul DiMaggio, Yale University

The Significance of Storytelling
Michal McCall, Macalester College

Discussion: Richard Peterson, Vanderbilt University

*****

Session 120—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

SPECIAL SESSION. A REAPPRAISAL OF SOCIAL INDICATORS AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Organizer and Presider: Albert J. Reiss, Jr., Yale University

What We Have Learned About Change and Continuity in the GSS Decade: 1972-83
James A. Davis, Harvard University

Why We Have No Theory of Cultural Change
Arthur L. Stinchcombe, Northwestern University

Discussion: Albert J. Reiss, Jr., Yale University

*****

Session 121—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. DEPARTMENT CHAIRING

Joan Huber, Ohio State University
Russell R. Dynes, University of Delaware
Sheldon Stryker, Indiana University

*****

Session 122—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. NEW APPROACHES IN ECONOMICS AND SOCIETY

Organizers: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

Presider: Judith McIlvee, University of Texas, San Antonio

Private and Social Wage Expansion in Advanced Market Economics
Roger Friedland and Jiny Sanders, University of California, Santa Barbara

Social Structuralism and U.S. Household Food Demand
Stephen G. Sapp and Patricia K. Guzman, Texas A&M University

Wedding Gifts and the Making of Money
David J. Cheal, University of Winnipeg

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 122 (Continued)
Pecuniary Stereotyping and Individualistic Ascetic Rationality
Michael Epelbaum, Stanford University

Discussion: J. Gregg Robinson, Stephen F. Austin State University

*****

Session 123—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: THE SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXT
Section on Collective Behavior & Social Movements
Organizer: Ralph H. Turner, University of California, Los Angeles
President: Lewis M. Killian, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Social Movement Culture
John Lafland, University of California, Davis

The Conventionalization of Collective Behavior in Cuba
B.E. Aguirre, Texas A&M University

Ritualized Rebellions in Primitive and Advanced Cultures: The Case of Desegregation in the United States
Daniel J. Monti, University of Missouri, St. Louis

In Defense of Separate Spheres: Class and Status Politics in the Anti-Suffrage Movement
Susan E. Marshall, University of Texas, Austin

Women’s Movement Success and the Success of Social Movement Theory
Carol Mueller, Wellesley Research Center

Discussion: John D. McCarthy, Catholic University of America

*****

Session 124—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
STYLES OF COMMUNITY RESEARCH: ART AND SCIENCE IN THEORY AND METHOD
Section on Community
Organizer and President: Albert Hunter, Northwestern University
Panel: Claude S. Fischer, University of California, Berkeley
William Kornblum, Graduate School, City University of New York
Edward O. Laumann, University of Chicago
Harvey Molotch, University of California, Santa Barbara

*****

Session 125—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
ISSUES IN CRIME MEASUREMENT
Section on Criminology
Organizer and President: Travis Hirschi, University of Arizona

A Multidimensional Approach to the Problem of Crime Seriousness
Gideon Fishman, Vered Kraus and Ben-Zion Cohen, University of Haifa

The Measurement of Violence: Discrepancies in Official and Self Report Measures Affecting Correlates of Violent Behavior
George Bridges, Joseph Weis and Robert Crutchfield, University of Washington

Interpreting What the FBI Index Crime Reports Measure: Examining an Issue Raised by the Labelling Perspective
Walter Gove, Vanderbilt University; Michael Geerken, New Orleans Sheriff’s Office; Michael Hughes, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and University

Urban Social-Structural Determinants of Discrepancies Between Crime Reports and Crime Surveys
Lawrence E. Cohen and Kenneth C. Land, University of Texas, Austin

Discussion: Douglas A. Smith, University of Maryland

*****
SECTION ON POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY: REFEREED ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

ORGANIZER: Paul Laschke, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

Table 1. New Directions in Political Sociology
Political Sociology and the Study of Political Communication
Phil C. Wasburn, Purdue University
Social Class and Social Liberalism in Political Sociology
John F. Zipp, Washington University, St. Louis
Life Course and Generational Politics
Richard G. Braungart, Syracuse University
Regulation and Political Sociology
W. Lawrence Neuman, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater

Table 2. Theory of the State
The Corporation and the External Capitalist State: The Political Theory of Hegel and Marx
David MacGregor, King's College
Corporate Legitimacy and State Legitimacy: An Examination of Television Advertising
Robert Goldman, University of Kentucky
Class and State in the United States Since 1945
Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
What Do State Managers Do When They Manage?: A Critique of Recent Theories of the State
Kevin Dougherty, Manhattanville College

Table 3. Cross-national Perspectives
Nationalism and Modernity
Edward A. Tiryakian, Duke University; Neil Nevitte, University of Calgary
Political Ideologies and Professional Ideologies: Russian Psychiatry in an Era of Revolution
Julie V. Brown, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
The Political Development of Argentina in Comparative Perspective
Carlos H. Waisman, University of California, San Diego
Military Production in Developing Countries
James E. Katz, University of Texas, Austin

Table 4. The Workplace
Contested Terrain or Created Consensus: Why Workers Want Participation in Workplace Decision-making
Rudy Fenwick, University of Akron; Jon Olson, Battelle Memorial Institute
Industrial Structure and Unionization: Evidence from U.S. Manufacturing Sectors
Berkeley Miller, Brown University
Job Mobility Inside Textile Mills: Internal Labor Markets in a Secondary Industry
Jeffrey Leiser, North Carolina State University

Session 127—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

CHANGING EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS AND SOCIAL INEQUALITY

Section on Sociology of Education

ORGANIZERS: Caroline Hodges Persell, New York University

PRESDER: Philip Wexler, University of Rochester

Changes in the Authority of the School
Christopher J. Hurn, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Curriculum and the Valuation of Educational Credentials: A Case Study of a Nineteenth Century High School
David F. Labaree, Georgetown University

(Continued)
Session 127 (Continued)

The Institutionalization of Educational Stratification
Adam Gamoran, University of Chicago

The American Educational Structure and the Reproduction of Social Class
Glenna Colclough, Emory University; E.M. Beck, University of Georgia

Educational Pathways to Top Corporate Management: Patterns of Internal Stratification and Segmentation
Michael Useem, Boston University; Jerome Karabel, Harvard University

DISCUSSION: James D. Jones, East Texas State University

*****

Session 128—Convention Center, Room 25

AGE STRATIFICATION I: SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND AGING

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Matilda White Riley, National Institute on Aging

Age as One Basis of Stratification
Anne Foner, Rutgers University

The Effects of the Work Role on Early Retirement
Mark D. Hayward, Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers

Job Satisfaction and Age
Jeylan T. Mortimer, Michael D. Finch and Geoffrey Maruyama, University of Minnesota

The Role of Cohort Analysis in Psychological Research: The Case of Intellectual Abilities, Obsolescence and Retraining
K. Warner Schaie and Sherry L. Willis, Pennsylvania State University

Change in Relative Income of Older Women: 1960-1980
Peter Uhlenberg and Mary Anne P. Salmon, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

DISCUSSION: Dale Dannefer, University of Rochester

Harris Schrank, Equitable Life Assurance Society

*****

10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 129—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

DEVELOPMENT/DEVELOPING SOCIETIES

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Asoka Bandarage, Brandeis University

Inequality and Stratification in the People's Republic of China
Mark Selden, State University of New York, Binghamton

The Household Mode of Production and State Socialism in China
Victor Nee and Wang Poo-chu, University of California, Santa Barbara

The New International Order and Old Development Models: Gaps and Lags
Elise Boulding, Dartmouth College

Class Segments, the State and Development
Maurice Zeitlin, University of California, Los Angeles

DISCUSSION: Susan Eckstein, Boston University

*****

Session 130—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

INEQUALITY II

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Stanley Lieberson, University of California, Berkeley

How Effective was the Melting Pot? An Analysis of Current Ethnic Differences in the United States
Reynolds Farley and Lisa J. Neidert, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Racial Occupational Inequality, 1940-1980: A Consideration of National, Southern, and Nonsouthern Trends
Mark A. Fossett, Louisiana State University; Omer R. Gale and William R. Kelly, University of Texas, Austin

Class and the Occupational Mobility of Minorities: A Comparison Between Blacks in the U.S. and Catholics in Northern Ireland
Michael Hout, University of Arizona

Intraoccupational Earnings Inequality: Human Capital and Institutional Determinants
Jon Lorenz, University of Houston

DISCUSSION: Alice Abel Kemp, University of New Orleans

*****
Session 131—Convention Center, Room 33

MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY

Organizer and President: Linda B. Bourque, University of California, Los Angeles

The Behavioral Model of Health Services Utilization and the Elderly: Assessing a Factor-Analytically Reduced Model
Fredric D. Wolinsky and Rodney M. Coe, St. Louis University Medical Center and Veterans Administration Medical Center

Hospitalization Experiences of Victims of Abuse
Trudy Mills, University of Arizona; Patricia Perri Reiker, Sidney Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard Medical School; Elaine (Hilberman) Carmen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Social Class and Depressive Symptomatology: The Role of Life Events and Social Support
Walter M. Ensel, Albany Medical College of Union University

Social Bonding and Community Adjustment of Chronically Mentally Ill Adults
Oscar Grusky, University of California, Los Angeles; Kathleen Tierney, Seismic Safety Commission; Ronald W. Mundeldreich, National Institute of Mental Health; David Grusky, University of Wisconsin, Madison

William W. Darrow, E. Michael Gorman and Brad P. Glick, Centers for Disease Control

Discussing: Carol S. Aneshensel, University of California, Los Angeles

RADICAL SOCIOLOGY

Organizer and President: Christine E. Bose, State University of New York, Albany

Crisis and Vitalization in Marxist Theory
Al Stymanski, University of Oregon

The Missing Feminist Revolution in Sociology
Judith Stacey, University of California, Davis; Barrie Thorne, Michigan State University

Left-Wing Scholarship: Current Contradictions of Academic Production
Ben Agger and Allan Rachlin, State University of New York, Buffalo

(Continued)
Session 134—Marriott, Alamo Salon C

LUNCHEON ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

ORGANIZER: Anne M. McMahon, Youngstown State University

35. Art and Algorithms: Quantitative Investigations of the Arts
   Judith R. Blau, State University of New York, Albany

36. Ownership, Control, and Their (Occasional) Relation to the Behavior of Large Corporations
   Paul M. Hirsch, University of Chicago

37. Assessing Crisis Intervention Programs
   Richard C. Tessler, University of Massachusetts

38. Women in Groups—Then and Now
   Theodore M. Mills, State University of New York, Buffalo

39. Peacekeeping Research and Conflict Resolution Research: Are They Complementary?
   David R. Segal and Barbara F. Meeker, University of Maryland

40. Ethics and Power in Hospitals
   Daniel F. Chambliss, Hamilton College

41. Work and Self Esteem
   William A. Faunce, Michigan State University

42. Opportunities for Social Science Research in Nicaragua
   Harvey Williams, University of the Pacific

43. Sociology of Morality
   Anthony L. Haynor, St. John's University

44. Intercollegiate Athletics and Academic Requirements: Problems and Future Prospects
   J. Steven Picou, Texas A&M University

45. Status Attainment and the Life Course: The Utility of the High School and Beyond Database
   David E. Myers, Decision Resources Corporation, Ricky Takai, National Center for Education Statistics

46. Taking Stock of Social Psychology
   Royce Singleton, Jr., Holy Cross College

47. Current Race Relations in the South
   Julian B. Rotblau, Mississippi State University

48. Adaptation Process of Recently Immigrated Korean-American Elderly
   Tai S. Kang, State University of New York, Buffalo

(Continued)
Session 136—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

ELITES AND POWER II

ORGANIZER: Gwen Moore, Russell Sage College
PRESIDENT: Ronnie Steinberg, State University of New York, Albany

Public Affairs Departments and the Ideology Process: A Case Study
Beth W. Ghilioni and G. William Domhoff, University of California, Santa Cruz

The Effect of Gender on Career Activities and Attitudes of Political Executives and High-Level Bureaucrats in the United States, Canada and Great Britain
Katherine Meyer and Linda Dorsten, Ohio State University

The Role of Social and Business Elites in Private Social Service Agencies
Susan A. Ostrander, Tufts University and Radcliffe College

Influential Elite Women Volunteers: Re-examining the Concept of Power
Margo W. MacLeod, Yale University

DISCUSSION: Ronnie Steinberg, State University of New York, Albany

*****

Session 137—Convention Center, Room 33

ISSUES IN GERONTOLOGY

ORGANIZER: Rhonda J.V. Montgomery, University of Washington
PRESIDENT: Irving Tallman, Washington State University

Crime and Elderly Widows Who Live Alone
Shirley L. O’Bryant and John F. Koons, Ohio State University

An Empirical Test for Phases of Retirement
David J. Elkin and Raymond Bosse, V.A. Outpatient Clinic

Factors Influencing Labor Force Activity After Retirement
Scott H. Beck, Andrews Gerontology Center

Family Structure and Economic Support Systems of the Retired: A Longitudinal Analysis
Laurie Russell Hatch and Donald Stall, University of Washington

DISCUSSION: Jaber F. Gubrium, Marquette University

*****

Session 138—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

HISPANIC COMMUNITY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Gilberto Cardenas, University of Texas, Austin

Language Orientation and Mental Health Status Among Persons of Mexican Descent
Vilma Ortiz, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Hispanic Housewives
Sharon Kantorowski Davis and Virginia Chavez, University of LaVerne

Racial Characteristics and Life Chances of Chicanos
Carlos Arte, National Council on Chicano Higher Education; Edward Marguin, Trinity University

The Sociology of Moral Judgment; Social and Ethnic Factors
Anthony J. Certeza, Colorado State University

Ethnic Differences in Domestic Violence: A Comparison of Anglo and Chicano Respondents
Alfredo Miranda and Patricia Perez, University of California, Riverside

*****

Session 139—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SOCIOLGY OF SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE I

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Joseph Ben-David, Hebrew University of Jerusalem and University of Chicago

The Discovery of Resistance: Historical Accounts and Scientific Careers
Naomi Aronson, Northwestern University

Early Radio Astronomy: A Case Study in the History and Sociology of Introducing an Innovation into Science
Nachman Ben-Yehuda, Hebrew University of Jerusalem and State University of New York, Stony Brook

Ambivalence and Moral Flexibility: An Empirical Exploration of the Concepts
Susan E. Czarnes, National Science Foundation; Howard L. Kepe, Franklin & Marshall College

*****
SMALL GROUPS/PRIMARY I

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Murray Webster, Jr., University of South Carolina

The Formation and Legitimation of Status Structures
Cecilia L. Ridgeway, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Joseph Berger, Stanford University

The Effect of Equating Status Characteristics on the Status Generalization Process
Michael W. Martin, University of Southern Mississippi; Jane Sell, Texas A&M University

Status and Participation in Six-person Groups: A Test of Skvoretz' Comparative Status Model
Charlotte G. Hudson, John V. Skvoretz and Lynn Smith-Lovin, University of South Carolina

Gender and Power in Interaction: Conversational Privileges and Duties
Peter Kollock, Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz, University of Washington

DISCUSSION: Lynne Zucker, University of California, Los Angeles

SOCIAL CONTROL

ORGANIZER: Pat Lauderdale, Arizona State University

PRESIDENT: M.A. Bortner, Arizona State University

Law as Public Policy
Lynn M. Appleton, Florida Atlantic University

The Juvenile Court and Social Welfare: A Dynamic Analysis of Progressive Reform
John R. Sutton, Princeton University

A Study in the Sociology of Social Control: The Political Business Cycle and the Penal Question in Italy from 1896 to 1965
Dario Melossi, University of California, Santa Barbara

Social Control: A Globological View
Albert Bergesen, University of Arizona

DISCUSSION: Harold E. Pepinsky, Indiana University

THEMATIC SESSION. THE USES AND CONTROL OF KNOWLEDGE: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOCIAL FABRIC

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Harriet Zuckerman, Columbia University

PANEL: William Carey, American Association for the Advancement of Science
David Goslin, National Academy of Science
Otto Larsen, National Science Foundation

DISCUSSION: Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University

SPECIAL SESSION. THE SOCIAL FABRIC: STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: John Durante, Washington State University

Cross-Model Compilations: The Blind and the Sighted
Peter Kam-Hui Wong, Indiana University

Rethinking the Issue: A Study of Couples' Leisure Activities
Norah Peters-Dempsey, Bryn Mawr College

(Continued)
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2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 143 (Continued)

Walker's World
Lorna Lueker, California State University, Dominguez Hills

Discussion: Kay McChesney, University of Southern California

*****

Session 84b—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

SHORT COURSE. REFRESHER COURSE IN QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY (continued) to 6:30 p.m.

*****

Session 144—Convention Center, Room 32

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. QUESTION FORM, WORDING, AND CONTEXT: EFFECTS ON SURVEY RESPONSES

Howard Schuman, University of Michigan

*****

Session 145—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. MANAGING THE IMPACT OF BUDGETING RESTRICTIONS WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY

Richard J. Hill, University of Oregon
Lola B. DeFieur, Washington State University
David Mechanic, Rutgers University

*****

133

2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 146—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. RECENT TRENDS IN ORGANIZATIONS

Organizers: Edward Margalia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

President: Beverly H. Burris, Trinity University

Regulation of the Firm in a Capitalist Economy
Dennis S. Milesi and Rick Hufnagel, Colorado State University; David Gillespie, Washington University, St. Louis

Organizational Structure, Decision Making Procedures and the Adoption of Innovations
Steven F. Cohn, University of Maine, Orono; Romaine M. Turyn, Maine Committee on Aging

Work Satisfaction Under Yugoslav Self-Management: On Participation, Authority, and Ownership
Patricia A. Taylor and Burke D. Grandjean, University of Virginia; Niko Toz, University of Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Labor Market Structure and Job Satisfaction
Sandra L. Hanson, Case Western Reserve University; Jack K. Martin, Michigan Tech University; Steven A. Tuch, George Washington University

Corporate Culture and Performance: Preliminary Explorations
Paul D. Reynolds, University of Minnesota

Discussion: Wolf V. Heydebrand, New York University

*****

Session 147—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS. REFEREED ROUNDTABLES

Organizer: Gerald Marwell, University of Wisconsin, Madison

1. Community Protests Against Taxes and Toxic Chemicals: Consumption Classes and Emergent Political Ideologies
Clarence Y.H. Lo, University of California, Los Angeles

2. An Empirical Test of the Dependency Theory of Media-Audience-Society Relations: Responses to the Eruption of Mount St. Helens
Peter Hirschburg, Southeast Missouri State University; Don Dillman, Washington State University

(Continued)
Session 147 (Continued)

3. Combining Mobilization and Collective Behavior Perspectives on Social Conflicts: Dynamics of a Doctors’ Strike
   Michael Harrison, Bar-Ilan University

4. The Peace Movement, the Feminist Movement and the Neo-Pagan Witchcraft Revival: Social Change and Matristic Earth Religion
   R. George Kirkpatrick, San Diego State University

5. Attempting an Alternative Society: The Renaissance Movement in the United States
   Karol H. Borowski, Massachusetts Institute for Social Studies

6. Recent Theories in Collective Action
   Bert Uscen, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

*****

Session 148—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

SECTION ON COMMUNITY: SPECIAL SESSION

Urban Villagers Twenty Years Later
Herbert J. Gans, Columbia University

DISCUSSION: Suzanne Keller, Princeton University

*****

Session 149 (Continued)

Child Abuse and Violent Adult Crime
Michael Belyea, Union College, Schenectady; Matthew T. Zingraff, North Carolina State University

Potential for Reductions in Number of Stolen Goods Recipients
Joseph F. Sheley, Tulane University

Social Control and Revolution
Vilma Nunez Ruiz de Escorcia, Vice President, Supreme Court of Nicaragua

DISCUSSION: Ronald A. Farrell, New Mexico State University

*****

Session 150—Convention Center, Room 33

AGE STRATIFICATION II: COHORT FLOW AND AGE STRATIFICATION

ORGANIZER: Matilda White Riley, National Institute on Aging

PRESIDENT: Anne Foner, Rutgers University

Age Stratification and the Family
Vern L. Bengston and Margaret Lee Campbell, University of Southern California

Cohort Shifts in Women’s Life Patterns, 1934-1979
Janet Zollinger Giele, Brandeis University

Urbanization as a Factor in Cohort Differences in Substance Abuse
Lee N. Robins, Washington University, St. Louis

The Old and the Very Old: A New Frontier of Age Policy
Beth B. Hess, County College of Morris; Beth J. Soldo, Georgetown University

DISCUSSION: Kathleen Bond, National Institute on Aging

Joan Waring, The Equitable Life Assurance Society

*****
ETHELIC & RACE RELATIONS IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE I

Organizer and Presider: Leonard Gordon, Arizona State University

Pluralism and Racism in Two Immigrant Societies: Argentina and the United States
Bernard Segal, Dartmouth College

Participation in the Ethnic Economy, Ethnic Solidarity and Ambivalence Toward the Host Society: The Case of Cuban Emigres in Puerto Rico
Jose A. Cobas, Arizona State University

A Structural Theory of Ethnicity
Joane Nagel, University of Kansas

Some Elementary Principles of Ethnic Ancestralism: Toward a Synthesis of Ethnic Relations
Theories
Jonathan H. Turner, University of California, Riverside

Discussion: John Stone, University of London

Session 153—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

MATHMATICAL MODELS

Organizer and Presider: Maureen Hallinan, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Structural Determinants of Stratification in Science
Lowell L. Hargens and Diane H. Felmlee, University of Indiana

Application of Formal Methods to the Analysis of Kinship and Household Organization
Susan De Vos and Alberto Palloni, University of Wisconsin

Introducing Soft Modeling With Partial Least Squares
R. Frank Falk and Susan Calhoun Stubber, University of Denver

A Mathematical Model for Predicting Group Formation
Evert E. Tornfelt, USDI, Anchorage

Reconsidering the Vacancy Competition Model
Daniel Krymkowski, University of Wisconsin, Madison; Aage B. Sorensen, Harvard University

Discussion: David D. McFarland, University of California, Los Angeles

Session 154—Hilton, El Mirador West

SOCIOLINGUISTICS

Organizer and Presider: Aaron V. Cicourel, University of California, San Diego

A Framework for the Analysis of Criminal Justice Processing: The Role of Discourse and Text in Probation Officers’ Accomplishment of Presentencing Investigations
J. William Spencer, University of New Orleans

Legal Defense in Periodic Commitment Hearings: Encounters with the Social Organization of the Psychiatric Profession
Frederic H. Decker, University of Pennsylvania Hospital

The Politics of Children’s Disputes
Douglas Maynard, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Trouble in Talk: Formulating A Science Lesson
Richard D. Heyman, University of Calgary

(Continued)
Session 154 (Continued)

A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Conflict and Cooperation in Labor Management Relations
Katherine O'Donnell, Hartwick College

Discussion: Allen D. Grimshaw, Indiana University

Session 155—Convention Center, Room 25

MENTAL HEALTH AND STRESS

Organizer and Presider: Leonard I. Pearlin, University of California, San Francisco

Living with Psychiatric Patients: The Relationship of Chronic Strain to the Mental Health of Family Members
Samuel Noh and R. Jay Turner, University of Western Ontario

Hardship and Depression
Catherine E. Ross, University of Illinois, Urbana; Joan Huber, Ohio State University

Persistent Strain, Social Support and Depression Among Women
Carol S. Aneshensel, University of California, Los Angeles

Gender and Marital Status Differences in Psychological Distress: Issues of Objective and Subjective Control
Peggy A. Thoits, Princeton University

The Costs of Caring: A Perspective on the Relationship Between Sex and Psychological Distress
Ronald C. Kessler, Jane D. McLeod and Elaine Wethington, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Discussion: James House, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Activities of Other Groups

Departmental Chairs (Frank Bean)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

WEDNESDAY, 3:30 P.M.

SECTION ON COMMUNITY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon E
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

WEDNESDAY, 4:30 P.M.

COMMITTEE ON ASA/AAAS RELATIONS—Marriott, Austin
SECTION ON COMMUNITY Reception—Marriott, Bowie
SECTION ON CRIMINOLOGY Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 4
SECTION ON MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY Business Meeting/Award Ceremony (followed by a reception)—Hilton, Corte Real
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION Reception—Marriott, Bonham

Session 156—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. THE DIFFUSION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE INTO THE SOCIAL FABRIC

Organizer and Presider: Neil J. Smelser, University of California, Berkeley

Urban Policy Research and the Social Sciences: The New York City Area Study
Barbara Heyns, New York University

The Sociology of Social Science Knowledge
Dean R. Gerstein, National Academy of Sciences

The Ogburn Vision of Knowledge and Its Application
Neil J. Smelser, University of California, Berkeley

Activities of Other Groups

Departmental Chairs (Frank Bean)—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

***
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 157—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

SPECIAL SESSION. SUNBELT/SNOWBELT: CONTRASTS AND CONNECTIONS

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Joe R. Feagin, University of Texas, Austin

SUNBELT/SNOWBELT: Toward a Transnational Framework
Michael Peter Smith and Richard Tardanico, Tulane University

Regimes and Political Economy of Redevelopment in New York City
Norman I. Fainstein, New School for Social Research; Susan S. Fainstein, Rutgers University

L.A.'s the Place: Economic Restructuring and the Internationalization of the Los Angeles Urban Region
Edward W. Soja, University of California, Los Angeles

Detroit and Houston: Two Cities in Global Perspective
Richard Child Hill, Michigan State University; Joe R. Feagin, University of Texas, Austin

SUNBELT AND FROSTBELT CITIES: AN OVERVIEW
David Perry, State University of New York, Buffalo

Session 158—Convention Center, Room 32

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. WRITING FOR PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS

Norval D. Glenn, University of Texas, Austin

Session 159—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

TEACHING WORKSHOP. TEACHING SOCIOLOGY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

Paul S. Gray, Boston College
Donald Matlock, Southwest Texas State University

Session 160—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. THEORY II

ORGANIZERS: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

PRESIDENT: Douglas Lee Eckberg, University of Tulsa

Teoeties as an Example for an Integrated Sociological Paradigm
Perry H. Howard, Louisiana State University

Performing the Nuclear Ceremony: The Arms Race as Ritual
Robert Benford and Lester R. Kurtz, University of Texas, Austin

A Micro Foundation for Macro Theory: From G.H. Mead's Symbolic Interaction to Structural Role Theory
Charles H. Powers, Indiana University

A Minimalist Definition of Power: Essay on Conceptualization
Michela Lamone, Stanford University

Knowing When to Quit: Toward a General Theory of Social Endings
Michael C. Kearl, Trinity University

Session 161—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

INTERRELATIONS OF RELIGIOUS WITH SOCIAL AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS

Section on Collective Behavior & Social Movements

ORGANIZER: Ralph H. Turner, University of California, Los Angeles

PRESIDENT: James T. Richardson, University of Nevada, Reno

The New Christian Right in North Carolina
Anthony Oberschall, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Ideological Work in Social Movements
E. Burke Rochford, University of Tulsa

Discussion: David A. Snow, University of Texas, Austin
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 162—Hilton, Corte Real

SECTION ON MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY. AWARDS CEREMONY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Linda H. Aiken, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

The Contributions of Renee C. Fox to the Sociology of Medicine
David Mechanic, Rutgers University

Presentation of the Leo G. Reeder Award for Distinguished Scholarship in Medical Sociology to Renee C. Fox
Linda H. Aiken, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Reflections and Opportunities in the Sociology of Medicine
Renee C. Fox, University of Pennsylvania

*****

Session 163—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

SOCIOLOGY OF ART I

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Barbara Rosenblum, Vermont College

Format and Formula in Prime-Time TV
Ann Swidler, Stanford University

The Role of the Public in the Success of Artistic Styles
Liah Greenfeld, University of Chicago and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

The Community and the Local Art Center
Linda Marie Fritscher and Miles K. Hoffman, Indiana University, South Bend

The Evolution of Musical Institutions in 19th-Century France
Stephen Riggins, Laurentian University

George Herbert Mead, Musical Syntax and the Social Functions of Music
Catherine T. Harris, Wake Forest University; Clemens Sandresky, Salem College

Kenneth Burke and George Herbert Mead: Aesthetic Similarities
Mary V. Meckel, University of Nebraska

DISCUSSION: Barbara Rosenblum, Vermont College

*****

4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 164—Convention Center, Room 33

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDER: Mark Traugott, University of California, Santa Cruz

Class Conflict and Class Collaboration in Regional Rebellions, 1500 to 1700
William Brunsin, University of Utah

The Atlantic Revolution? The Cases of England, the United States, and France
Leonard Hochberg, Miami University

Class Structure and State Autonomy: the Social Origins of Early Modern Reform
Robert Wuthnow, Princeton University

Structural Conflicts in the Origins and Outcomes of Revolutionary Crises in 17th Century England, Turkey, and China
Jack Goldstone, Northwestern University

*****

Session 165—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

LABOR MARKETS/EMPLOYMENT: JOBS, WORKERS AND SKILLS

ORGANIZER: Arne L. Kalleberg, Indiana University

PRESIDER: Michael Wallace, Ohio State University

Economic Segmentation, Ascription and Occupational Outcomes
Toby L. Parcel, Ohio State University

Jobs and Skills: Occupational and Organizational Differences
Arne L. Kalleberg and Kevin T. Leicht, Indiana University

Marginal Jobs or Marginal Workers: An Elaboration of Radical Theory
Alice Abel Kamp, University of New Orleans

Overeducation or Underemployment?: Problems and Prospects
Herbert L. Smith, Indiana University

DISCUSSION: Ivar Berg, Vanderbilt University

*****
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 166—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

MILITARY SOCIOLOGY

Organizer and President: Mady Wechsler Segal, University of Maryland

Military Incorporation into Political Executives: An Extended Empirical Typology
Robert A. Hanneman, University of California, Riverside

Women in the Reserve Army of the U.S. Military
Michael Rustad, Northeastern University

Military Service and Educational Attainment among Vietnam-Era Youth
Jere Cohen, University of Maryland, Baltimore County; Lloyd V. Ttemme, Institute for Occupational Research

Peacekeeping and Warfighting: Attitude Organization and Change among Combat Soldiers on Constabulary Duty
David R. Segal and Barbara Foley Meeker, University of Maryland

Military Status and Expected Fertility: Convergence or Divergence with Civilian Patterns?
Juantia Firestone, Kathryn B. Kramer and John S. Butler, University of Texas, Austin

Discussion: Nehama Bahin, University of Maryland

FULL

Session 167—Hilton, El Mirador East

OCCUPATIONS/PROFESSIONS II

Organizer: Richard H. Hall, State University of New York, Albany

President: Mary Frank Fox, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Organizational Differences in Occupational Equity: Why Some Universities Discriminated More Than Others in Promoting Faculty During the 1960s
Robert F. Szafran, Stephen F. Austin State University

Women in the Professions in the 1970s: A Critique of Research in Sociology and Economics
Shirley Harkess, University of Kansas

The Effects of Marriage and a Working Spouse on Occupational and Wage Attainment: An Examination of the Pfeffer and Ross Hypothesis
Mary Zey-Ferrell, Alex McNaught and Stephen G. Sapp, Texas A&M University

(Continued)
Session 169—Convention Center, Room 25

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY II

Organizer: Howard F. Taylor, Princeton University

President: Carol J. Auster, Franklin & Marshall College

Social Interaction as Drama: A Word on Plays
A. Paul Hare, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

Integration and Its Effects on the Self-Estimation of Productivity and Innovation
Karen A. Cerulo and Sarah G. Hewitt, Princeton University

Self Disclosure and Topical Reciprocity in Conversation: A Cross-National Study
Myung Jin Won-Doornink, Washington State University

A Methodological Study of the “Who Am I” Technique
Janet P. Walter, East Tennessee State University

Session 170—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

VIOLENCE AMONG INTIMATES AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE SOCIAL FABRIC

Organizer: R. Emerson Dobash, University of Stirling, Scotland
Russell P. Dobash, University of Stirling, Scotland

President: R. Emerson Dobash, University of Stirling, Scotland

Women and Violence: Feminist Theory, Ideology and Equality
Diane Mitsch Bush, Colorado State University

On the Phenomenology of Sexuality, Desire and Violence
Norman K. Denzin, University of Illinois, Urbana

The Boundaries of Acceptable Abuse
Dorie Klein, Alameda County Office of Court Services; Patricia Morgan, University of California, Berkeley

Constructing the Invisible: Styles of Police Response to Domestic Violence in Scotland
Frances Wasoff, Citizens Advice Bureau

The Dark Side of Love: Battering Men
Richard N. Harris, St. John’s University

Discussion: Ann Leffler, Utah State University

WEDNESDAY, 5:30 P.M.

SECTION ON COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR/SOCIAL MOVEMENTS Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

SECTION ON CRIMINOLOGY Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

***

WEDNESDAY, 6:30 P.M.

SECTION ON SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE Reception—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

*****

Activities of Other Groups

Caucus of Unemployed and Underemployed Sociologists (Edna Bonacich)—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

Data Products from the 1980 Census (Patricia Kelly)—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

International Network for Social Network Analysis—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

National Council of State Sociological Associations—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

Sociologists Gay Caucus—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

***

WEDNESDAY, 7:00 P.M.

Activities of Other Groups

Medical Sociology Dissertations in Progress (June S. Lowenberg and Janet Gans)—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

***
WEDNESDAY, 8:30 P.M.

Session 171—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

PLENARY SESSION. UTOPIAN VIEWS OF THE SOCIAL FABRIC

Presiders: Robert Boguslaw, Washington University, St. Louis
Edgar F. Borgatta, University of Washington
Immanuel Wallerstein, State University of New York, Binghamton
Michael Novak, American Enterprise Institute

DISCUSSION: Norman Birnbaum, Georgetown University

***

THURSDAY, 8:30 A.M.

1984 COUNCIL (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Travis

COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Austin

COMMITTEE ON TEACHING, continued (to 12:30 p.m.)—Marriott, Houston

SECTION ON METHODOLOGY Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

*****

Session 172—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION, THE MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL WELL-BEING

Organizer and Presider: James A. Davis, Harvard University

Do the Same Things Make Koreans and Americans Happy?
Doh C. Shin, Sangamon State University

Age/Cohort Differences in Subjective Welfare: A Review
Barbara J. Peskin, New York University

How Much Income is Enough?
Steven Dubboff, Center for Survey Research

Happiness in the 1984 GSS
James A. Davis, Harvard University

*****

Session 186b—Convention Center, Room 32

SHORT COURSE, REFRESHER COURSE IN RECENT SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (continued; to 12:30 p.m.)

****

Session 173

Cancelled.
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 174—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

TEACHING WORKSHOP, TEACHING RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS

J. Michael Brooks, University of Kentucky
Wilhelmina Perry, Glassboro State College

*****

Session 175—Hilton, El Mirador East

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL CHANGE

ORGANIZERS: John Lindquist, Trinity University
Edward Murguia, Trinity University

PRESIDENT: Roger Barnes, University of Texas, San Antonio

Assessing Treatment of the Offender: From Probation to Capital Punishment
Philip E. Lampe, Incarnate Word College

Health Limitations, Disability Benefits, and Economic Status Among Mature Men
Thomas N. Daymont, Temple University

The Role of Family Violence in Explaining Juvenile Delinquency: An Inductive Study
Patricia L. Koski, University of Tulsa

Patient/Doctor Conflict: A Study of Why Patients Exit from the Disputing Process
Marilyn L. May, Beloit College

DISCUSSION: Roger Barnes, University of Texas, San Antonio

*****

Session 176—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY. ROUNDTABLES

1. Methods in Comparative Historical Sociology
   Andrew Abbott, Rutgers University

2. Protestantism, Capitalism, and Slavery in Antebellum America
   Bill Swatos, St. Mark's Episcopal Church

3. The Colonial Situation and Women's History
   Diane L. Barthel, State University of New York, Stony Brook

(Continued)

8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 176 (Continued)

4. The Social Politics of Pensions and Old Age Insurance: A Comparative Historical Analysis of
   Canada, Great Britain, and the U.S., 1880s-1930s
   Ann Shola Orloff, Princeton University

5. On Perez Zagorin's Rebels and Rulers, 1500-1660
   Leonard Hochberg, Miami University
   DISCUSSION: Perez Zagorin
   William R. Brustein
   Jack Goldstone
   Leonard Hochberg

6. Traditional Kinship Organisation in China: Implications for the Success of Chinese Socialism
   Ruth Taplin, San Francisco, CA

7. Explaining Capitalism: Weber On and Against Marx
   Stephen Turner, University of South Florida

8. Iranian Pre-Capitalism: A Critique of Feudal Thesis
   Akbar Mahdi, Adrian College

9. Social Class, Race, and Ethnic Citizenship
   Carol L. Schmid, Guilford Technical Institute

10. Local Elite Structure and State Formation in 17th Century England and France
    Richard Lachmann, University of Wisconsin, Madison

*****

Session 177—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

ATTITUDES AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION IN THE 80's

ORGANIZER: J. Stanley Black, University of Illinois, Urbana

PRESIDENT: Thomas A. Heberlein, University of Wisconsin, Madison

A Case For Environmental Non-Elitism: An Analysis of Social Movement Participation Through
Integration of Social Psychological and Resource Mobilization Perspectives
Paul Mohai, Utah State University

Energy Activists: A Comparison of Hard-Path and Soft-Path Advocates
Riley E. Dunlap, Washington State University; Marvin E. Olsen, Michigan State University

Values, Attitudes, and Motivations in Resurgent Environmentalism: “New” Members, “Old” Members, and Leaders of the Sierra Club Under the Reagan Administration
J. Stanley Black and James Absher, University of Illinois, Urbana

(Continued)
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 177 (Continued)

Why Is Everybody So Excited?: The Origins of Environmental Conflict As Viewed By A National Elite

Thomas Dietz, George Mason University; Paul C. Stern, National Research Council; Robert W. Rycroft, George Washington University

Discussion: Robert Cameron Mitchell, Resources For the Future

****

Session 178—Convention Center, Room 25

APPLICATIONS OF SOCIOLOGY TO CLINICAL MEDICINE AND HEALTH POLICY

Section on Medical Sociology

Organizer: Paul D. Cleary, Harvard Medical School

Quality of Life

Jack L. Franklin, Brenda Sokolitz, Marcia Tuproc and Richard Polinsky, Texas Research Institute of Mental Science

Coping with Crisis: An Experiment in Cardiac Rehabilitation

Debra J. Lerner, Boston City Hospital

Does Provider or Patient Know What the Other Most Wants to Discuss?

Dorothy C. Werts, James R. Sorenson and Timothy C. Heeren, Boston University

The Diffusion of Medical Technology: Social Network Analysis and Policy Research

James G. Anderson, Purdue University and Methodist Hospital of Indiana

Amniocentesis and the Social Construction of Pregnancy Findings

B. Meredith Burke and Aliza Kolker, George Mason University

Discussion: Philip J. Leaf, Yale University

****

Session 179—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

COMMUNITY: PATTERNS

Organizer and President: Joseph Galaskiewicz, University of Minnesota

Structural Constraints on Interpersonal Relations: A Macro-sociological Analysis

Terry C. Blum, Tulane University

Invisible Careers: Women Community Leaders in the Volunteer World

Arlene Kaplan Daniels, Northwestern University

The “Call of the Wild”: Migration to Anchorage, Alaska

Lee J. Cuba, Wellesley College

Self, Community and Moral Order

Arthur Vidich and Stanford M. Lyman, New School for Social Research

Discussion: Lyn Lofland, University of California, Davis

****

Session 180—Hilton, El Mirador West

COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY: DEPENDENCY STUDIES

Organizer and President: Francisco O. Ramirez, San Francisco State University

Dependence, Military Assistance, and Development: A Cross-National Study

John Harmun and Pamela Burhouse Walters, Indiana University

Export Dependence and Economic Growth: A Reformulation and Respecification

David Jaffee, University of Massachusetts

Effects of Foreign Aid from Socialist States upon the Economic Growth of Developing Countries

Albert Bergesen and William Lockwood, University of Arizona

Richer versus Poorer LDCs: Do World System Characteristics Matter?

Brad Bullock and Glenn Firebaugh, Vanderbilt University

Discussion: Peter B. Evans, Brown University

****
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 181—Convention Center, Room 33

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University

Theory Development: Integrants of a Research Program
Paul Meadows, State University of New York, Albany

The Development of Multinational Structures in Regional Contexts: The Case of Border Industries in Mexico and Southwest Texas
Julius Rivera, University of Texas, El Paso

State of the Art Multinationals: The Diffusion of World Class Standards
Jay Weinstein and John R. Mcintyre, Georgia Institute of Technology

The Spatial Distribution of Information and Political Activity in Comparative Contexts
Mark S. Rosentraub and Karen S. Harlow, University of Texas, Arlington; Robert Warren, University of Delaware

DISCUSSION: Paul M. Lubeck, Merrill College
Paul Collins, Texas Tech University

-----

Session 182—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

DIFFERING ROUTES TO EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Doris R. Entwisle, Johns Hopkins University

Educational Paths to Jobs in Britain and the United States
Alan C. Kerckhoff and Diane Everett, Duke University

Parents, Students, and Knowledge of College Costs
Lorain Olson, University of Chicago; Rachel A. Rosenfeld, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Educational Differentiation and Status Attainments
Elisabeth Monk-Turner, University of Oklahoma

Educational Attainment of Religio-Ethnic Groups in the U.S.
Charles Hirschman and Luis Falcon, Cornell University

DISCUSSION: Cornelius Riordan, Providence College
Robert Mare, University of Wisconsin, Madison

-----

Session 183—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

EMOTIONS

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Peggy A. Thoits, Princeton University

George Herbert Mead and Modern Behaviorism on Emotions
John D. Baldwin, University of California, Santa Barbara

The Social Construction of Complex Emotions: Evidence From Children's Socialization
Steven L. Gordon, California State University, Los Angeles

How Coaches Manage Moral Conflict: A Theory of Social Defenses
Barbara Rosenblum, Vermont College

A Critique of the Symbolic Interaction of Emotions
R. Frank Falk, University of Denver

DISCUSSION: Gordon Clanton, San Diego State University

-----

Session 184—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE STATE: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

ORGANIZER: Anthony M. Orum, University of Texas, Austin

PRESIDENT: Randy D. Hodson, University of Texas, Austin

Images of the State and Corporate Economic Power
David Jacobs, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Corporate Class Structure and Campaign Contributions
Anthony C. Koazi and Richard E. Ranciff, Syracuse University

The State in Finance Capitalist Society: The Case of Chrysler Corporation’s Battle for a Bailout
Davita Sifuentes Glasberg, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Politicizing Welfare Expenditures in the United States, 1949-1980
Larry J. Griffin and Kevin T. Leicht, Indiana University

Crisis, Class and Power: Investing in Austerity
Eric Lichten, Long Island University

DISCUSSION: Joel Devine, Tulane University

-----
GENDER INTIMACY AND SOCIAL CONTROL: THE FAMILY

ORGANIZER: Pamela J. Riley, Utah State University

PRESIDENT: Dair Gillespie, University of Utah

The Relationship of Marital Status and Career Preparation to Changing Work Orientations of Young Women: A Longitudinal Study
Therese L. Baker and Judith A. Bootcheck, DePaul University

Changes in Women's Life Satisfaction: Evidence From the 1971 and 1978 Quality of American Life Studies
Michelle Alberti Gambone, Princeton University

Role Conflict, Role Accumulation, and the Sexual Division of Labor
Judith M. Gerson, Rutgers University

Belief in Innate Sex Roles: Sex Stratification versus Interpersonal Influence in Marriage
John M. Mirewsky, University of Illinois, Urbana

Women's Work Expectations and Labor Market Experience in Early and Middle Family Life-Cycle Stages
Cynthia Resroat, University of Florida

DISCUSSION: Judith A. Howard, University of Washington

THURSDAY, 9:30 A.M.

SECTION ON METHODOLOGY Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

****

Session 187—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. AN INTRODUCTION TO FUTURISTICS: THEORIES AND METHODS OF FUTURES RESEARCH
(to 12:30 p.m.)

Wendell Bell, Yale University

****

THURSDAY, 10:30 A.M.

Session 188—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

THEMATIC SESSION. MEDIA LINKAGES OF THE SOCIAL FABRIC

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: S.J. Ball-Rokeach, Washington State University

Media Linkages of Culture and Other Societal Structures
Karl Erik Rosengren, University of Gothenburg and University of Lund

Television Ceremoniality: Consensus, Contracts, Conflicts
Daniel Dayan, Paris, France; Elihu Katz, Hebrew University and University of Southern California

Cultural Form and Political Substance: The Senate Watergate Hearings as Media Ritual
Jeffrey C. Alexander, University of California, Los Angeles

DISCUSSION: Gladys Engel Lang, State University of New York, Stony Brook

THURSDAY, 11:30 A.M.

Session 189—Convention Center, Fiesta 8

THEORY

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Jonathan H. Turner, University of California, Riverside

Social Exchange, Property & the Myth of Reciprocity
David Willer, University of Kansas; Michael Urban, Auburn University

Exchange Processes in History: Linking the Micro and Macro Levels
Joan Lind, Florida International University

A Theory of Status Groups
Murray Milner, Jr., University of Virginia

Emotion & Function: A Theory of Expressive Needs
Thomas J. Scheff, University of California, Santa Barbara

"Culture" Disassembled and Demystified: Convergences Toward a Variable Theory
N.J. Demerath, III and Rhys Williams, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

***
Session 189—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

SPECIAL SESSION. FEDERAL FUNDING OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH: TYPES OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

Organizer and Presider: Kathleen Bond, National Institute on Aging

Postdoctoral Fellowships
Sandra L. Hofferth and Earl E. Hayck, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Program Projects (Large-Scale Multiple Project Grants)
Kathleen Bond, National Institute on Aging

Small Grants
Marton E. Primas, National Institute of Mental Health

Contracts
Burton S. Barlow, Department of Labor

Dissertation Grants
Julius Pellegrino, National Center for Health Services Research

Session 190—Hilton, El Mirador East

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. FAMILY

Organizers: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

Presider: Joanne Sisco, Incarnate Word College

Occupational Effects on Propensity to Divorce
Theodore N. Greengrass, University of Texas, Arlington

Toward a Sociological Interpretation of Spontaneous Abortion
Rebecca Reviere and Isaac W. Eberstein, Florida State University

The Role of Family Background Experiences in Victim Reaction to Marital Rape and Battering
Nancy M. Shields and Christine R. Hanneke, Policy Research and Planning Group

Domestic Violence in Small Cities and Towns
Daniel J. Bell, Southwest Texas State University

Session 191—Hilton, El Mirador West

TOPICAL REVIEW PANEL. THE PROBLEM OF COMMITMENT IN THE CLASSROOM

Organizer and Presider: Kenneth Wagner, Hamilton College

An Unorganized Work Stoppage in the Classroom: A Problem of Narcissim and Economic Decline
Kenneth Wagner, Hamilton College

Teaching in the Applied Social Sciences: The Effects of Licensing on Student Motivation and Career Choice
Helen Land, University of Southern California

Professional Education: The Crisis of Commitment
Bob Land, University of Pittsburgh

Teaching Writing to Students Who Don't Want to Write
Tony Mattzrak, University of Vermont

Session 192—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

COMPARING CIVILIZATIONS

Section on Comparative Historical Sociology

Organizer and Presider: Ronald M. Glassman, William Paterson College

Toward a Definition of the Role of Culture in Industrialization Processes in Western Advanced Industrial Societies: Public and Private Spheres in Germany and the United States
Steve Kolberg, Harvard University

Decentralizing Tendencies in a Pre-Capitalist System of Administration: Patrimony and Extrac­tion in Ancient Rome
Robert Antoni, University of Kansas

Religion, Political Order, and Societal Change in Shi'i, Iran
Said Arjomand, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Discussion: Judith Marcus, New School for Social Research
Session 193—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

WATER IN THE SOUTHWEST

Section on Environmental Sociology

Organizer and President: Judith Friedman, Rutgers University

Something From Nothing: Protection and Management of the Edwards Underground Aquifer
Catherine Powell, Trinity University

Community Relocation: A Strategy for Flood Mitigation
Ronald W. Perry and Alvin Mushkatel, Arizona State University

Legal and Political Constraints on the Development of Effective Groundwater Policies
Helen Ingram, University of Arizona; Louis Weschler, Arizona State University

Changes in Farm Structure With the Introduction of Irrigation
Don E. Albrecht, Steve H. Murdock and Howard Ladewig, Texas A&M University

Water Resources and the Sociology of Community Decline
Ruth Schaffer and Albert Schaffer, Texas A&M University

The Politics of Water Distribution in a Western River Basin
David M. Freeman and David Hittle, Colorado State University

Session 194—Convention Center, Room 31

THE CORPORATE CHALLENGE TO NON-PROFIT AND PUBLIC MEDICINE

Section on Medical Sociology

Organizer: Linda H. Aiken, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

President: David Mechanic, Rutgers University

Panel: Paul E. Starr, Harvard University
Elisa Freidzon, New York University
Bradford H. Gray, National Academy of Sciences
Howard Waitskin, University of California, Irvine

Session 195—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SECTION ON METHODOLOGY. FIRST SESSION

Organizer and President: Michael T. Hannan, Cornell University

EM Estimation of Compound Generalized Linear Models
Gerhard Arminger, University of Wuppertal, FRG

Testing Event Dependencies and Multivariate Point Processes
Terry Amburgey, Northwestern University

A Method for Incorporating Time-Dependent Covariates in Models for Analysis of Duration Data
Trond Petersen, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Three Types of Response to Exogenous Change in Differential Equation Models
Charles Denk, Stanford University

Session 196—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON MINORITY COMMUNITIES: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES AND ROLE DILEMMAS

Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Organizer: Wilhelmina E. Perry, Glassboro State College

President: Bennetta Jules-Rosette, University of California, San Diego

Panel: Jonills Henry Braddock II, Johns Hopkins University
Anthony Gary Dwarkin, University of Houston
Minako Maykoish, California State University, Sacramento
Darrel Monroo, Arizona State University
J. Allen Williams, Jr., University of Nebraska, Lincoln
William L. Yancey, Temple University
Session 197—Convention Center, Room 33

SOCIOLOGY OF ART II

ORGANIZER: Barbara Rosenblum, Vermont College

The Icon and the Word: A Study in the Visual Depiction of Moral Character
Barry Schwartz and Eugene Miller, University of Georgia

Professionals and Clients as Viewed by the Artist: Daumier’s Lawyers and Doctors
Analee E. Beisecker, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Mothers, Daughters and the Mass Media: Identity Formation and Role Options for Women in the Contemporary United States
Andrea L. Press, University of California, Berkeley

Literary Socialization: Novelists on Reading Novels
Mary F. Rogers, University of West Florida

Italian Futurist Literary Criticism and the Origins of Reactionary Modernist Kulturkritik
Joel A. Remmer, University of California, Santa Barbara

The Strategy of Michel Foucault’s Discourse
Michael Blain, Boise State University

Session 198—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

SOCIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HAZARDS I

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: William A. Anderson, National Science Foundation

Disaster Impact and Recovery: A Comparison of Black and White Victims
Robert Bolin, New Mexico State University

Reconstruction from the 1980 Earthquake in Southern Italy: Basic Issues and Dilemmas
Rocco Caporale and Ino Rossi, St. John’s University

Alterations in Community Complexity and Household Recovery Following the 1976 Guatemalan Earthquake
Walter Gillis Peacock, Greg A. Hoover, Charles D. Kilian and Frederick L. Bates, University of Georgia

(Continued)
Session 200 (Continued)

Organizations and Democracy: Twin City Food Cooperatives
Leslie Brown, Mount Saint Vincent University

Charismatic Capitalism: Direct Selling Organizations
Nicole Woolsey Biggart, University of California, Davis

Organization Structure and the Logic of Collective Action in Unions
Jerry Lembcke, Lawrence University; Carolyn Howe, University of Wisconsin, Madison

DISCUSSION: Joyce Rothschild-Whitt, University of Louisville

Session 201—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS/COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

ORGANIZER AND PRESIDENT: Anthony Oberschall, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Structural versus Attitudinal Factors in Movement Recruitment
Doug McAdam, University of Arizona

Mobilizing for Peace: the 1983 Peace Demonstration in the Hague
Bert Klandermans and Dirk Oegema, Free University of Amsterdam

Broadening the Base for Collective Behavior Theory
Ralph H. Turner, University of California, Los Angeles

The Motivational Dimensions in a Nationalist Movement: The Quebec Case
Maurice Finard and Richard Hamilton, McGill University

DISCUSSION: Ferris Ritchey, University of Alabama
Karol Borowksi, Massachusetts Institute for Social Studies

THURSDAY, 12:30 P.M.

SOCIOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY Editorial Board—Marriott, Room 3003
TEACHING NEWSLETTER Editorial Board—Marriott, Bonham
COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES (to 4:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
1985 PROGRAM COMMITTEE—Marriott, Crockett
SECTION ON COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
SECTION ON RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6
Session 203—Marriott, Alamo Salon C

LUNCHEON ROUNDTABLES

52. Health Related Behavior: Models of Change & Inhibiting Factors
   Jennie J. Kronenfeld, University of South Carolina

53. The Sweating System of Labor and the American Industrialization Process
   Sandra L. Albrecht, University of Kansas

54. Fact and Counterfact: Theoretical Methods in Social History/Historical Sociology (Or How Can Sociologists Generalize From One Case?)
   Maurice Zeitlin, University of California, Los Angeles

55. Masculinity in Capitalist and Socialist Societies
   Francesca M. Cancian, University of California

56. Research on Social Exchange
   Karen S. Cook, University of Washington; Toshio Yamagishi, Hokkaido University

57. The Sociology of Emotions and the Evolution of Social Stratification
   Michael Hammond, University of Toronto

58. Personal Computers and Organization Structure
   Nicholas C. Mullins, Indiana University

59. Social Resources, Gender and Attainment
   Nan Lin and Mary Y. Durnin, State University of New York, Albany

60. Private Criminal Justice in Historical Perspective
   Craig B. Little, State University of New York, Cortland

61. Are the Sociology of Science and Knowledge Different?
   Jerry Gaston, Texas A&M University

62. Deindustrialization: Capital Mobility, Community, and the State
   Hilary Silver, Brown University

63. Ideology and Science in Alcohol Research
   James Alan Neff, University of Texas, Austin

64. School-Family Relations: Special Needs Families
   Mary Snow, Appalachia Educational Laboratory

65. Herpes: A Moral and Physical Dilemma
   Christa Reiser, East Carolina University

66. Sociology of the Body
   K.D. Knorr-Cetina, Universitat Bielefeld

(Continued)
Session 205—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

PUBLIC OPINION

Organizer and Presider: James Wright, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Public Opinion in the Soviet Union: Theoretical Considerations
Vladimir Shlapentokh, Michigan State University

Political Beliefs as Contextual Phenomena
Craig Reinarman, University of California, Santa Cruz

A Rational Choice Approach to Measuring Voting Intentions
Manfred Kuchler, University of Frankfurt

The Social Basis of Antifeminism
Jerry Himelstein, Amherst College

Public Opinion and Community Conflict: Threshold Models, the Spiral of Silence, and Anti-Busing Protest
D. Gareth Taylor, University of Chicago

Session 206—Convention Center, Room 33

SOCIAL CHANGE/TECHNOLOGY

Organizer and Presider: J. Michael Armer, Florida State University

The Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origins of the Information Society
James R. Beniger, Princeton University

Cycles of Reform? A Summary of Trends Since World War II
Tom W. Smith, National Opinion Research Center

Keyboard Rationality
David L. Altheide, Arizona State University

Preprocessing and Changes in Occupational Structure, 1900-1970
Clifford Nass, Princeton University

Discussion: Larry Isaac, Florida State University

Session 207—Convention Center, Room 25

CITIES AND GOVERNMENTAL PROGRAMS

Organizer and Presider: John D. Kasarda, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Alternatives to Failed Urban Policy
John Walton, University of California, Davis

Distressed Cities and Migration
Kathryn P. Nelson, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

Urban Renewal Policies and Back to the City Migration: The Case of West Germany
Jurgen Friedrichs, University of Hamburg

The Effect of School Desegregation on the Rate of Desegregation in Large Cities
Diana M. Pearce, Catholic University of America Law School; Robert L. Crain, Johns Hopkins University

Session 208—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

ETHNIC & RACE RELATIONS IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE II

Organizer: Leonard Gordon, Arizona State University

Presider: Elaine C. Hagopian, Simmons College

The Failed Coup in Kenya: Class and Ethnic Conflict
Jack Bloom, Indiana University Northwest

Columbus Country: The Russian Slav and Jew in America
Barry V. Johnston, Indiana University Northwest

Some Perceptual Clues to the Dynamics of Linguistic Cleavage in Quebec
Leslie Lacocke, University of Ottawa

Ethnicity and Marginality in Diverse Societies: The Case of the Ottoman Empire
Harold J. Abramson, University of Connecticut

Discussion: James Frideres, University of Calgary
THURSDAY, 1:30 P.M.

SECTION ON COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon A
SECTION ON RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES Business Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

***

THURSDAY, 2:30 P.M.

Session 209—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. THE LIMITS AND POSSIBILITIES OF GOVERNMENT

PRESIDER: Albert K. Cohen, University of Connecticut

PANEL: Paul E. Starr, Harvard University
 Richard D. Schwartz, Syracuse University
 S.M. Miller, Boston University
 Tom Miller, Boston University

DISCUSSION: Amitai Etzioni, George Washington University

*****

Session 210—Convention Center, Fiesta 7

SPECIAL SESSION. TEXAS AND POPULAR CULTURE

ORGANIZER: David A. Snow, University of Texas, Austin

PRESIDER: Lester R. Kurtz, University of Texas, Austin

Cowboys in Texas: Myths and Realities
 Beverly Stoeltje, University of Texas, Austin

The Cultural Significance of Guns in Texas
 Richard S. Machalek and Linda Hall, Trinity University

Texans and God
 William Martin, Rice University

(Continued)

2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 210 (Continued)

Depictions of Texas in Film
 Sam D. Ratcliffe, University of Texas, Austin

Making and Manufacturing News About Texas: Construction of Old and New Realities
 Gene Baud, University of Texas, Austin

*****

Session 211—Convention Center, Room 32

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. FIELDWORK

Lyn Lofland, University of California, Davis

*****

Session 212—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS: CONTRACTS AND OTHER ISSUES

James H. Clark, University of California Press
 Theodore Caplow, University of Virginia
 Lewis A. Coser, State University of New York, Stony Brook

*****

Session 213—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

TEACHING WORKSHOP. TEACHING SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

James R. Kelly, Fordham University

*****
Session 214—Hilton, El Mirador East

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. ELDERLY DEVIANCE

Organizers: Edward Murguia, Trinity University
John Lindquist, Trinity University

President: O.Z. White, Trinity University

Psychoactive Drugs and the Institutionalized and Non-Institutionalized Elderly
Carl D. Chambers, Ohio University

Crime and the Elderly
James A. Inciardi, University of Delaware

Drinking Patterns and the Elderly
Michael Harter, Ohio University

Drug Use and Misuse in Old Age
David M. Peterson, Georgia State University

DWI and the Elderly
Harvey Siegal, Wright State University

Discussion: John Lindquist, Trinity University

Session 215—Marriott, Alamo Salon A

THE RESURGENCE OF COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY

Section on Comparative Historical Sociology

Organizers: Ronald Glassman, William Paterson College

President: Craig Calhoun, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Panel: Thecla Skocpol, University of Chicago
Ronald Glassman, William Paterson College
Barbara Laslett, University of Minnesota
Philip McMichael, University of Georgia

Discussion: Craig Calhoun, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Session 216—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

SECTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY. ROUNDTABLE PRESENTATIONS

Organizer: Craig R. Humphrey, Pennsylvania State University

Table 1. State Decision-making and its Social Impact
Impact of Federal Land Management: A Preliminary Analysis of Efficiency, Equity, and the Quality of Life
Thomas Dietz, George Mason University

Comparative Analysis of Environmental Effects and Theory For Predicting Mitigation
Evert E. Tornfelt, U.S. Department of Interior

Table 2. Social Impact Assessment in the Small Community
Social Structure and Myth in Residual Gemeinschaft Communities: A Special Consideration for Social Impact Assessment
Patrick C. Jobes, Montana State University

An Integrated Value-Based Community Assessment Process
Penelope Canan, University of Denver

Table 3. Visual Environmental Sociology
Using Slides and Film to Teach Environmental Sociology
Judith Friedman, Cook College; John Grady, Wheaton College

Table 4. Citizen Participation In Assessing Natural and Built Technology
The Evolution of Citizen Participation Programs Involving Risky Technologies
Richard J. Bord, Pennsylvania State University

Scientific Dilemma and Public Policy: Are Science Courts An Answer
Joanne M. Nigg and Richard S. Olsen, Arizona State University; W. Henry Lambright, Syracuse University

Table 5. Energy Consumption
Effects of a Household Weatherization Grant Program on Conservation Actions and Energy Consumption
Valencia A. Fonseca, Washington State University; Marvin E. Olsen, Michigan State University

****
2:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 217—Convention Center, Room 25

STRESS, COPING, AND SOCIAL SUPPORT
Section on Medical Sociology

Organizer and President: Allan V. Horwitz, Rutgers University

Resourceful and Vulnerable Children in Stressful Times
Glen H. Elder, Jr., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Avshalom Caspi and Nguyen, Cornell University

Social Control and Expressed Emotion
James R. Greenley, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Introspective and Coping Strategies as Mediators of Sex Differences in Health
Stephen Huntsell and David Mechanic, Rutgers University

Modelling the Effects of Social Support
Nan Lin, State University of New York, Albany

The Role of Predisposing and Moderating Factors in the Stress-Illness Relationship
Ruth C. Cronkite and Rudolf H. Moos, Palo Alto Veterans Administration and Stanford University School of Medicine

Discussion: Ronald Kessler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

*****

Session 218—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

SECTION ON METHODOLOGY. SECOND SESSION

Issues in Multivariate Cluster Analysis: Some Simulation Results
Robert L. Kaufman, University of Utah

A Note on 2SLS Under Heteroskedastic and/or Autoregressive Disturbances
Kenneth A. Bollen, Dartmouth College

Category Scales and Social Comparisons: Effects of Category Range on Reported Behavior and Subsequent Judgments
Hans J. Hippler, ZUMA, Mannheim, FRG; Norbert Schwartz, University of Hildesheim

(Continued)
Session 220 (Continued)

New Ties that Bind: The Development of Employer-Sponsored Welfare Benefits
Beth Stevens, New York University

From Non-profit to Profit: Beliefs and Structure in the Economy of Health Care
Fred H. Goldner, Queens College

Organizational Dynamics of Socialist Economics: A Comparison of the Hungarian and Chinese Economic Reforms
Xiangming Chen, Duke University

Public Spending in the Postwar United States: The Political Economic Determinants of Social Investment and Social Consumption Expenditures
Joel A. Devine, Tulane University

Discussion: Peter B. Evans, Brown University

Session 221—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

Sociology of Science and Knowledge II

Organizer: Joseph B. Ben-David, Hebrew University and University of Chicago

President: Bennett Berger, University of California, San Diego

Accounting for Gender Differences in Scientific Research Performance
Harriet Zuckerman and Jonathan R. Cole, Columbia University

Entrepreneurial Scientists: The Social Structure of Science and Normative Change
Henry Etzkowitz, State University of New York, Purchase

The Jewish Renaissance in France
Iwona Irwin-Zarecka, University of California, San Diego

Social Science in the National Media: The Reporting of Social Science Research
Eleanor Singer and Phyllis Endreny, Columbia University

Discussion: Peter B. Evans, Brown University

Session 222—Hilton, El Mirador West

Leisure and Sports

Organizer and President: James H. Frey, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Factors Affecting Attendance of Major-League Baseball: II. A Within-Season Analysis
John P. Marcum, University of Mississippi; Theodore N. Greendan, University of Texas, Arlington

Sport and Beyond: Ethnic Inequalities in Attainment
Meade Semyonov, University of Haifa

Role Integration in Leisure-Time Activity as a Means of Interpersonal Togetherness: A Look at Running
Larry M. Lance, University of North Carolina, Charlotte; J. Kenneth Davidson, Sr., University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Role Socialization, Role Conflict, and Social Change in College Athletics: Integrating the Structurinalist and Interactionist Perspectives
Peter Adler and Patricia Adler, University of Tulsa

An Examination of the Effects of Young Adults‘ Social Experience on Their Attitudes Toward Hunters and Hunting
Richard A. Burgeson, University of Minnesota; H. Hugh Floyd, University of New Orleans; William B. Bankston, Louisiana State University

Voluntary Associations

Organizer and President: David H. Knoke, Indiana University

Sex Segregation in Voluntary Associations
A. Miller McPherson and Lynn Smith-Lovin, University of South Carolina

Moving Backwards vs. Moving Forwards: Motivations for Collective Action
Robert Cameron Mitchell, Resources for the Future

Direct Mail Appeals, Social Influence Associations, and the Mass Society
Kenneth Godwin, University of Arizona

Organizational Transformation: An Environment-Centered Approach
Russell K. Schutt, University of Massachusetts, Boston

Discussion: John D. McCarthy, Catholic University
Activities of Other Groups

Regional and State Association Officers—Convention Center, Room A
Teaching Sociology Editorial Board—Convention Center, Room B

***

THURSDAY, 3:30 P.M.

SECTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon B

***

THURSDAY, 4:30 P.M.

Session 224—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

PLENARY SESSION. HOW IS SOCIAL ORDER POSSIBLE?

Presider: Neil J. Smelser, University of California, Berkeley

Is Thought About Social Order Possible?
Mary Douglas, Northwestern University

Theorizing About Self Interest and the Social Order
William J. Goode, Stanford University

Thinking About Norms
Peter H. Rossi, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Richard A. Berk, University of California, Santa Barbara

DISCUSSION: Morris Zelditch, Jr., Stanford University

***

THURSDAY, 6:30 P.M.

SECTION ON ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY Reception—Marriott, Bowie
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF AGING Reception (honoring Gordon F. Streib, University of Florida, recipient of the Section's Distinguished Contribution to the Sociology of Aging Award)—Marriott, Travis

*****

Activities of Other Groups

Association for Humanist Sociology—Convention Center, Fiesta 2
Sociologists Gay Caucus—Convention Center, Fiesta 3
Teaching Medical Sociology Workshop (Kathy Charmaz)—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

***

THURSDAY, 8:30 P.M.

ASA Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Ballroom

***
FRIDAY, 8:30 A.M.

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES, continued (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room 2
COMMISSION ON SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIETY (to 12:30 p.m.)—Convention Center, Room A
SECTION ON THEORETICAL SOCIOLOGY Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

Session 225—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY FOR SOCIOLOGISTS IN APPLIED SETTINGS

Deborah S. David, Benton & Bowles
Lawrence J. Rhodes, National Institute of Mental Health

Session 226—Marriott, Alamo Salon E

SECTION ON POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM

Organizer: Robert Bach, State University of New York, Binghamton

Session 227—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF AGING: CROSS-NATIONAL AND CROSS-ETHNIC ASPECTS

Organizer: Gordon F. Streib, University of Florida
Presiders: Larry Mullins, University of South Florida
Gordon F. Streib, University of Florida

Family Life as a Contributor to Psychological Well-Being Among Aging Hispanics and Anglos
Denise Heller Paz, Veterans Administration Medical Center; Louise Sanchez, College of Santa Fe

Session 228—Convention Center, Room 31

TEACHING APPLIED SOCIOLOGY: A PANEL PRESENTATION

Section on Undergraduate Education

Organizers: Jeanne Ballantine, Wright State University
Michael E. Delaney, Des Moines Area Community College

Presider: Jeanne Ballantine, Wright State University

An Assessment of Teaching Applied Sociology
William R. Brown, University of Central Florida

Teaching Applied Sociology: An Evaluation of an Urban Internship Program
Ronald W. Faggon, Pepperdine University

Applied Sociology as Knowledge Utilization: A Meeting Ground for Theory and Practice
Joseph R. DeMartini, Washington State University

Discussion: Dean S. Dorn, California State University, Sacramento
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 229—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

DELIQUENCY

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Ruth Horowitz, University of Delaware

On the Sexual Stratification of Social Control: Specifying Familial Patterns
Gary D. Hill, Maxine P. Atkinson and Georganne L. McMullen, North Carolina State University

Gangs Can Be Hazardous to Your Health: Gang and Non-Gang Homicide Comparisons
Cheryl L. Maxson, Margaret A. Gordon and Malcolm W. Klein, University of Southern California

Los Vatos: Justice Processing of Chicano Gang Members
Marjorie S. Zatz, Arizona State University

Symbolic Solace and Organizational Maintenance: The Transfer of Juvenile Offenders
M.A. Borner, Arizona State University

Legal and Non-Legal Factors in Police Dispositions of Juveniles
William G. Staples, University of Southern California

DISCUSSION: Mark D. Jacobs, Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court, Fairfax, VA

****

Session 230—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

ECONOMY AND SOCIETY: EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF PROCESS

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Andrew A. Beveridge, Queens College, City University of New York

The Social Limits of Economic Cooperation in Rural China
Victor Nee, University of California, Santa Barbara

The Social Structure and Meaning of Auctions: Empirical Studies
Charles Smith, Queens College, City University of New York

Ethnic Resources in Small Business: Koreans in Los Angeles
Ivan Light, University of California, Los Angeles

Structural Changes in Lending Institutions, Mortgage Delinquency and Foreclosure: Possible Solutions at the Local Level?
Barbara Schmitter, Cleveland State University; Lily Hoffman, Oberlin College

Containerization and the Guaranteed Annual Income: Brooklyn Longshoremen as Reluctant Theorists and Practical Marxists
William DiFazio, St. John’s University

****

Session 231—Convention Center, Room 33

SOCIAL RESPONSE TO HAZARDS

ORGANIZER: William A. Anderson, National Science Foundation

PRESIDENT: Will C. Kennedy, San Diego State University

A Propositional Paradigm for Estimating the Impact of Disasters on Mental Health
George J. Warheit, University of Florida

Social and Behavioral Research on Risk: Uses in Risk Management Decisionmaking
Vincent T. Covello, National Science Foundation

Industry Response to Reproductive Hazards: A Model Exclusionary Policy for the Chemical Industry
Judith A. Perrolle and Michael Rusad, Northeastern University

Business as Unusual: A Social Scientific Assessment of Corporate Earthquake Preparedness Plans
Linda B. Nilson, University of California, Los Angeles

DISCUSSION: Dennis S. Mileti, Colorado State University

****

Session 232—Convention Center, Fiesta 5

STATISTICAL METHODS IN LATENT VARIABLE MODELS

ORGANIZER AND PRESENTER: Ronald Schoenberg, National Institute of Mental Health

The Analysis of Systems of Qualitative Variables When Some of the Variables Are Unobservable. Part II, A Modified Latent Distance Approach
Leo Goodman, University of Chicago; Clifford C. Clogg, Pennsylvania State University

Social Mobility and Fertility Revisited: Some New Models for the Analysis of the Mobility Effects Hypothesis
Michael E. Sobel, University of Arizona

Statistical Power in Covariance Structure Models
Ross L. Matsueda, University of Wisconsin, Madison; William T. Bielby, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

Decomposition of Effects in Latent Variable Models
David E. Myers and Alvin S. Rosenholtz, Decision Resources Corporation

DISCUSSION: Robert Mare, University of Wisconsin, Madison
8:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 233—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

THE PRODUCTION OF POPULAR CULTURE

Organizer and President: Muriel G. Cantor, American University

Reified Production/Reified Products: A Theory of Modern Material Culture
David Garman, University of South Alabama

Hollywood Filmmaking and the Audience Image
Robert E. Kapsis, Queen College, City University of New York; Mindy Pomper, The Gersh Agency; Gregg Simon, University of California, Los Angeles

Mass Culture and the Dehumanization of Sport
John J. Stewart, University of Santa Clara

Social Constraints and the Production of Alternative Media: The Case of Community Radio
Herman Gray, Middlebury College

Punk and Middle-Class Values: A Content Analysis
Philip Lamy, Brandeis University; Jack Levin, Northeastern University

Session 234—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

Organizer and President: Mary R. Jackman, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Men, Women and "Wives": Social Background and Income Determination Through Work and Marriage
Yinon Cohen, Stanford University

Social Mobility in Great Britain and the United States
Alan C. Kershoff, Richard T. Campbell and Idee Winfield-Laird, Duke University

Employment in Service Industries and Inequality in Metropolitan Areas
Joel I. Nelson, University of Minnesota; Jon Lorenz, University of Houston

Discussion: Robert V. Robinson, Indiana University

FRIDAY, 9:30 A.M.

Session 235—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

SECTION ON THEORETICAL SOCIOLOGY. ROUNDTABLES

1. Sociological Theory and the Relations Between States: Raymond Aron's Sociology of International Relations
   Jeffrey Herf, Harvard University

2. Historical Sociology and the Problem of Culture
   Jeffrey Prager, University of California, Los Angeles

3. How Should the History of Sociology be Written?: The Histori­cist Controversy Reconsidered
   Steven Seidman, State University of New York, Albany

Discussion: Robert Alan Jones, University of Illinois, Urbana
R. Stephen Warner, University of Illinois, Chicago

FRIDAY, 10:30 A.M.

Session 236—Convention Center, Room 31

THEMATIC SESSION. INSTITUTIONAL AND INTERPERSONAL TRUST

Organizer and President: Bernard Barber, Barnard College, Columbia University

Trust and Social Order: Durkheim, Weber and Utilitarianism
Richard Munch, Dusseldorf University

Contemporary Theory and Research on Trust
Andrew Walger, University of Notre Dame; J. David Lewis, Portland, OR

Trust in the Urban Community
Mark Baldassare, University of California, Irvine

Discussion: Bernard Barber, Barnard College, Columbia University
Session 237—Convention Center, Room 32

DIDACTIC SEMINAR. REPLICATION OF SURVEYS: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Howard M. Bahr, Brigham Young University
Bruce A. Chadwick, Brigham Young University

Session 238—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION. COMMUNITY

Organizers: Edward Marcia, Trinity University
John Laddix, Trinity University

Presenter: William R. Freudenberg, Washington State University

The Impact of Rent Control on Apartment Valuation and Rents in New Jersey
John J. Gilderbloom, University of Houston

The Pattern and Meaning of Neighbor Relations on High-Rise Housing in Israel
Yona Ginsberg and Arac Churchman, Tel Aviv University

Owners of Last Resort: An Assessment of the Track Records of New York City's Early Low Income Housing Cooperative Conversions
Ronald Lawson, Queens College, City University of New York

Session 239—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

CONFLICTING THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM

Section on Political Economy of the World-System

President: Walter L. Goldfrank, University of California, Santa Cruz

Panel: Harriet Friedmann, University of Toronto
Terence K. Hopkins, State University of New York, Binghampton
John Horton, University of California, Los Angeles

Discussion: Walter L. Goldfrank, University of California, Santa Cruz

Session 240—Marriott, Alamo Salon D

SOCIO-ECONOMICS OF AGING

Section on Sociology of Aging

Organizer: Anne Foner, Rutgers University

President: Harold L. Sheppard, University of South Florida

Corporate Liberalism and the Social Security Act of 1935
Jill Quadagno, University of Kansas

Capital, Labour, and Pension Reform: The Retirement Wage in Post-War Capitalist Democracies
John Myles, Carleton University

State Pension Support of the Aged: A Cross-National Study
Fred Pampel, University of Iowa; John B. Williamson, Boston College

Racial Differences in Retirement Determinants
Melissa A. Hardy, Florida State University

Discussion: Sara E. Rix, Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues

Session 241—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

TEACHING SOCIOLOGY THROUGH TELEVISION: A PANEL PRESENTATION

Section on Undergraduate Education

Organizers: Jeanne Ballantine, Wright State University
Michael E. Delaney, Des Moines Area Community College

President: Sharon McPherron, St. Louis Community College, Florissant Valley

Production and Uses of Focus on Society: a Television Course in Sociology
Paul Magee, North Lake Community College

Offering Television Courses on Your Campus: The Perspective of a Coordinator
Sharon Dethok, Des Moines Area Community College

Teaching a Sociology Course Through Television: The Instructor's Perspective
Charlene Black, Georgia Southern College

A Critical Appraisal of Television Courses
Paul J. Baker, Illinois State University

(Continued)
Session 241 (Continued)

Getting the Most Out of Focus on Society
Ray Olson, College of DuPage

Discussion: Nancy Wendlandt Stein, Normandale Community College

Session 242—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE

Organizer: Dane Archer, University of California, Santa Cruz
President: Michael Useem, Boston University

Relative Class Deprivation and Interclass Violence: Latin America, 1946-1976
Robert L. Hamblin and J.L.L. Miller, University of Arizona

The Tenant Labor Market and Lynching in the South: A Test of Split Labor Market Theory
Joy Cortine, University of Nebraska, Lincoln; James C. Creech, Indiana University; Lin Huff-Cortine, Washington University

Dragon’s Teeth: The Consequences of Political Violence in Northern Ireland
Jonathan Kelley and Ian McAllister, Australian National University

Race and Class Effects on Black Income Inequality
Garry Rolison, University of California, Santa Cruz

Session 243—Convention Center, Room 33

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT

Organizer and President: Thomas A. Heberlein, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Energy Flow: The Problem with Regulation
Juanita M. Firestone, University of Texas, Austin

Household Income and Electricity Use as Determinants of Rate Structure Preferences
T. Jean Blocker and Patricia R. Kouci, University of Tulsa

Session 244—Convention Center, Fiesta 4

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY, RACE AND ETHNICITY

Organizer: Mark Traugott, University of California, Santa Cruz
President: Wilson Record, Social Science Seminars

The Formation of a Split Labor Market: Chinese Immigrants in the Mining Industry
Terry Boswell, University of Arizona

Strategic Groups: Political Change and Continuity in Ante-Bellum New York, South Carolina, and Virginia
Paul Colomy, University of Akron; Gary Rhodes, University of California, Los Angeles

The Evolution of American Race Relations: Assumptions Regarding the Nature of Society and Societal Change
Richard P. Young, University of Texas, San Antonio

Session 245—Convention Center, Room 25

SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE/APPLIED SOCIOLOGY

Organizer and President: Francis G. Caro, Community Service Society of New York

Applied Sociology: An Occupational Perspective
Glenn Gritzer, Community Service Society of New York

(Continued)
10:30 a.m. (Continued)

Session 245 (Continued)

Data-Based Sociological Practice: Theoretical and Methodological Developments
Mark van de Vahl, University of Leyden, Holland, and State University of New York, Buffalo

The Use of Social Science by Government Advisory Bodies: A Case Study of the Kerner Commission
Martin Jaeckel, Sangamon State University

Applied Uses of Factorial Surveys
Joseph Pereira and Peter H. Rossi, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

***

FRIDAY, 12:30 P.M.

1986 PROGRAM COMMITTEE—Marriott, Crockett
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF AGING Council Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
SECTION ON UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION Business Meeting/Award Ceremony—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

*****

Session 246—Marriott, Alamo Salon F

SECTION ON POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM. ROUNDTABLES

1. Women in the World-Economy
   Kathryn B. Ward, Southern Illinois University

2. Semi-Peripheral States
   Kathleen Schwartzman, University of Arizona

3. Ideology in the World-System
   Edgar Kiser, University of Arizona

4. The World System Theory of Oliver C. Cox
   Herbert M. Hunter, Pennsylvania State University, Capitol Campus

*****

12:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 247—Convention Center, Room 31
NEOFUNCTIONALISM MINICONFERENCE (1). INTERPRETATION AND THEORETICAL BOUNDARIES

Section on Theoretical Sociology

Neofunctionalism
Jeffrey C. Alexander, University of California, Los Angeles

The Practical Groundwork for Critical Theory: Bringing Parsons to Habermas (and vice-versa)
David Sciulli, American University

Structuralism and Functionalism in Durkheim: Some Lessons for the Future
Victor Lidz, Haverford College

Structure and Subjectivity in Technological Innovation: Dialecticizing the Four-Function Paradigm
Ino Rossi, St. John’s University

The Construction of Boundaries of Social Systems and their Systemic Properties
S.N. Eisenstadt, Hebrew University

DISCUSSION: Dean R. Gerstein, National Academy of Sciences

*****

Session 248—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

SECTION ON UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION. AWARDS CEREMONY

Organizer: Michael E. Delaney, Des Moines Area Community College

Presentation by 1983 Distinguished Contribution to Teaching Award Recipient

The Bearing of Theory and Research on the Teaching of Sociology
Paul J. Baker, Illinois State University

*****
Session 249—Convention Center, Room 33

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Organizer and President: Tom W. Smith, University of Chicago

Evaluating the Products of Alternative Sampling Methods
A. Wade Smith, Arizona State University

Maximizing Confidence in Married Couple Samples
Dana V. Hiller and William W. Philliber, University of Cincinnati

Building Stones: Towards a Theory of “How People Answer Questions”
Friedrich Tennstaedt and Susanne Schroeder, Institute Fuer Demoskopie Allensbach, FRG

The Effects of No Opinion Filters on Don’t Know Responses, Substantive Responses, and Attitude Strength
McKee J. McClendon, University of Akron

People Are More Than Numbers: What Qualitative Researchers Can Teach Survey Researchers
Rebecca G. Adams, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

FRIDAY, 1:30 P.M.

SECTION ON POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM Business Meeting—Marriott, Alamo Salon F
SECTION ON SOCIOLOGY OF AGING Business Meeting and Illustration of Poster Presentation—Marriott, Alamo Salon D
SECTION ON UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION Council Meeting—Convention Center, Fiesta 2

FRIDAY, 2:30 P.M.

COMMITTEE ON CERTIFICATION—Convention Center, Room B
SECTION BOARD—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

Session 250—Convention Center, Fiesta 6

DEVIANCE

Organizer and President: Nancy C. Jurik, Arizona State University

Normlessness, Powerlessness, and Trouble With the Law
Catherine E. Ross, University of Illinois, Urbana

Short-Term Economic Decline and Mental Disorder: An Empirical Investigation
Michael R. Zus, University of Texas, Austin

The May 1982 Drug Scare in Israel: A Sociological Case Example of a Moral Panic
Nachman Ben-Yehuda, Hebrew University and State University of New York, Stony Brook

Put Up and Shut Up: Sexual Assaults at the Workplace
Beth E. Schneider, University of California, Santa Barbara

Discussion: Paul Benson, Tulane University

Session 251—Convention Center, Room 33

MOBILITY

Organizer and President: Gary D. Sandefur, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Matrix Representation of Structural and Circulation Mobility
Tadeusz Krauze, Hofstra University; Kazimierz M. Slamczynski, National Institute of Mental Health, and University of Warsaw, Poland

Class Reproduction Among Men and Women in France: Reproduction Theory On Its Home Ground
Raben V. Robinson and Maurice Garnier, Indiana University

The Concepts of Structure and Exchange in Relation to Log Linear Models for the Occupational Mobility Table
Michael E. Sobel, Michael Hout and Otis Dudley Duncan, University of Arizona

Sex Differentiated Patterns of Intergenerational Occupational Mobility
Gillian Stevens, University of Illinois, Urbana

Session 252—Convention Center, Room 33

ADAPTATION

Organizer and President: Richard K. Rose, University of Illinois, Urbana

The Impact of School Organization and Administrators’ Practices on Students’ Attitudes and Learning
Lisa A. Gradinger, University of Notre Dame

The Role of Emotions in Everyday Social Interaction
Elizabeth L. Curran, University of Michigan

The Media and the Socialization of Gender
Karen K. Hoffer, Capital University

Discussion: George K. Broadfoot, University of Washington

Session 253—Convention Center, Room 33

INTERPRETATION

Organizer and President: Howard L. Eysenck, University of London, England

The Apparently Rational or Irrational: The Determination of Behavioral and Individual Differences in the Human Animal
James F. Greenberg and Richard E. Nisbett, University of Michigan

The Role of Attribution in Memory
Richard F. Atkinson, University of Kansas

The Role of Attribution in Social Behavior
John S. Baron, University of Rochester

Discussion: Paul R. Funder, Waisman Institute for Developmental Disabilities

Session 254—Convention Center, Room 33

SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Organizer and President: Michael L. Sainsbury, University of Manchester, England

The Social Determinants of Violence
G. William Domhoff, University of California, Santa Cruz

The Nature and Consequences of Social Change
Geoffrey C. Hamblin, University of Manchester

The Political Economy of Social Change
George Gershuny, University of Manchester

Discussion: Roy B. Almeder, University of California, Santa Cruz

Session 255—Convention Center, Room 33

CULTURAL REPRESENTATION

Organizer and President: Stuart A. McCalman, University of Rochester

The Cultural Representation of Gender
Carolyn Christiansen and Robin M. S. Kirk, University of Rochester

The Cultural Representation of Race
Edward W. Said, Harvard University

The Cultural Representation of Class
Michael Oakeshott, Queen Mary College, University of London

Discussion: Stuart A. McCalman, University of Rochester

Session 256—Convention Center, Room 33

SEXUALITY

Organizer and President: Susan S. Koval, University of Maryland

The Sexual Revolution: Myth or Reality
Robert L. Spitzer, New York University

The Sexual Revolution and the Family
Richard L. Brink, University of Pennsylvania

The Sexual Revolution and Education
Barbara A. Rosenblatt, New York University

Discussion: Susan S. Koval, University of Maryland

Session 257—Convention Center, Room 33
Session 252—Convention Center, Fiesta 1

SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND PERSONALITY

Organizer and Presider: Joanne Miller, National Science Foundation

Linking Family Hardship to Children’s Lives
Glen H. Elder, Jr., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Tri van Nguyen and Avshalom Caspi, Cornell University

Diffusion of Inattention in Classroom Groups
Diane H. Felmlee and Donna Eder, Indiana University

The Development of Self-Esteem in the Early Work Career
Jeylan T. Mortimer and Michael D. Finch, University of Minnesota

Social Networks and Psychological Well-Being: The Mediation Role of Social Ties and Social Support
Margaret Campbell, University of Southern California

Discussion: Karen A. Miller, National Institute of Mental Health

Session 253—Convention Center, Fiesta 3

THEORY: MICRO AND MACRO STRATEGIES

Organizer: Jonathan H. Turner, University of California, Riverside

Presider: Charles H. Powers, Indiana University

The Rise of Micro-sociological Theory
George Ritzer, University of Maryland

The Global Theory of G.H. Mead and Modern Behaviorism
John D. Baldwin, University of California, Santa Barbara

Action Theory and a Critique of Jurgen Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action
Hans Hagedoorn, University of Bremen, West Germany

Alternative Procedures for Macrosociological Theorizing
Kenneth D. Bailey, University of California, Los Angeles

The Suppression of Reasons in Sociological Description
Stephen P. Turner, University of South Florida

Session 254—Convention Center, Room 25

CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Organizers: Shirley M. Clark, University of Minnesota
John P. Clark, University of Minnesota

Children’s Game Complexity as a Predictor of Later Perceived Self Competence and Occupational Interests
Kathryn M. Borman, University of Cincinnati; Lawrence A. Kurdek, Wright State University

Perceived and Actual Parental Educational Aspirations: Implications for the Status Attainment Model
John F. Ingersoll, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Child Care Arrangements Among Adolescent and Young Adult Parents: Findings From a National Survey
Judith A. Cook, University of Chicago; Dennis Grey, Ohio State University

The Development of Introspectiveness and Psychological Distress Among Adolescents
Stephen Hanseil and David Mechanic, Rutgers University

Children of Single Parent Families: How Do They Fare as Young Adults?
Daniel P. Mueller and Philip W. Cooper, Amherst H. Wilder Foundation

Discussion: John P. Clark, University of Minnesota
4:30 p.m. (Continued)

Session 255—Convention Center, Room 31

NEOFUNCTIONALISM MINICONFERENCE (2). EXPLANATION, SOCIAL SYSTEMS, AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Section on Theoretical Sociology

Totalitarian Democracy and Democratic Democracy: Two Variations on the Relation of Politics and the Societal Community
Jeffrey Prager, University of California, Los Angeles

Rethinking Educational “Differentiation”: Competition, Interest, and Cultural Specificity
Neil J. Smelser, University of California, Berkeley

Uneven Differentiation: Toward a Comparative Theory
Paul Colomy, University of Akron

Modernity and Its Discontents: Revitalization Syndromes in Action-Theoretical Perspective
Frank J. Lechner, University of Pittsburgh

Beyond Parsons’ Professions Theory: Power, Responsibility, Empirical Research
Bernard Barber, Columbia University

Discussion: Richard Munch, University of Dusseldorf

***

FRIDAY, 6:30 P.M.

SECTION ON THEORETICAL SOCIOLOGY Reception—Convention Center, Room 32

***

1984 COMMITTEES AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Constitutional Committees

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES
Chair: Jonathan H. Turner

COMMITTEE ON THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE AND BUDGET
Chair: Theodore Caplow
Kai T. Erikson, Joan Huber, William H. Sewell, James F. Short, Jr., Charles V. Willie

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Chair: John F. Schnabel
Jeanne Ballantine, Theodore Caplow, H. Paul Chalfant, Anne McCarrick, Ann Sundgren, Burton Wright

COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS
Chair: Edgar F. Borgatta

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS
Chair: Morris Zelditch, Jr.

1984 PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Chair: James F. Short, Jr.

1985 PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Chair: Kai T. Erikson

1986 PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Chair: Matilda White Riley
Theodore Caplow, Rose Laub Coser, Paul J. DiMaggio, Ann Swidler (six additional members to be appointed)

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS
Chair: Morris Zelditch, Jr.

Standing Committees

COMMITTEE ON FREEDOM OF RESEARCH AND TEACHING
Co-Chairs: Jerald Hage, Patricia Y. Martin
Edgar F. Borgatta, Bernard Cohen, Marejyrose Green, Edward Gross, Patrick McNamara, Robert G. Newby, Barbara F. Reskin, James F. Short, Jr.

COMMITTEE ON WORLD SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Louis Goodman
Gosta E. Anderson, Elise Boulding, Linda Keller Brown, Robert M. Marx, Theda Skocpol, Patricia G. Steinhoff, Rosemary CR Taylor, Marta Tienda, Immanuel Wallerstein
Official Representatives

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Section K: Harrison C. White
Section U: Richard A. Berk
Consortium of Affiliates for International Programs: David Wiley

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES
Kai T. Erikson

FEDERAL STATISTICS USERS' CONFERENCE
Richard Rockwell

INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Delegate: Melvin L. Kohn
Alternates: Immanuel Wallerstein, Helena Lopata

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, DIRECTORS
Immanuel Wallerstein

1984 SECTION OFFICERS

ASIA & ASIAN AMERICA
Acting Chair: Ashakant Nimback

COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Chair: Ralph Turner
Chair-Elect: John D. McCarthy
Secretary: Jerry M. Lewis

COMMUNITY
Chair: Irwin Sanders
Chair-Elect: Albert Hunter
Secretary: J. John Palen

COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Ronald Glassman
Chair-Elect: Craig Calhoun
Secretary: Judith Marcus

CRIMINOLOGY
Chair: Travis Hirschi
Chair-Elect: Drew Humphries
Secretary: Frank Scarpitti

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Marvin E. Olsen
Chair-Elect: Craig Humphrey
Secretary: Cynthia Flynn

MARXIST SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Edna Bonacich
Chair-Elect: Norma Chinchilla
Secretary: Walda Katz Fishman

MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Linda Aiken
Chair-Elect: Betty Cogswell
Secretary-Treasurer: Roberta G. Simon

METHODOLOGY
Chair: Michael T. Hannan
Secretary-Treasurer: Charles N. Halaby

ORGANIZATIONS & OCCUPATIONS
Chair: Charles M. Bonjean
Chair-Elect: Curt Taussky
Secretary: Charles Warriner

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM
Chair: Walter Goldfrank
Chair-Elect: Peter Evans
Secretary: Richard Taddei

POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
Chair: David H. Knoke
Acting Secretary: Thomas Gunterbock
Acting Treasurer: Richard Braungart

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD-SYSTEM
Chair: Walter Goldfrank
Chair-Elect: Peter Evans
Secretary: Richard Taddei

SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
Chair: Caroline Persell
Chair-Elect: Sanford Dornbusch
Secretary: Francisco Ramirez

SOCIOLOGY OF POPULATION
Chair: Dudley Poston
Chair-Elect: Mary Powers
Secretary: Robert Schoen

SOCIOLOGY OF SEX & GENDER
Chair: Barrie Thorne
Chair-Elect: Catherine Berheide
Secretary: Athena Theodore

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
Chair: Graham B. Spanier
Chair-Elect: Lenore J. Weitzman
Secretary: J. Ross Edleman

SOCIOLOGY OF WORLD CONFLICTS
Chair: Kurt Lang
Chair-Elect: James Lase
Incoming Chair-Elect: Russell R. Dynes
Secretary: Louis Kriesberg

THEORETICAL SOCIOLOGY
Chair: Jeffrey Alexander
Chair-Elect: Norbert Wiley
Secretary: Jerald Hage

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Chair: Michael E. Delaney
Chair-Elect: Jeanne Ballantine
Secretary-Treasurer: Craig B. Little
EDITORS OF ASA PUBLICATIONS

American Sociological Review: Sheldon Stryker (1982-86), Department of Sociology, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

Contemporary Sociology: Barbara Laslett (1984-86), Department of Sociology, University of Minnesota, 1114 Social Sciences, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.


Journal of Health and Social Behavior: Leonard I. Pearlin (1982-84), Human Development and Aging Program, University of California, 745 Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, California 94143;
Eugene B. Gallagher (1985-87), Department of Sociology, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506.

Rose Monograph Series: Ernest Q. Campbell (1983-87), Department of Sociology, Vanderbilt University, 336 Kirkland Hall, Nashville, Tennessee 37235.

Social Psychology Quarterly: Peter J. Burke (1983-87), Department of Sociology, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405.

Sociological Methodology: Nancy B. Tuma (1983-85), Department of Sociology, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305.


Sociology of Education: Maureen T. Hallinan (1982-86), Department of Sociology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

DIRECTORY OF EXHIBITORS

(Listed alphabetically with booth numbers)

Academic Press, Inc. (314)
Aldine Publishing Company (301)
Allen & Unwin Inc. (101)
Allyn & Bacon, Inc. (207)
Anderson Publishing Co. (118)
Association of American University Presses (303)
Basil Blackwell, Inc. (107)
Basic Books/Harper & Row (305, 307, 309)
BMDP Statistical Software, Inc. (502)
Bureau of Labor Statistics (407)
Bureau of the Census (404)
Cambridge University Press (212, 214)
Columbia University Press (104)
The Combined Book Exhibit (218)
The Dorsey Press (105)
Douglas & Company, Inc. (216)
Duke University Press (402)
Equal Access Systems, Incorporated (503)
F.E. Peacock Publishers, Inc. (203)
The Free Press (108)
General Hall, Inc. (100)
Greenwood Press (401)
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (209)
Harper & Row/Basic Books (305, 307, 309)
Harvard University Press (112)
Holt, Rinehart & Winston (403)
Humanities Press, Inc. (200)
Imported Publications, Inc. (408)
Institute for Scientific Information (110)
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (312)
JAI Press Inc. (411)
John Wiley & Sons (109)
Lexington Books (300)
Little, Brown and Company (201)
Macmillan Publishing Company (106)
Mayfield Publishing Company (116)
McGraw-Hill Book Company (500, 501)
Nelson-Hall Publishers (304)
Oxford University Press (318)
Praeger Publishers (204)
Prentice-Hall Inc. (308)
Princeton University Press (313)
The Publishers Book Exhibit (202)
Random House, Inc./Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. (219)
Random House, Inc./Pantheon Books (217)
The Roper Center (405)
Routledge & Kegan Paul (117, 119)
Rutgers University Press (316)
Sage Publications, Inc. (102)
St. Martin's Press—Scholarly and Reference Division (406)
Sociological Abstracts, Inc. (205)
South End Press (315)
SPSS, Inc. (409)
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (413)
Syrau, Inc. (412)
Tavistock (213)
Temple University Press (400)
University of California Press (114)
University of Chicago Press (206, 208)
University Press of America (113, 115)
Vantage Books (215)
Wadsworth Publishing Company (103)
Waveland Press, Inc. (317)
Wm. C. Brown Publishers (306)
The World Bank (302)
Yale University Press (319)
TO AUTHORS AND PROSPECTIVE AUTHORS

Stop by the Harper & Row booth,
examine our books,
talk with our representatives,
and pick up a free copy of our
Guide to Developing the Manuscript Prospectus
and Guide to Preparing the Manuscript.

To Harper & Row, Publishers
College Division—Suite 5DP
10 East 53d Street, NY, NY 10022
I saw your authors' guides at the American Sociological Association exhibit. As a convenience to me, please mail a copy to me.

☐ Guide to Developing the Manuscript Prospectus
☐ Guide to Preparing the Manuscript

Course area in which I am writing ________________________________
Send to _______________________________________________________

Write now. Supplies are limited.

HARPER & ROW, PUBLISHERS
UPDATE

Before the Law:
An Introduction to the Legal Process, Third Edition
John Bonsignore, Ethan Katsh, Peter d’Errico, and Ronald Pipkin. About 450 pages • paper Just published

Instructor’s Manual for the
About 50 pages • cloth

Introduction to Law and the Legal System, Third Edition
Harold J. Grilliot

Social Problems in American Society
Melvin L. DeFleur

Juvenile Delinquency and Deviant Behavior
William R. Arnold and Alex Thio

Social Problems in American Society
Melvin L. DeFleur

Juvenile Misconduct and Delinquency
William R. Arnold

Deviant Behavior
Second Edition
Alex Thio

Criminology: Crime and Criminality, Third Edition
Martin R. Haskell

Also by Haskell and Yablonsky
Juvenile Delinquency
Third Edition
543 pages • paper • Test Items • 1982

Crime and Delinquency
Third Edition
780 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1978

Marriage and the Family
Diane I. Levande

Michigan State University
Joanne B. Koch
Lewis Z. Koch

515 pages • paper • Study Guide
Instructor’s Manual with Tests • 1983

Marriage and Family Life
Eric Golanty

College of New Rochelle
Barbara B. Harris

505 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1982

The Family, Society, and the Individual, Fifth Edition
William M. Kephart

University of Pennsylvania
574 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1981

The Family: A Sociological Interpretation, Third Edition
Bert N. Adams

University of Wisconsin-Madison
450 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1980

Also by Haskell and Yablonsky
Juvenile Delinquency
Third Edition
543 pages • paper • Test Items • 1982

Crime and Delinquency
Third Edition
780 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1978

Marriage and the Family
Diane I. Levande

Michigan State University
Joanne B. Koch
Lewis Z. Koch

515 pages • paper • Study Guide
Instructor’s Manual with Tests • 1983

Marriage and Family Life
Eric Golanty

College of New Rochelle
Barbara B. Harris

505 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1982

The Family, Society, and the Individual, Fifth Edition
William M. Kephart

University of Pennsylvania
574 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1981

The Family: A Sociological Interpretation, Third Edition
Bert N. Adams

University of Wisconsin-Madison
450 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1980

Also by Haskell and Yablonsky
Juvenile Delinquency
Third Edition
543 pages • paper • Test Items • 1982

Crime and Delinquency
Third Edition
780 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1978

Marriage and the Family
Diane I. Levande

Michigan State University
Joanne B. Koch
Lewis Z. Koch

515 pages • paper • Study Guide
Instructor’s Manual with Tests • 1983

Marriage and Family Life
Eric Golanty

College of New Rochelle
Barbara B. Harris

505 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1982

The Family, Society, and the Individual, Fifth Edition
William M. Kephart

University of Pennsylvania
574 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1981

The Family: A Sociological Interpretation, Third Edition
Bert N. Adams

University of Wisconsin-Madison
450 pages • cloth • Instructor’s Manual • 1980

The Republic of Cousins: Women’s Oppression in Mediterranean Society
Germaine Tillion

In this classic work, now in its fifth edition in France, Germaine Tillion draws on ethnography, sociology, legend, literature, and personal history to show that the particular oppression of women that is found in Mediterranean countries, and which is often associated with Islam, is actually part of a legacy from pagan prehistory that weighs on Christian and Muslim alike. This is a work of engaging charm and impressive scope, a blend of scientific insight, irreverent wit, and provocative speculation.

983 (1966), 181 pp., index, notes ISBN 0-86356-100-4 cloth $27.50
ISBN 0-86356-010-5 paper $9.95

The Power to Punish: Contemporary Penology and Social Analysis
Edited by D. Garland and P. Young

In this collection, the editors hope to provide a valuable text for current use in teaching and one which will open up further inquiry. The essays seek to provide an explanatory and not merely a descriptive approach to penalty, and their focus marks a shift from traditional moral and technical penology towards a political and social analysis of the institutions, practices and techniques through which that power is exercised.

1983, 238 pp.,
ISBN 0-391-02902-9 cloth $27.50
ISBN 0-391-02901-0 paper $10.50

These books and more at booth #206. Please write for our complete Sociology and Women’s Studies catalogs.

Humanities Press
171 First Avenue, Atlantic Highlands, N.J. 07716

The Nature of Work: An Introduction to Debates on the Labour Process
Paul Thompson

A concise and insightful introduction to debates on modern labor practices. The book sets out and compares the established traditions in industrial sociology and the original analysis of the labor process of Marx. It explores the issues of deskilling, Taylorism and structures of control, and pays particular attention to two frequently ignored, but crucial, issues: the legitimation caused by workers’ acquiescence in labor-process practices; and the effects of sexual division of labor.

1983, 305 pp., notes, index, endpaper cloth $27.00
ISBN 0-333-33026-9
ISBN 0-333-33027-7 paper $10.75
SEX AND GENDER: 
The Human Experience
by James A. Doyle, Roane State Community College
1985/approx. 400 pages/paper
Accompanied by: Instructor's Manual

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
by Randall Stokes, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
1984/approx. 640 pages/cloth or paper
Accompanied by: Instructor's Manual; Student Study Guide; wb TestPak

This new text from wb, James A. Doyle takes a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to the study of sex and gender roles. He includes the latest research on the behavior and roles of females and males in our society, and offers you the same lively and engaging writing style that helped to make The Male Experience so successful.

This new and very successful text from wb contains every topic you expect to cover in the beginning sociology course, plus an innovative treatment of topics unprecedented in an intro text. Introduction to Sociology offers the best of both conventional and critical sociology to give your students a complete picture of American society.

For more information write or call:

wb
Wil C. Brown Publishers
2460 Kerper Blvd., P.O. Box 539
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
(319) 588-1451

Sociology from Yale

Refugee Scholars in America
Their Impact and Their Experience
Lewis A. Coser $25.00

Violence and Crime in Cross-National Perspective
Dane Archer and Rosemary Garman $30.00

The Chinese Hospital
A Social Work Unit
Gail E. Henderson and Myron S. Cohen, M.D. $22.50

Georg Simmel: On Women, Sexuality, and Love
translated and with an introduction by Guy Oakes $20.00

Drug, Set, and Setting
The Basis for Controlled Intoxicant Use
Norman E. Zinberg, M.D. $22.50

Political Innovation in America
The Politics of Policy Initiation
Nelson W. Polsby $18.10

The Spellbinders
Charismatic Political Leadership
Ann Ruth Willner $17.95

Wayward Capitalists
Target of the Securities and Exchange Commission
Susan P. Shapiro $26.00

White-Collar Crime
The Uncut Version
Edwin Sutherland
Introduction by Gilbert Geis and Colin Goff $30.00

Divorce and Your Child
Practical Suggestions for Parents
Sonja Goldstein, LL.B. and Albert J. Solnit, M.D. $13.95

The New American Dilemma
Liberal Democracy and School Desegregation
Jennifer L. Hochschild
New in cloth ($27.00) and paper ($8.95) editions

To Do No Harm
NES and the Dilemmas of Modern Medicine
Roberta J. Apfel, M.D., M.P.H. and Susan M. Fisher, M.D. $15.95

World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators
Third Edition
Charles Lewis Taylor and David A. Jodice
Volume I: Cross-National Attributes and Rates of Change $25.00

Volume II: Political Protest and Government Change $22.50

Available in paperback

The Rise and Decline of Nations
Economic Growth, Stagflation, and Social Rigidities
Mancur Olson $7.95

Genocide
Its Political Use in the Twentieth Century
Leo Kuper $8.95

Beyond Separate Spheres
Intellectual Roots of Modern Feminism
Rosalind Rosenberg $9.95

The Future of Marriage
With a new introduction and epilogue
Jessie Bernard $9.95

See these and other fine titles
at Booth 319.

Yale University Press
New Haven and London
DEFINITIVE SOCIOLOGY
TEXTS FROM
PRAEGER

CRITIQUE AND ANTI-CRITIQUE
Essays on Dependence and Reformism
Andre Gunder Frank
320 pp. March 1984 $34.95 ISBN 0-03-063737-6

THE LEFT ACADEMY
Marxist Scholarship on American Campuses, Volume II
edited by Bertell Ollman and Edward Vernoff

THE SIXTIES PAPERS
edited by Judith Clavir-Albert and Stewart Edward Albert

THE NEW YORK RED PAGES
A Radical Tourist Guide
Toby Glickman and Gene Glickman

WORKER MILITANCY AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES, 2nd Edition
The Changing Climate of Western Industrial Relations
edited by Solomon Barkin

MEN AND ABORTION
Lessons, Losses, and Love
Arthur B. Shostak and Gary McClouth, with Lynn Seng
ca.320 pp. August 1984 ca.$29.95 ISBN 0-03-063641-8

CLASS STRUGGLE IN
SOCIALIST POLAND
With Comparisons to Yugoslavia
Albert Szymanski
284 pp. May 1984 $32.95 ISBN 0-03-070539-8

CITY WOMEN
Work, Jobs, Occupation, Careers, Volume 1: America
Helena Znaniecka Lopata, with Cheryl Allyn Miller

AMERICA'S FUTURE
Transition to the 21st Century
William H. Boyer

TAKING SOAPS SERIOUSLY
The World of Guiding Light
Michael James Intintoli

TERMINAL DEGREES
The Job Crisis in Higher Education
Emily K. Abel

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Mildred Daley Pagelow
ca.432 pp. October 1984 ca.$29.95 ISBN 0-03-070187-2

Visit us at Booth #204 to examine these and other important books.

PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10175
Recent from F.E. Peacock Publishers

ESSENTIALS OF SOCIOLOGY, 3rd ed.
By Leonard Broom, Australian National University and University of California, Santa Barbara; Philip Selznick, University of California, Berkeley; and Dorothy H. Broom, Australian National University

In this new edition, entirely reset and redesigned, will be found the same near-flawless writing, close attention to sociological principles, the famous adaptations (including new ones), and excellent organization of materials reflecting contemporary concerns in sociology. It is a sound, solid treatment of essentials of sociology from authors of great ability and experience.

Instructor's Manual and Study Guide Available
1984/264 pages/paper

WORK AND SOCIETY
An Introduction to Industrial Sociology
By Curt Tausky, University of Massachusetts

This compact book provides a brief yet comprehensive study of the current work scene and its historical origins. Guiding the choice of content was the question of what materials would be most useful to the beginning student of work-life.

1983/163 pages/paper

SOCIOLOGY: Contemporary Readings
Edited by John Stimson, William Paterson College, and Ardyth Stimson, Kean College

Test Bank Available
1983/401 pages (2 cols.)/paper

UNDERSTANDING DEVIANCE AND CONTROL:
Theory, Research and Social Policy
By Craig B. Little, SUNY — Cortland

1983/256 pages/paper

Poland's Self-Limiting Revolution
Jadwiga Staniszkis
Edited by Jan T. Gross
$25.00

The State and Working Women
A Comparative Study of Britain and Sweden
Mary Ruggie
Cloth, $35.00
Paper, $14.50

The State and Political Theory
Martin Carnoy
Cloth, $27.50
Paper, $8.95

The Haymarket Tragedy
Paul Avrich
$29.50

The Civil Wars in Chile
(or the bourgeois revolutions that never were)
Maurice Zeitlin
$25.00

The National Question in Marxist-Leninist Theory and Strategy
Walker Connor
Cloth, $47.50
Paper, $14.50

Forthcoming

Princeton
University Press 41 William Street Princeton, NJ 08540
This series focuses on the operation of social institutions and how these institutions change and create change. Each volume is intended to provide a creative synthesis of research and social theory, leading to new hypotheses that illuminate the ramifications of societal change, the probable results of public policies, and the likely consequences of collective actions.

**Under the Gun: Weapons, Crime, and Violence in America**
James D. Wright, Peter H. Rossi, Kathleen Daly

**The Industrial Connection: Achievement and the Family in Developing Societies**
Bernard C. Rosen

**Womankind: Beyond the Stereotypes**
Second Edition
Nancy Reeves

**Science and Ideology in the Policy Sciences**
Paul Dietsing
1982. 460 pages. 0-202-30301-2. Cloth $34.95 0-202-30302-0. Paper $18.95

**Social Support Networks: Informal Helping in the Human Services**
James K. Whitaker and James Carter

**Being Mentally Ill: A Sociological Theory**
Second Edition
Thomas J. Scheff
A major revision of the statement of the labeling theory of mental illness—the attempt to understand mental illness in terms of social control. 1984. xii+244 pages. 0-202-30309-8. Cloth $24.95 0-202-30310-1. Paper $12.95

**Gender and the Life Course**
Alice S. Rossi (ed.)

**Causal Models in Panel and Experimental Designs**
H. M. Blalock, Jr. (ed.)
A comprehensive collection of articles, some written originally for this volume.

**The Psychosocial Interior of the Family**
Third Edition
Gerald Handel (ed.)
This collection of articles describes and explains families as groups that construct their own lives in the context of culture and society.

**School-Age Pregnancy and Parenthood**
Jane B. Lancaster and Beatrice A. Hamburg (eds.)
A collection of original articles taking a biosocial science perspective: cross-cultural, cross-species, and cross-time. 1982. vii+450 pages. 0-202-30321-7. Cloth $44.95
THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF DISEASE IN TANZANIA
Meredithe Turschen
Turschen looks at disease in Tanzania, arguing that it is not the inevitable consequence of climate or geography, but the result of colonialism and capitalism. 260 pages, $25.00 cloth

FROM SLAVERY TO VAGRANCY IN BRAZIL
Crime and Social Control in the Third World
Martha Kaisely Huggins
Huggins looks at northeast Brazil where crime is a result of socially structured inequality, caused by unemployment which in turn was caused by the economic dependency of the Brazilian economy on the world economy. This book addresses the difficulty of doing research on crime in the Third World, and paves the way for future studies. Crime, Law, and Deviance series. 170 pages, $25.00 cloth

THE DIARIES OF HANNAH CULWICK, VICTORIAN MAID SERVANT
Liz Stanley, editor
These fascinating diaries provide a rare inside look at life "downstairs" in Victorian England while at the same time chronicling Culwick's fifty-four year secret relationship with Arthur Munday, an upper-class author and poet who had an obsession for lower-class women. Douglass Series on Women's Lives and the Meaning of Gender. 385 pages, $25.00 cloth, $10.95 paper

RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY SINCE THE SIXTIES
A Sociology of Knowledge Analyses
Paul A. Attewell
Attewell's book explores all aspects of the new political economy, framing it within an analysis that explains why this body of scholarship developed as it has, where it is likely to go in the future, and where its strengths and weaknesses lie. 320 pages, $30.00 cloth
COLUMBIA
Booth 104

GOVERNOR REAGAN,
GOVERNOR BROWN
A SOCIOLOGY OF EXECUTIVE POWER
Gary G. Hamilton and Nicole Wooley Biggart.
266 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $17.50; $35.00 cl

SERVING THE PEOPLE
SOCIAL SERVICES AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Ann Willis. 268 pp., $35.00

SOCIALISM IN HISTORY
POLITICAL ESSAYS OF HENRY PACHER
Edited and with an Introduction by Stephen Eric Bronner. 301 pp. $30.00

AGES IN CONFLICT
A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE ON INEQUALITY BETWEEN OLD AND YOUNG
Nancy Foner. Columbia Studies of Social Gerontology and Aging. 350 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $17.50; $35.00 cl

OLD HOMES—NEW FAMILIES: SHARED LIVING FOR THE ELDERLY
Gordon F. Streib, W. Edward Falots, and Mary Anne Hilker. Columbia Studies of Social Gerontology and Aging. 266 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $18.00; $36.00 cl

SHAKY PALACES
HOMEOWNERSHIP AND SOCIAL MOBILITY IN BOSTON'S SUBURBANIZATION
Matthew Edel, Elliott D. Solar, and Daniel Lura. Columbia History of Urban Life Series, Kenneth T. Jackson, General Editor. 440 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $15.00; $30.00 cl

SPORT
A CULTURAL HISTORY
Richard D. Mendell. Illus. 384 pp., $24.95

WITTGENSTEIN: A SOCIAL THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
David Bloor. 213 pp., $12.00 pa, $25.00 cl

LUKÁCS REAPPRAISED
Edited by Agnes Heller. 192 pp., $12.00 pa, $25.00 cl

MICHEL FOUCAULT
SOCIAL THEORY AND TRANSGRESSION
Charles C. Lemert and Garth Gillen. 192 pp., $10.00 pa

THE DIFFERENTIATION OF SOCIETY
Niklas Luhmann. Translated by Stephen Holmes and Charles Larmore. 512 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $16.50

STRUCTURAL SOCIOLOGY
Edited by Ira Rosett. 360 pp., A King's Crown Paperback, $16.50

WHAT IS SOCIOLOGY?
Norbert Elias. Translated by Stephen Mennell and Grace Morrissey. 192 pp., $14.95 pa

KITCHEN TABLE SOCIETY
Marianne Gullestad. Universitetsforlaget, 360 pp., $20.00 pa

PATRIARCHY IN A WELFARE SOCIETY
Harriet Holter. Editor. Universitetsforlaget, 272 pp., $25.00 pa

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

FORTHCOMING

MOVEMENT AND INSTITUTION
Francesco Alberoni. Translated by Patricia C. Arden Delmon. 448 pp., $40.00 (September)

SOCIAL CHANGE AND CULTURAL CRISIS
Richard Lowenthal. European Perspectives Series, 224 pp., $22.50 (October)

THE BOSTON SCHOOL INTEGRATION DISPUTE
Social Change and Legal Maneuvers
J. Brian Sheehan. 330 pp., $38.00 (October)

A PLACE TO GROW OLD
THE MEANING OF ENVIRONMENT IN OLD AGE
Stephen M. Galant. Columbia Studies of Social Gerontology and Aging, 432 pp., $40.00 (October)

AMERICAN DILEMMA
A SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF ENDURING SOCIAL ISSUES
Jonathan H. Turner and David Mustic. $15.00 pa, $40.00 cl (January)

END AND BEGINNING
ON THE GENERATIONS OF CULTURE AND THE ORIGINS OF THE WEST
Franz Borkenau; Richard Lowenthal, Editor. European Perspectives Series, 483 pp., $14.95 pa (January), $27.00 cl

BLACK POLICE, WHITE SOCIETY
Stephen Leinen. 256 pp., $20.00

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION
INSIGHTS FROM THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
James L. Bess, Editor. 144 pp., $22.50

INSIDE A JUVENILE COURT
THE TARNISHED IDEAL OF INDIVIDUAL JUSTICE
M.A. Bartner. 268 pp., $15.00 pa (January), $42.50 cl

MARK: AN INTRODUCTION
W.A. Suchting. 242 pp., $11.50 pa, $30.00 cl

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S KIN
Barbara Kellerman. Illus. 266 pp., $16.95 pa

For more information about these titles stop by our booth. For adoption consideration, write on departmental stationery to request examination copies from:

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533
If all sociology articles were in sociology journals...

...you'd probably never miss a single article important to your work. But it's not that easy! Because all the social sciences are so closely interrelated, you need a multidisciplinary index that covers your subject area plus a wide range of related fields: you need the Social Sciences Citation Index®.

The Social Sciences Citation Index indexes every article from the most significant sociology journals worldwide, and also every article from journals in other disciplines in the social sciences. In addition, we scan over 3,000 science journals for articles relevant to the social sciences. The result is the thorough, multidisciplinary coverage you need.

For more information about the Social Sciences Citation Index, stop by the ISI Booth.

Institute for Scientific Information®
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 U.S.A.
Telephone: (215)386-0100, Cable: SCINFO, Telex: 84-5305
INSIDE PLEA BARGAINING
The Language of Negotiation
by Douglas W. Maynard

Plea bargaining, as a specific form of negotiation, has recently become the focus of an enormous amount of research. This volume examines patterns of courtroom behavior through the analysis of actual plea-bargaining sessions concerning fifty-two criminal cases that were tape-recorded in a California municipal court—a "real-time" approach that provides rich details and insure accuracy.

0-306-41577-1/250
$29.50 ($35.40 text adoption price on orders of six or more copies: $18.95

VICTIMS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Loss from Natural Hazards in the United States 1970–1980
by Peter H. Rossi, James D. Wright, Eleanor Weber-Burdin, and Joseph Persico

This volume is based on the results of a sampling of households that survived the devastating effects of floods, tornadoes, and earthquakes during the eleven-year period 1970 through 1980. The authors calculate the number of deaths, injuries, damages, and costs borne by these households and construct spatial and social distributions and patterns in the equity of aid proffered to victims.

0-306-41413-9/256 pp. + index/ill./1983
$24.50 ($29.40 outside US & Canada)

THE MESSAGES OF TOURIST ART
An African Semiotic System in Comparative Perspective
by Bennetta Jules-Rosette

Tourist art is a phenomenon that provides a unique system of intercultural communication and exchange. In-depth interviews with African painters, potters, woodworkers, tinsmiths, and ivory carvers—along with forty-nine illustrations of the artists and their work—provide graphic documentation of how the messages of tourist art shape and reflect culture. A volume in Topics in Contemporary Semiotics.

0-306-41597-4/246 pp. + index/ill./1984
$32.50 ($39.00 outside US & Canada)

THE CHANGING DEFINITION OF MASCULINITY
by Clyde W. Franklin, II

A fascinating exploration of past, current, and future sex roles from the male perspective, this well-integrated volume presents a balanced statement regarding sex roles in the United States. Drawing heavily on current research, the author covers vital areas of male socialization, perception, and sexuality. A volume in Perspectives in Sexuality.

0-306-41554-2/246 pp./ill./1984
$29.50 ($35.40 outside US & Canada)

RACIAL AND CULTURAL MINORITIES
An Analysis of Prejudice and Discrimination
Fifth Edition
by George E. Simpson and J. Milton Yinger


0-306-41777-4/approx. 500 pp./ill./1985
$37.50

THE GENDER FACTORY
The Apportionment of Work in American Households
by Sarah Fenstermaker Berk

0-306-41795-2/approx. 225 pp./ill./1985

New from the Russell Sage Foundation

Notes on Social Measurement
Historical and Critical
Otis Dudley Duncan

"A richly erudite history of measurement and an account of its current state in the social sciences—fascinating, informative, and provocative."—James S. Coleman, Professor of Sociology, University of Chicago

"An enchanting work, one to savour."—Harrison C. White, Professor of Sociology, Harvard University

Russell Sage Foundation 75th Anniversary Series

Food in the Social Order
Studies of Food and Festivities in Three American Communities
Mary Douglas, Editor

This collection of essays, edited and with an introduction by noted anthropologist Mary Douglas, explores food as a medium of social relationship. In the eating patterns of three American subcultures, we see how food is used to celebrate social events, define social categories, and confirm social values. The powerful cultural meanings invested in food, these essays suggest, offer clues to patterns of social change and social integration.

September 304 pages ISBN 0-87154-210-2 $27.50

Social Research in the Judicial Process
Cases, Readings, and Text
Wallace D. Loh

This major new interdisciplinary analysis of law and the social sciences provides a comprehensive introduction to applied social-legal studies. The distinctive casebook format, designed for social science students as well as law students, weaves together empirical research, judicial opinions, original text, and extensive editorial notes to encourage active reading, build new skills, and cultivate an informed awareness of the possibilities and limits of social science in the courts.

"I have used the book, and it works."—Professor Stewart Macaulay, President-Elect, Law and Society Association

September 736 pages ISBN 0-87154-551-9 $37.50

PLFENM PUBLISHING CORPORATION
522 Spring Street, New York, N.Y. 10013

In United Kingdom:
88/90 Middlesex Street
London E1 7EZ, England

228
America's Working Man
Work, Home, and Politics among Blue-Collar Property Owners
David Halle
Cloth $24.95 (est.) 376 pages

The Existential Self in Society
Edited by Joseph A. Kotarba and Andrea Fontana
With a Foreword by Stanford M. Lyman
Cloth $25.00 256 pages

Two titles of special interest*

Equal Rights Before God
Seminarians as Humanistic Professionals
Sherryl Kleinman
Cloth $15.00 144 pages

The Chicago School of Sociology
Institutionalization, Diveristy, and the Rise of Sociological Research
Martin Bulmer
Cloth $29.00 (est.) 280 pages (est.)
*(See "The History of Sociology," Session 2: Schools of Sociology)

Medicine and the Management of Living
Taming the Last Great Beast
William Ray Arney and Bernard J. Bergen
Cloth $19.95 216 pages

The Chicago School of Sociology
Evaluation of Chicago Sociology
A Guide to the Literature, with an Annotated Bibliography
Lester R. Kurtz
Cloth $22.00 286 pages

The Shadow of God and the Hidden Imam
Religion, Political Order, and Societal Change in Shí'í Iran from the Beginning to 1890
Said Amir Arjomand
Cloth $28.00 368 pages
Publications of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies #17

Paths of Neighborhood Change
Race and Crime in Urban America
Richard P. Taub, D. Garth Taylor, and Jan D. Dunham
Cloth $25.00 (est.) 272 pages (est.)

Max Weber and German Politics, 1890-1920
Wolfgang J. Mommsen
Translated by Michael S. Steinberg
Cloth $37.50 (est.) 456 pages (est.)

Beyond Preference
Liberal Theories of Independent Associations
Franklin I. Gamwell
Cloth $19.00 (est.) 192 pages (est.)

Technology and the Character of Contemporary Life
A Philosophical Inquiry
Albert Borgmann
Cloth $26.00 (est.) 342 pages (est.)

The Emergence of Dialectical Theory
Philosophy and Political Inquiry
Scott Warren
Cloth $26.00 Paper $12.95 272 pages

The Transformation of the Jews
Calvin Goldscheider and Alan S. Zuckerman
Cloth $24.95 (est.) 284 pages
Chicago Studies in the History of Judaism series

The Three Worlds
Culture and World Development
Peter Worsley
Cloth $28.00 424 pages

Social Organization of Medical Work
Anselm Strauss, Shizuko Fagerhaugh, Barbara Suczek, and Carolyn Wiener
Cloth March

The Power Structure of American Business
Beth Mintz and Michael Schwartz
Cloth February

The Heavenly Contract
Ideology and Organization in Pre-Revolutionary Puritanism
David Zaret
Cloth March

20% Meeting Discount
Please visit us at booth # 206 & 208
University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

Boys and Girls
Superheroes in the Doll Corner
Vivian Gussin Paley
With a Foreword by Philip W. Jackson
Cloth $12.50 128 pages

*See "The History of Sociology," Session 2: Schools of Sociology
The Culture of Public Problems
Drinking-Driving and the Symbolic Order
Joseph R. Gusfield
$9.95 278 pages

Social Sources of Delinquency
An Appraisal of Analytic Models
Ruth Rosner Kornhauser
$9.00 288 pages

The Court of Last Resort
Mental Illness and the Law
Carol A. B. Warren
With contributions by Stephen J. Morse and Jack Zusman, M.D.
$8.95 278 pages

Soccer Madness
Janet Lever
$7.95 216 pages
16 b&w photographs

Sexual Politics, Sexual Communities
The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the United States, 1940-1970
John D’Emilio
$7.95 268 pages

The Limits to Capital
David Harvey
$12.95 456 pages

The Scientist’s Role in Society
A Comparative Study
Second Edition
Joseph Ben-David
$8.95 236 pages (est.)

Public Values & Private Power in American Politics
Edited by J. David Greenstone
$10.00 292 pages

Also on display:

American Journal of Sociology
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society

20% Meeting Discount
See these and many other distinguished titles on display in booth # 206 & 208

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers

Introduction to Sociology 1983
– Lewis A. Coser, State University of New York at Stony Brook
– Buford Rhea, East Carolina University
– Patricia A. Steffen
– Steven L. Nock, University of Virginia

Sociology: A Brief Critical Introduction 1982
– Anthony Giddens, King’s College, Cambridge University

– Claude S. Fischer, University of California, Berkeley

The Longest War, Second Edition 1984
– Carol Tavris
Carole Wade, San Diego Mesa College

Social Problems 1982
– Michael S. Basin, University of Wisconsin, Parkside
– Richard J. Gelles, University of Rhode Island
– Ann Levine

Contemporary Social Problems, Fourth Edition 1977
– Robert K. Merton, Columbia University
– Robert Nisbet, Columbia University

– Lewis A. Coser, State University of New York at Stony Brook

Social Change in the Twentieth Century 1977
– Daniel Chirot, University of Washington, Seattle

Criminology 1978
– Gresham M. Sykes, University of Virginia

COME TO BOOTH NO. 209

HBJ
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101
Oxford

Three Sociological Traditions
RANDALL COLLINS, author of Sociological Insight, editor of Sociological Theory
January 1985 224 pp. paper $6.95

Three Sociological Traditions Reader
RANDALL COLLINS
February 1985 224 pp. paper $6.95

The Social Condition of Humanity
An Introduction to Sociology
Second Edition
IRVING M. ZEITLIN, University of Toronto
1984 470 pp. paper $14.95

Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency
RICHARD LUNDMAN, Ohio State University
December 1984 260 pp.; 1 map, figs., tables paper $8.95

Theories of Delinquency
An Examination of Explanations of Delinquent Behavior
DONALD J. SHOEMAKER, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
1984 272 pp. paper $8.95

Women’s Realities, Women’s Choices
An Introduction to Women’s Studies
HUNTER COLLEGE WOMEN’S STUDIES COLLECTIVE
1983 656 pp.; 75 illus. paper $14.95 cloth $24.95

Marxism and the Metropolis
New Perspectives in Urban Political Economy
Second Edition
WILLIAM K. TABB, Queens College, and LARRY SAWERS, American University
1984 384 pp. paper $11.95 cloth $24.95

Sunbelt/Snowbelt
Urban Development and Regional Restructuring
LARRY SAWERS and WILLIAM K. TABB
1984 442 pp. paper $10.95 cloth $19.95

The Boundaries of Eros
Sex Crime and Sexuality in Renaissance Venice
GUIDO RUGGIERO, University of Cincinnati
January 1985 352 pp. $29.95

Capitalist Democracy in Britain
RALPH MILIBAND, Brandeis University
1982 (paper 1984) 173 pp. paper $5.95 cloth $19.95

Urbanization and Settlement Systems
International Perspectives
Edited by L.S. BOURNE, University of Toronto, R. SINCLAIR, Wayne State University, and K. DZIEWONSKI, Polish Academy of Sciences
1984 475 pp. $47.50

The Intellectual and Social Organization of the Sciences
RICHARD WHITLEY, Manchester Business School
1984 288 pp. $34.95

Oxford Socio-Legal Studies

Environment and Enforcement
Regulation and the Social Definition of Pollution
KEITH HAWKINS, Wolfson College, Oxford
1984 336 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $32.50

Policing Pollution
A Study of Regulation and Enforcement
GENERVA RICHARDSON, University of East Anglia, with ANTHONY OGUS, Newcastle University, and PAUL BURROWS, York University
1983 250 pp. paper $12.95 cloth $34.95

The Wounded Soldiers of Industry
Industrial Compensation Policy 1833-1897
P.W.J. BARTRIP and S.B. BURMAN, both of the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Oxford
1984 260 pp.; 5 figs. paper $29.95

Compensation and Support for Illness and Injury
DONALD HARRIS, Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Oxford
1984 352 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $34.95

Visit us at booth 318
Stimulate your students with the newest ideas in sociology...

Available now

Caroline H. Persell
UNDERSTANDING SOCIETY
An Introduction to Sociology
With lively language and vivid examples this class-tested text demonstrates how social structures and social forces affect students' lives. Sections on Issues and Applications examine population, ecology, and health, urbanization and suburbanization, sex and sexuality; and leisure and sport. Real-life vignettes capture students' interest at the beginning of each chapter. A Student Workbook, a CAI for micros, an Instructor's Manual and an excellent computerized testing program make up an outstanding pedagogical package.

James W. Coleman & Donald R. Cressey
SOCIAL PROBLEMS Second Edition
Instructor's Manual

John A. Perry & Erna K. Perry
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
An Introduction to Social Science, Fourth Edition

Russell A. Ward
THE AGING EXPERIENCE
An Introduction to Social Gerontology, Second Edition

New for '85

James E. Blackwell
THE BLACK COMMUNITY
Diversity and Unity, Second Edition

Evelyn M. Duvall & Brent C. Miller
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT Sixth Edition
Instructor's Manual

Jack Levin & James L. Spates
STARTING SOCIOLOGY Third Edition
Instructor's Manual

Stuart A. Queen, Robert W. Habenstein & Jill S. Quadagno
THE FAMILY IN VARIOUS CULTURES Fifth Edition

To request examination copies, write to Suite 3D, Harper & Row, 10 E. 53d Street, New York, NY 10022. Please include course title, enrollment, and current text.
WOMEN, CAREERS, STATUS AND POWER
Judith Lorber

"A superb addition to research on women professionals!" — Cynthia Fuchs Epstein

"This book should be read by women physicians at every stage of their careers. It provides well-researched ammunition for overcoming hidden discrimination."
— Lila A. Wallis, Cornell University Medical College and President, Regional Council for Women in Medicine, Inc.

In Women Physicians, Judith Lorber shows that there are still barriers — formal and informal — to women doctors. Using the results of two surveys on American physicians, she demonstrates that there is gender stratification and that through informal networks and "inner circles" men act to exclude women. In addition, she shows how families and children affect women, and looks at two physician couples to see what being married to a doctor does to both men and women.

c. 200 pp. December

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
Popular and Policy Perspectives
Edited by J. Warren Salmon

This is the first systematic and critical investigation of the holistic health movement — the first to put in perspective its contributions and limitations. It goes beyond the scope of popular literature and explores the history, principles, practice and status of the whole spectrum of holistic health systems, including chiropractic, non-medical and spiritual healing, oriental medicine, self care and folk medicine.

200 pp. November

Visit us at booth #213

Tavistock
733 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017

KEY SOCIOLOGISTS SERIES

GEORG SIMMEL,
David Frisby
120 pp. 0-85312-617-6
1964 $4.50/paper

THE FRANKFURT SCHOOL,
Tom Bottomore
120 pp. 0-85312-468-X
1964 $4.50/paper

KARL MARX,
David Kettler, Volker Meja, and Nicole Stehr
120 pp. 0-85312-666-7
1964 $4.50/paper

Books that matter are Basic

Advertising, The Uneasy Persuasion
Its Dubious Impact on American Society
Michael Schudson
October $17.95

The View from Afar
Claude Levi-Strauss
Translated by Joachim Neugroschel
November $27.95

Wounds of War
The Psychological Aftermath of Combat in Vietnam
Herbert Hendin and Ann Pollinger Haas
September $16.95

Silicon Valley Fever
The Growth of High-Tech Culture
Everett M. Rogers and Judith K. Larsen
$20.95

Normal Accidents
Living with High-Risk Technologies
Charles Perrow
$18.95

Hands and Hearts
A History of Courtship in America
Ellen K. Rothman
$18.95

The Social Transformation of American Medicine
Paul Starr
Now in paperback $11.95

America's Old Age Crisis
Public Policy and the Two Worlds of Aging
Stephen Crystal
Now in paperback $6.95

Managers of Virtue
Public School Leadership in America 1820-1980
David Tyack and Elisabeth Hansot
Now in paperback $7.95

Come see us at our booth, #307

Basic Books, Inc.
10 E. 53rd St., New York, NY 10022
SOCIOLGY
by Richard C. Wallace and Wendy J. Wallace

This superb new introductory text incorporates a remarkable range and breadth of description and analysis in a book of moderate length. An extremely engaging writing style encourages students to examine questions that sociology attempts to answer. Throughout, readers are presented with a unique balance of description and research with a minimum of jargon. The supplement package (manual test items and study guide) have all been author developed to assure consistency.

Fourth Edition
THE FAMILY: AN INTRODUCTION
by J. Ross Eshleman
Wayne State University

Eshleman's text is often cited as the most comprehensive survey text available. This thorough revision features up-to-date research findings and census data. A completely revised instructor's manual will also be available.

Third Edition
IN CONFLICT AND ORDER
by D. Stanley Eitzen
Colorado State University at Fort Collins

This increasingly popular text is written from the critical perspective. Eitzen argues that changes in social structure, not individual behavior, provide solutions to social problems. Now, a new chapter on education and important new topics are introduced to create a contemporary focus.

Available Now
SERIOUS SOCIAL PROBLEMS
by Jerome G. Manis

THE SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANCE
by Jack D. Douglas
University of California at San Diego

THE SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE
by Richard Kurtz and H. Paul Chalfant

New for 1985
TALKING SOCIOLOGY
by Gary Alan Fine
University of Minnesota

SOCIOLGY: A LIBERATING PERSPECTIVE
by Alexander Liazos
Regis College

Fourth Edition
THE LIMITS AND POSSIBILITIES OF SCHOOLING
by Christopher Hurn
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Fourth Edition
MAJORITY AND MINORITY
by Norman R. Yetman
University of Kansas

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
College Division
Leak Drive, Rockleigh, NJ 07647
COMING IN OCTOBER
A NEW EDITION OF THE BOOK THAT HAS INTRODUCED
OVER ONE MILLION STUDENTS TO THE FIELD . . .

SOCIOLOGY/4th edition

BY
Donald Light, Jr.,
and
Suzanne Keller

AND
A COURSE ADMINISTRATION KIT
INCLUDING:
PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE BOOK
LECTURE LAUNCHERS
COMPUTERIZED TEST BANKS
COMPUTERIZED ACTIVITIES IN SOCIOLOGY
FILM: DIMENSIONS OF APPLIED SOCIOLOGY
NEW EMPHASIS ON CAREERS, COMPUTERS AND CURRENT ISSUES

Order a desk copy: Code # 33738-7

NOW AVAILABLE
Random House/Alfred A. Knopf is proud to make available these outstanding supplements to adopters of our introductory sociology texts.

COMPUTERIZED ACTIVITIES IN SOCIOLOGY
This software program (for the Apple II or Ile microcomputer) provides individual instruction in sociological principles, dynamics, and research methods. Developed by Ron Anderson of the University of Minnesota, the 50-minute activities include:
- VALUE MEASUREMENT
- A LIFE COURSE SIMULATION
- SOCIAL POWER GAME

RANDOM HOUSE
ALFRED A. KNOPF INC.
NEW FOR 1985

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Roy Lotz, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Eric D. Poole, Auburn University
Robert M. Regoli, University of Colorado

A new, comprehensive survey of juvenile delinquency and public attitudes toward crime and punishment. Ethnographic case studies are included at the end of each chapter, in addition to a series of boxed inserts on comparative studies in the field.
February 1985/ 448 pages hardbound/ Instructor's Manual

BASIC RESEARCH METHODS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE, 3/e
Julian Simon, University of Maryland
Paul Burstein, Vanderbilt University

Substantially revised and edited, this widely adopted interdisciplinary introduction to research methods explains the fundamentals of research language, concepts, and methods in lucid, simple language. Includes new material on data analysis, measurement and making predictions.

ORDER, LAW, AND CRIME: An Introduction to Criminology
Ray Michalowski, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

A thoughtful, critical study of crime and criminal justice. Its superbly integrated examination of historical, economic, political, and social factors shows how social organization determines the types of crime a society experiences and the options available for crime control.
December 1984/ 512 pages paperbound

BACKLIST TITLES OF CURRENT INTEREST

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 3/e
James W. Vander Zanden, Ohio State University
1984/ 576 pages hardbound/ Instructor's Test File

LABELING WOMEN DEVIANT: Gender, Stigma, and Social Control
Edwin M. Schur, New York University
1984/ 320 pages paperbound

DRUGS IN AMERICAN SOCIETY, 2/e
Erich Goode, State University of New York
1984/ 272 pages paperbound

THE DISCOVERY OF SOCIETY, 3/e
Randall Collins and Michael Makowsky
1984/ 288 pages paperbound

THE CHILD AND SOCIETY, 4/e
Frederick Elkin, York University
Gerald Handel, The City College and Graduate Center, City College of New York
1984/ 320 pages paperbound

For examination copies, please write to:
Random House Inc.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157
Look to Lexington Books for...

The Miami Riot of 1980 Crossing the Bounds
Bruce Porter, Brooklyn College and Columbia University, and
Marvin Dunn, Florida International University and Academy for
Community Education in Miami
This shocking, minute-by-minute account of a riot traces the sordid
history of race relations in Miami that led to such brutality. The
authors examine the primary causes — the acquittal by an all-white
jury of five white police officers charged with the fatal beating of
black insurance executive Arthur McDuffie — as well as other
causes. Porter and Dunn base their compelling analysis on
interviews, public reports, and census data.
Also available in paper: ISBN 0-669-09174-x $11.00

The Day-Care Dilemma Women and Children First
Marian Blum, Wellesley College Child Study Center
"The book does a good job of integrating two concerns —
women's issues and children's needs — which are often not
discussed together in professional literature." — Dr. Kelvin
Seiffert, The University of Manitoba
A child-care professional criticizes the current day-care institution
and advocates shared responsibility between mothers and fathers,
increased employer support for child care, and a halt to the
exploitation of day-care workers. The author points the way toward
long-term solutions for the day-care dilemma, and offers a fresh
definition and evaluation of contemporary childrearing.
Also available in paper: ISBN 0-669-09660-5 $10.00

Child Custody A Study of Families after Divorce
Deborah Anna Luepnitz, Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
"For those whose work or personal situation requires that they
anticipate the consequences of one or another custody
arrangement, this book provides the first detailed comparisons of
the experiences of divorced mothers and fathers who have sole
custody and divorced parents who have some form of joint
custody." Robert S. Weiss, Harvard Medical School
The author presents an in-depth comparison of families' coping
strategies, problems, and successes under different
arrangements. The book reveals some unforeseen findings and
highlights the advantages and disadvantages for all involved of
each arrangement.
208pp. ISBN 0-669-04365-6 $20.00
Also available in paper: ISBN 0-669-09117-0 $10.00

Helping Children Cope with Stress
Avis Brenner, Lesley College
In this easy-to-follow, remarkably accessible book, the author
shows professionals and other concerned adults how to help
stressed children reshape their lives. Information is provided to
help children deal with living with only one parent, abuse or
neglect, poverty, and the growing trend among parents to push
their children to excel at an early age. Dr. Brenner recommends
directions for future investigation in a field where research is
urgently needed.
208pp. ISBN 0-669-06678-8 $22.00
Also available in paper: ISBN 0-669-08995-8 $11.00

The Addictions Multidisciplinary Perspectives and
Treatments
Harvey Milkman, Metropolitan State College in Denver, and
Howard J. Shaffer, Harvard Medical School and the North
Charles Institute for the Addictions in Boston, editors
The country's most respected experts on addiction bring together
their multidisciplinary approaches to produce the single most
comprehensive analysis of addictions now available. Ten to thirty
million Americans are currently being treated for addictive
behavior. Yet no set rules or standards exists to guide clinicians.
Prompted by this crisis of definition, the authors produced this
stimulating balance between theory and treatment.
September ISBN 0-669-08739-4 ca. $36.00

Abuse of the Elderly
Joseph G. Costa
A compilation of what is know about and what resources are
available to combat a social evil that has only recently surfaced.
Included are sources of information and the resources available.
Agencies are listed state by state, and lists of organizations,
programs in crime prevention, archival resources, and education
and training materials follow.
352pp. ISBN 0-669-06142-5 ca. $27.00

Adolescent Prostitution
D. Kelly Weisberg, Hastings College of the Law in San Francisco
This definitive study of juvenile prostitutes focuses on males and
examines the causes of prostitution, the youths' lifestyles, and
their entanglement with the law. This much-needed research
yields new information on the relationship between adolescent
prostitution and child abuse, neglect, and runaway behavior.
August ISBN 0-669-06389-4 ca. $20.00

LexingtonBooks D.C. Heath and Company
195 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(817) 882-6860 (800) 33-HEATH
Call our toll free numbers
(800) 438-9071 or (800) 33-HEATH
Booth 300
No Sense of Place
The Impact of Electronic Media on Social Behavior
JOSHUA MEYROWITZ, Associate Professor of Communication, University of New Hampshire. The electronic media have radically altered social roles by changing "who knows what about whom," Joshua Meyrowitz argues. TV has exposed men and women to each other's domains and strategies, given children access to adult knowledge, and taught all of us about the fallability of politicians. Advancing a daring and sophisticated theory, Meyrowitz shows how the electronic media change our "sense of place"—creating new social situations that are no longer shaped by physical location and physical presence.
January 1985 512 pp. $22.50

The Inner Circle
Large Corporations and the Rise of Business Political Activity in the U.S. and U.K.
MICHAEL USEEM, Professor and Director of the Center for Applied Social Science, Boston University. "The most sophisticated and informative analysis of the way business corporations participate in politics to appear in the last 15 years. The British-American comparison is particularly illuminating—and timely."—David Vogel, Editor, California Management Review. "An original and provocative piece of work that makes a substantial contribution to advancing our understanding of the power elite in the United States and Great Britain."—G. William Domhoff, University of California at Santa Cruz.
1984 288 pp. $22.95

Against Fragmentation
The Origins of Marxism and the Sociology of Intellectuals
The late ALVIN GOULDNER, edited by JANET GOULDNER and CORNELIS DISCO. A sequel to The Two Marxisms, this book was substantially completed by Gouldner himself and edited by his widow, Janet, and sociologist Cornelis Disco. Against Fragmentation applies resources Gouldner developed over the last decade and also draws on his earlier accomplishments in an effort to understand the sources of both Marxist rationality and irrationality. The book is an account of how fragmentation occurred in Marxism as well as a call to social theory, as personified in a community of critical theorists, to become the agent for developing a holistic rationality that could mitigate against the fragmentation of everyday life.
August 1984 384 pp. $24.95

The Crucible of Race
Black-White Relations in the American South Since Emancipation
JOEL WILLIAMSON, Professor of History, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The most important book on race relations since C. Vann Woodward's Strange Career of Jim Crow, this book draws on a huge array of sources and perspectives—political, social, economic, literary. Williamson focuses on the critical period when Southern white leadership switched its power base from one resting on blacks in slavery to one resting upon an inclusive "communion of whiteness." Southern patterns proved easily exportable to other parts of the U.S. when blacks began to leave the South after 1915.
September 1984 560 pp. $25.00
Coming in 1985—

The Two Social Psychologies
An Integrative Approach
Cookie White Stephan and Walter Stephan
both of New Mexico State University
This new text integrates and synthesizes the theory, methods, and literature of sociological social psychology and psychological social psychology. After introductory, theory, and methods chapters the text reflects the combined influence of both disciplines.

Also new for 1985—

Sociological Research Methods
Bernard S. Phillips, Boston University

Recent Publications—

Development Through Life
Barbara M. Newman, The Ohio State University
and Philip R. Newman

Religion in Sociological Perspective
Keith A. Roberts,
Bowling Green State University,
Firelands College
Examination copies for adoption consideration available upon request.
Please indicate course title and text presently used.

The Dorsey Press
Homewood, Illinois 60430

Lengthening our stride
with

- New, improved online loads
- Revised and expanded user aids
- Note Us — quarterly newsletter
- New, online users training sessions

sociological abstracts, inc.
P.O. Box 22206 • San Diego, CA 92122-0206
(619)565-6603

Kristin Luker
Abortion and the Politics of Motherhood $14.95
Michel Crozier
The Trouble with America $19.95
Reinhard Bendix
Force, Fate, and Freedom: On Historical Sociology $11.95
Jeffrey C. Alexander
Theoretical Logic in Sociology, Volume 4: The Modern Reconstruction of Classical Thought—Talcott Parsons $39.50
Anthony Giddens
The Constitution of Society: Outline of the Theory of Structuration $35.00
Anita Chan,
Richard Madsen, & Jonathan Unger
Chen Village: The Recent History of a Peasant Community in Mao's China $19.95
Andrew Bard Schmookler
The Parable of the Tribes: The Problem of Power in Social Evolution $19.95
Robert Jackall & Henry M. Levin, Editors
Worker Cooperatives in America $24.95
Manuel Castells
The City and the Grassroots: A Cross-Cultural Theory of Urban Social Movements $29.95
Burton R. Clark, Editor
Perspectives on Higher Education: Eight Disciplinary and Comparative Views $28.50
John H. M. Laslett & Seymour Martin Lipset, Editors
Revised Edition—Failure of a Dream: Essays in the History of American Socialism $28.50 cloth, $10.95 paperback
Arlie Russell Hochschild
The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling $14.95
Steven Seidman
Liberalism and the Origins of European Social Theory $35.00 cloth, $12.50 paper
Richard M. Merelman
Making Something of Ourselves: On Culture and Politics in the United States $15.95
Victoria E. Bonnell
Roots of Rebellion: Workers' Politics and Organizations in St. Petersburg and Moscow, 1900-1914 $38.50 cloth, $10.95 paperback
Victoria E. Bonnell, Editor
The Russian Worker: Life and Labor under the Tsarist Regime $32.50 cloth, $9.95 paperback
Hans-Eberhard Mueller
Bureaucracy, Education, and Monopoly: Civil Service Reforms in Prussia and England $35.00
Victor Azarya
The Armenian Quarter of Jerusalem: Urban Life Behind Monastery Walls $22.50
Alessandro Portes & Robert L. Bach
Latin Journey: Cuban and Mexican Immigrants in the United States $45.00 cloth, $11.95 paperback
Richard Madsen
Morality and Power in a Chinese Village $24.50
Lucie Cheng & Edna Bonacich, Editors
Labor Immigration Under Capitalism: Asian Workers in the United States Before World War II $38.50
Howard S. Becker
Art Worlds $10.95
Judith Stacey
Patriarchy and Socialist Revolution in China $8.95
Steven M. Tipton
Getting Saved from the Sixties: Moral Meaning in Conversion and Cultural Change $8.95
Guenther Roth & Wolfgang Schluchtner
Max Weber's Vision of History: Ethics and Methods $6.95
Philip Selznick
TVA and the Grass Roots: A Study of Politics and Organization $7.95

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
Cultural Analysis
The Work of Peter L. Berger, Mary Douglas, Michel Foucault, and Jürgen Habermas
By Robert Wuthnow, James Davison Hunter, Albert Bergeson and Edith Kurzweil
A systematic explanation of theories of culture contained in the writings of four leading social theorists.
$24.95 cloth, $10.95 paper

Recapitalizing America
Alternatives to the Corporate Distortion of National Policy
S. M. Miller and Donald Tomaskovic-Devey
"This book should be read by anyone who worries about the fate of our economy and what might be done about it."
— Barry Bluestone
$16.95 cloth

Max Weber and the Dispute Over Reason and Value
A Study of Philosophy, Ethics and Politics
By Stephen Turner and Regis Factor
A scholarly and critical discussion of the twentieth-century problem of the nature of values and the relationship between values and rationality.
International Library of Sociology
$29.95 cloth

The Politics of Return: International Return Migration in Europe
Daniel Kubat, ed.
This volume offers the most comprehensive and up-to-date overview and information on the international migratory phenomena and the scientific and political debate concerning these phenomena. It analyzes the politics of return migration in the Mediterranean countries.

Routledge & Kegan Paul
9 Park Street
Boston, MA 02108
St. Martin's Press... for sound perspectives on major social issues

The Criminal Elite
The Sociology of White Collar Crime
JAMES COLEMAN, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
A comprehensive study of white collar crime that brings together the growing body of data on the subject and presents it in an integrated theoretical framework.

The Sociology of Health and Illness
Critical Perspectives
SECOND EDITION
Edited by PETER CONRAD, Brandeis University
ROCHELLE KERN, New York University
A carefully edited volume of readings—extensively revised for this new edition—that focuses on the current crisis in medical care in the United States and provides a critical perspective for examining the relationship between societal institutions and the medical care system.

Demography
The Study of Human Population
DAVID YAUKEY, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
A basic introduction to the discipline of demography, with emphasis on the conceptual apparatus, data, methods, and priorities of the discipline.

...all to be published in Spring 1985

For additional information on these titles—or to request an examination copy—write to:
St. Martin’s Press • Department JR
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10010
How do we stay vertical?

Our success in publishing books at every level starts with high standards of quality — and continues with a responsiveness to current academic thinking and to the needs of your students. Building on the reputation of such landmark works as Tally’s Corner, Elliott Liebow’s absorbing study of black street corner society, we’ve developed a college list that embodies an unwavering commitment to sociology throughout the life cycle.

Our prestige as a publisher of superior social science books has attracted authors who are renowned both as scholars and as teachers. And successful sales of survey texts for large enrollment courses have given us the resources to continue publishing the very best for upper division courses. The gratifying results: such highly regarded offerings as Arlene and Jerome Skolnick’s Family in Transition (now in its enormously popular fourth edition) ... Masters, Johnson, and Kolodny’s Human Sexuality (a bestseller scheduled for revision this coming year) ... the Little, Brown Series on Gerontology ... and these other fine titles. ... 

Our widely adopted intro text... Available soon in a new edition!

SOCIOLOGY: An Introduction
J. Ross Eshleman and Barbara G. Cashion

When we first introduced Sociology, this accessible introduction was hailed by students and teachers alike for its balanced coverage of research and theory as well as its wealth of everyday examples. Now, with the help of an extensive user questionnaire, Eshleman and Cashion have made a good thing even better. Their careful revision retains the most successful features of the first edition — and adds some welcome refinements. The entire text has been updated and clarified, and there is increased coverage of human sexuality, technology and computers, and the media. Coverage of social groups and organizations has been moved forward from Chapter 11 to Chapter 5, age and gender differentiation are now discussed in two separate chapters (10 and 11), and a new Chapter 17 addresses health care groups and systems.

Profiles of sociologists working in a wider range of occupations enhance the already popular “Sociologists at Work” interviews, and an updated career appendix, new boxes, and part-ending readings make this the most appealing text available. And our teaching and learning package is better than ever, with a revised Study Guide and Instructor’s Manual as well as an expanded, 2100-item Test Bank — plus, our generous film credit policy.

#249610/cloth/585 pages/illustrated/1984/with Instructor’s Manual

Watch for the exciting new second edition in December!

---

Our groundbreaking social problems text...

AMERICA’S PROBLEMS
Social Issues and Public Policy
Elliott Currie
Jerome H. Skolnick

User feedback has more than confirmed what our pre-publication reviewers told us about this exceptional new text: Its policy-oriented approach and economics emphasis provide an integrated framework for the study of social problems unrivaled by any other text. Your colleagues have also cited Currie and Skolnick’s rigorous standards of documentation, their frequent use of well-designed graphics, their in-depth treatment of complex issues, their impeccably clear prose, their inclusion of cross-cultural comparisons, and their dynamic boxes and intriguing real-world examples. Isn’t it time you took a look at this pacesetting new text?

#165344/cloth/585 pages/illustrated/1984/with Instructor’s Manual

Plus, revisions of two highly successful readers...
CRISIS IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS
Sixth Edition
Jerome H. Skolnick
Elliott Currie
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The Contemporary Debates
Fourth Edition
John B. Williamson, Linda Evans, and Michael Rustad

Both books coming in Spring 1985!

And our revisions of two well-known texts...
RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS
Second Edition
Richard T. Schafer
# 772895/cloth/576 pages/illustrated 1984/with Instructor’s Manual
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINOLOGY
Third Edition
Hugh D. Barlow
#081175/cloth/606 pages/illustrated 1984/with Instructor’s Manual & Test Bank

---

Choose Little, Brown, for great sociology... at every level.

Look for us at Booth #201.

Little, Brown and Company
College Division
34 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02106
As the text in the image is not legible, I am unable to provide a natural text representation. If you have a clear version of the text, please provide it, and I will be happy to assist you.
Involvement and Detachment
Contributions to the Sociology of Knowledge
NORBERT ELIAS
Widely recognized as a classic statement on sociological method, Elias's essay "Problems of Involvement and Detachment" is reprinted here in expanded form, together with other essays on the theory and origins of sociology of knowledge.

January 1985

JAMES O'CONNOR
Accumulation Crisis
A synthesis of orthodox economic Marxist theory and the crisis theory associated with Habermas and Marcuse, this illuminating volume draws on a wide range of materials from economics, sociology, politics, psychology and history.

$24.95 256 pp. 0-631-13552-9

Avorvas, 1985

The Future of Social Control
Edited by STAN COHEN
In this work, noted contributors address the timely issue of community-based crime prevention, and discuss critical areas of social control including professional power, urban design, the education system, psychotherapy and futurology.

December 1984

Beyond Employment
Edited by NANNEKE REDCLIFT with RAY PAHL and ENZO MINGIONE
$39.95 256 pp. 0-631-13448-4

The Dialectic of Nihilism
Post-Structuralism and Law
GILLIAN ROSE
November 1984

The Future of Work
CHARLES HANDY
$6.95 paper 200 pp. 0-631-13552-9

madness and Modernity
A Study of Social Psychology
C. R. BADCOCK
In this controversial volume, Badcock explores the ideas in Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents, applying the insights of psychoanalysis to civilized society as a whole, and then relating this back to the individual.

$19.95 192 pp. 0-631-13535-3

Oxford, 1985

The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice
Three times a year.
Institutions: $30.50 / Individuals: $26.90

Journal of Law and Society
Twice a year.
Institutions: $49.95 / Individuals: $24.50

Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour
Three times a year.
Institutions: $74.00 / Individuals: $35.95

Social Philosophy and Policy
Twice a year.
Institutions: $40.00 / Individuals: $14.95


Basil Blackwell
432 Park Avenue South, Suite 1505, New York, NY 10016

Based Blackwell titles are distributed through Harper & Row Publishers.
Announcing a New Series from St. Martin's

Theoretical Traditions in the Social Sciences

The Theoretical Traditions in the Social Sciences series aims to create a forum for debate between different theoretical and philosophical traditions in the social sciences. Each volume in the series will concentrate on the work of a particular thinker or school of thought whose ideas have had a major impact on social science.

All titles will be published in simultaneous cloth and paperback editions.

THE RISE AND FALL OF STRUCTURAL MARXISM
Ted Benton

A wide-ranging and accessible exposition and criticism of the main ideas and achievements of the structural Marxists. Benton takes account of the revisions and self-critical positions established by Althusser and his close associates and offers a sustained attempt to evaluate the ever-growing body of critical literature on Althusser.

August 251 pp. ISBN 0-312-68375-8 $27.95
Paperback ISBN 0-312-68376-6 $12.95

MICHEL FOUCAULT
Mark Cousins and Athar Hussain

Taking as their starting point the view that the strength of Foucault's work lies in the analyses he performs, the authors provide an exposition of his main works, clarifying and expanding those parts of Foucault's argumentation that are obscure or insufficiently developed.

September est. 368 pp. ISBN 0-312-53166-4 $27.95
Paperback ISBN 0-312-53167-2 $11.95

Other Titles Planned:

POSITIVISM IN SOCIAL THEORY
Chris Bryant

NICOS POUCHANTZAS
Bob Jessop

STRUCTURATION THEORY
Ira Cohen

REALIST PHILOSOPHY
William Outhwaite

IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
John Forrester

JACQUES LACAN

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL
Dennis Smith

ERVING GOFFMAN
Robin Williams

St. Martin's Press,
Scholarly & Reference Division
175 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York 10010

Scholarly & Reference Division
175 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York 10010

BMDP is Data Analysis with Confidence.

Researchers rely on BMDP Statistical Software for all their data analysis needs. They know quality research demands quality analysis. We offer a comprehensive package of 40 programs, ranging from simple data display and description to the most advanced statistical techniques. Known for superior technology, our programs are also very easy to use. BMDP is the standard by which others measure their performance.

You've done your research, tested your subjects and collected your data. Now turn to BMDP for data analysis with confidence. Your colleagues have been doing so for more than 20 years.

See BMDP in action on a PCI Visit Booth 502.

BMDP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

1964 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 475-5700
The American Sociological Association invites you to honor the memory of departed teachers, colleagues and students by a perpetual endowment in their names, or to express your own attachment to the discipline of sociology by an endowment in your own name.

The Endowment Fund, established by the Association for the advancement and dissemination of sociological knowledge, is divided into individual Endowments, each designated according to the wishes of its donor or donors.

The minimum initial amount for the establishment of an Endowment is $1000, or property of equivalent value.

The Association hopes to preserve the principal of each Endowment indefinitely, while spending the annual income for scientific, educational and charitable purposes.

The donor or donors of an Endowment are furnished an annual statement showing the current balance in the Endowment and how its income was spent during the proceeding year.

More than a monument of stone or bronze, an Endowment will keep the person for whom it is name involved in the ongoing life of the discipline far into the future.

For further details, contact the ASA Executive Office; 1722 N Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036; (202) 833-3410.
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